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Abstract 

Narcissus latent virus (NLV) and Maclura mosaic virus (MacMV) are serologically 
related. However, they have poor serological relationships with other plant viruses 
with which they have shared characteristics. Coat protein size, particle shape and 
structure, mode of vector transmission, cytology and serology proved insufficient to 
classify them. Molecular techniques were employed in order to create tools for the 
rapid and accurate classification of plant viruses. A carlavirus-specific PCR primer test 
failed to amplify NLV or MacMV but confirmed that several other viruses belonged to 
the carlavirus genus. 

The nucleotide sequences of part of the nuclear inclusion body (Nib) gene, the complete 
coat protein gene and the 3' untranslated regions of narcissus latent virus (NLV) and 
Maclura mosaic virus (MacMV) were determined. Deduced amino acid sequences for 
the NIb and coat protein genes revealed that NLV and MacMV are closely related. 
Comparison of the NIb sequences with other viruses showed that NLV and MacMV 
have closer affinities with viruses of the Potyviridae than to those of the carlavirus 
genus with which they were initially classified. It is proposed that NLV and MacMV 
may form a new genus within the Potyviridae, the Macluraviruses. The viruses 
associated with narcissus yellow stripe disease were re-evaluated. 

In order to identify further members for the new genus a second PCR primer was 
designed to amplify a region shared by the bymoviruses and macluraviruses. Sequence 
data obtained for the 3'-terminal region of rice necrosis mosaic virus (RNMV) using a 
fragment amplified by this primer confirmed that RNMV was a member of the 
bymovirus genus. MacMV and barley mild mosaic bymovirus replicase sequences 
were used to transform tobacco plants in an attempt to create transgenic resistance. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis is about the classification of two plant viruses, Maclura mosaic virus 
(MacMV) and narcissus latent virus (NLV). At present, neither can be classified 

satisfactorily since their biological and cytological characteristics seem to be anomalous 

when considered alongside their particle morphology. Traditionally, viruses have been 

classified by groupings based on structural features and biological characteristics. For 

example, coat protein molecular weight and virus particle size and type combined with 

mode of vector transmission and cytology have been used to delineate a large number of 

plant virus groups. However, in the case of NLV and MacMV, these characters when 
defined proved insufficient to classify them. The limit of the present knowledge about 
these two viruses is typical of many unassigned viruses. The aim of this thesis is to 

employ modern molecular level techniques as rapid tools to assign NLV and MacMV to 

a taxon. 

NLV and MacMV appear to possess the characteristics normally attributed to two 
distinct genera. This raises the possibility that they represent an evolutionary link 

between the two genera. Even if they do not represent such a link, they are still worthy 
of investigation. Information about any virus can have repercussions on our 
understanding of other viruses. The problem of classifying viruses satisfactorily is one 
that has existed since they were first recognised and the challenge of classification can 
enlighten our views of other taxa. 

Why classify viruses? 
Classification provides a consistent naming system. This is a practical necessity, 
especially where disease is concerned. Viruses are pathogens and as such there is a 
practical need to identify them for diagnosis, in medicine, agriculture and horticulture. 
A nomenclature system aids identification by providing a concise summary of 
characteristics. A common universal nomenclature is essential for effective 
communication and discussion amongst the scientific community. Although there has 
been agreement for over half a century that a system of taxonomy and nomenclature for 
viruses is needed, there is still argument over how it should be used and defined. 
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The taxonomy of plant viruses 
ngibma 
Taxonomy is used to provide a means of identification of organisms. A universal 

naming system, Linnean binomials, is used by the majority of biologists easily and 

without controversy (Ridley, 1993). Species can be practically defined in terms of 

easily identifiable morphologic characteristics. There are two methods of classification, 

phenotypic and phylogenetic. Phenotypic classification groups organisms together 

according to shared attributes. If organisms are grouped on one characteristic alone, 

then the use of a different characteristic may lead to a different grouping. Usually 

phenotypic classifiers use a large number of physical attributes to define a group, 

thereby diluting out those attributes which could lead to a radically different solution. 
Phylogenetic classification is an evolutionary method, which analyses how recently 

organisms have shared a common ancestor. Usually, for most biological organisms, 
the two methods give the same outcome, however there are important ideological 

arguments which distinguish the two methods that affects the classification of viruses. 

There are three main schools of classification: numerical taxonomy (phenotypic), 

cladistic taxonomy (phylogenetic) and evolutionary taxonomy (both phenotypic and 

phylogenetic). Numerical taxonomy proposed by Sneat & Sokal (see Ridley, 1993 for 

review) is subjective in its application and can result in many different groupings of the 

same organisms each of which are as valid as the next with no means of distinguishing 

between them. Phenotypic classification is ambiguous because there is more than one 

way of measuring phenotypic similarity and the different measurements can disagree. 
Hennig was the main proponent of cladistic analysis (see Ridley, 1993 for review) 
which uses evolutionary theory to group organisms according to their most recent 
common ancestor. This method fits well with Linnean binomials. It is not always a 
facile method since the distinction between shared derived characteristics and ancestral 
characteristics requires the presence or knowledge of the ancestor. The phylogenetic 
relationship must often be inferred and is therefore not always consistently applied. The 

majority of biologists use evolutionary taxonomy (main proponents are Mayr, Simpson 

and Dobhanzsky: see Ridley, 1993 for review) since it agrees with most existing 
taxonomy and is easier to apply than cladistic analysis. However, it is not theoretically 
rigorous and suffers from the same problem with phenotypic relationships that 
numerical taxonomy does. 

Many virologists have considered only one of these schools of thought, evolutionary 
taxonomy as a theory by which viruses should be analysed. In order to apply this 
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theory, they have looked to the definition of a species used by evolutionary 

taxonomists, the biological species concept: 

"species are groups of interbreeding natural populations that are 

reproductively isolated from other such groups" (Ridley, 1993) 

The biological species concept is clearly problematic for the virologist. The notion of 
'interbreeding' in an asexual entity, such as a virus is non-sensical. The use of the term 
'natural population' is difficult to apply to an obligate parasite when individuals exist in 

separate hosts. Virus particles may exist for many years in a vector (e. g.: virus 

transmitted by fungal spores) in isolation. However, this form of isolation is difficult 

to compare to the reproductive isolation described above. An entire field of barley may 
be infected with the same viral strain, but the 'populations' within each individual plant 

are isolated from one another. If viruses are transmitted through asexually reproducing 
hosts (e. g.: bulb division) then the isolation may be limited to a single host for many 

years. Genetic drift or adaptation to the individual host may result in sufficient 

variations between the viruses present in individual bulbs to delineate strains. 

Evolutionary taxonomists also use phenotypic characteristics to define a group. As 

viruses are simple organisms, the choice of characteristics is limited and therefore 

classification would appear to be simple. However, simplicity generates problems of 
its own. Some characteristics may be delineated by very small variations in the virus 
genome, for example, a single nucleotide change can affect virulence or vector 
transmission. Vector transmission, is therefore one objective phenotypic character that 
is difficult to use for analysis. 

The most insurmountable problem for evolutionary taxonomy presented by viruses is 

their polyphyletic nature. Polyphyletic groups are formed when two lineages 

convergently evolve similar character states. Sequence data has demonstrated that 
viruses have acquired genes from host genomes or horizontally from other viruses 
through RNA recombination. A polyphyletic group does not contain a common 
ancestor and therefore evolutionary taxonomy cannot accommodate polyphyletic 
groups. Similarly, cladistics (phylogenetic analysis) cannot be applied to viruses either. 
If viruses are truly polyphyletic, as sequence data suggests they are, then the only 
option left open to virologists is the use of phenotypic classification. 

The universal system of virus classification that has been internationally adopted does 
not involve any implication of evolutionary relationships. It is a purely phenotypic 
system. However, as higher taxa, above the level of species are being introduced, this 
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system is being challenged and evolutionary relationships are being inferred. 

Interestingly, the phenotypic characters that are used to imply these relationships are 

sequence data which have the potential to be truly objective. It appears that virologists 

could have moved to a form of phenotypic taxonomy that will be easy to define and 

apply, the ideal of many zoologists. 

The history of plant virus taxonomy. 

As far back as 1930, a forum for the discussion of virus taxonomy was introduced. 

However, little progress was made since information was scarce and there was still 

argument over the intrinsic nature of viruses and even their existence. With 

improvements in electron microscope techniques and the discovery of DNA, new 

information on viruses was collected apace through the 1950s and early 1960s. In 

1966, at the International Congress for Microbiology in Moscow, the International 

Committee for Nomenclature of Viruses (ICVN) was first established (Matthews, 

1985). A system for the classification of viruses was suggested by Lwoff at the 

meeting (Lwoff et al., 1962). It relied on two main features, the architecture of the 

virion capsid and the type of nucleic acid, to sort viruses into descending hierarchical 

divisions. There were several objections to the scheme. Although phylogenetic 

relationships were not implied by the system, it was thought that this would be easily 

forgotten and therefore eventually become misleading. There was concern that the 

characteristics used for the divisions were arbitrary and were unequally weighted, and 

the view was expressed that there was little reliable information available on the 

diversity of viruses. It was concluded that more data needed to be collected before a 

satisfactory system could be devised. 

The 1966 ICVN meeting rejected the system proposed by Lwoff and adopted a code of 

nomenclature and a set of rules which included the rejection of the bacterial 

nomenclature system for viruses. It was agreed that all nomenclature would be 

international and applied to all viruses and that the law of priority would not be 

observed. No person's name would be used in naming a virus or group and that an 

effort would be made towards a latinized binomial nomenclature (Matthews, 1985). 

The Committee continues to meet every three years and publishes a summary of the 

official approved viral taxonomy and nomenclature. It changed its name in 1973 to the 
International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) to more closely reflect its 

objectives. The ICTV now operates through a series of committees and study groups 

which allows approval to be viewed by a wide cross section of the ICTV membership. 
This has been reflected in the unity of virus taxonomy, where for example, several plant 
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viruses have been classified with viruses infecting vertebrate hosts, which is unlikely to 

have happened in a more restrictive and directed environment (Matthews, 1985). 

The current state of plant virus taxonomy 

The latest edition of the ICTV publication, Murphy et a!. (1995) states that the species 

taxon is still the hardest to apply to viruses. The ICTV has now adopted the following 

definition of a virus species: 

"A virus species is defined as a polythetic class of viruses that 

constitutes a replicating lineage and occupies a particular ecological 

niche. " (van Regenmortel, 1990). Members of a polythetic class are 
defined by more than one property and no single property is essential or 

necessary (Murphy et al., 1995). 

The ICTV acknowledges that the species taxon is regarded as the most important 

hierarchical level in classification, but has proved the most difficult to define. The work 

of the ICTV study groups on the specific properties defining species suggests that the 

term species may eventually be defined similarly to the term virus (Murphy et a!., 
1995). Van Regenmortel (1990) has suggested that the common use of the term virus 

and group could be accepted as species and genus respectively. 

An approach towards a higher taxonomy for viruses is being made slowly by the ICTV. 

Progress has occurred at widely differing rates, reflecting the advances in different 

areas of research. Plant virus taxonomists have long preferred to use the non-committal 
term "group" and have been slow to apply the term genus. They have been reluctant to 

accept that a higher taxonomy above the level of family exists. Although there are 
several accepted families, at present only one order has been approved by ICTV, 
Monoegavirales, which are negative-sense single-stranded RNA viruses. Interestingly, 

this order comprises three families, two contain viruses which have vertebrate hosts 
(Paramyxoviridae and Filoviridae) and the third (Rhabdoviridae) includes those with 
vertebrate hosts and two genera of plant-infecting viruses (Cytorhabdoviruses and 
Nucleorhabdoviruses). 

Several schemes using supergroups or classes above the level of order have been 
suggested for positive-sense single-stranded RNA viruses (Goldbach & Wellink, 1988; 
Habili & Symons, 1989; Ward, 1993; Koonin & Dolja, 1993). These relationships are 
based on comparative amino acid sequence data for several conserved viral genes 
encoding proteinases, helicases and RNA-dependent RNA polymerases. Plant 
virologists have been encouraged to explore the use of higher taxa (Mathews, 1985) yet 
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discouraged by others from using sequence data to imply evolutionary relationships in a 

hierarchical structure (Rybicki, 1990; Rybicki & Shukla, 1992). 

The use of sequence data 

The classification of viruses raises some fundamental questions about the procedures 

used to investigate new or previously unclassified viruses. Historically, morphological 

characteristics have been given much weight, but with the advent of sequencing 

technology, these properties are being re-examined 

Viral genome sequence data have become an accepted tool of the plant virus taxonomist. 

Shukla & Ward (1988) successfully employed amino acid sequence homology as a 

basis for identification and classification of the Potyviridae. The members of the 

potyvirus family are positive-sense single-stranded RNA viruses, which are 

encapsidated in flexuous rod-shaped particles. They form the largest of all the plant 

virus families, and include some of the most economically important viruses (Shukla et 

al., 1994). Until the analysis of their coat protein sequences, it was generally 

recognised that the taxonomy of the potyviruses was in a very unsatisfactory state, due 

in part to its large size and the vast variation of its members. The analysis involved the 

coat protein sequences of 17 strains of 8 distinct potyviruses. When the 136 possible 

comparisons of the coat protein sequences were graphed as a frequency distribution, a 

clear bimodal distribution of sequence homologies showed that sequence homology 

between distinct members ranged from 38-71 % (average 54%) while that between 

strains of one virus from 90-99% (average 95%) (Shukla & Ward, 1988). This general 

rule has been validated as more sequence data emerged. The procedure was repeated 

with 56 strains of 25 distinct potyviruses (Ward et al., 1995). The trypsin resistant 

core of the coat protein was used for this analysis. The resulting pattern of distribution 

was more complex than in the original report. Four levels of homology were observed, 

reflecting the taxa of genus, species, subspecies and strain, thus demonstrating that the 

coat protein amino acid sequence alone can reflect the taxonomic position of a particular 

potyvirus. 

Other viral gene sequences have been used as taxonomic parameters. Kamer & Argos 
(1984) aligned the RNA-dependent polymerases of plant, animal and bacterial viruses 
and found a stretch of hydrophobic residues surrounding a Gly- Asp-Asp motif (GDD). 
This conserved region has been used to construct phylogenies for superfamilies or 
classes of positive-sense single-stranded RNA viruses (Ward, 1993). 

Many virologists are naturally wary of classifying viruses by comparative sequence data 
on the basis of only one or two genes. Horizontal transfer of genes between viruses or 



from host species and RNA recombination (for review see Simon & Bujarski, 1994) 

has been demonstrated and the polyphyletic nature of viruses precludes the inclusion of 

a single common ancestor for all viruses. However, at least at the level of superfamily 

or order, it does appear that there are certain valid 'ancestral' properties that were not 

apparent until the advent of sequence data. To avoid these problems, Ward (1993) 

proposes the use of a single gene, the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, on which to 
base the higher taxa of RNA viruses. 

Taxonomy of narcissus latent virus and Maclura mosaic 
virus 

This thesis aims to investigate two plant viruses, narcissus latent virus (NLV) and 
Maclura mosaic virus (MacMV) by using molecular techniques to accumulate more 
information about them and to elucidate their taxonomic position. 

Narcissus latent virus 
The first report of a virus now known to fit the description of narcissus latent virus 
(NLV) was in 1966 (Brunt & Atkey, 1967). A previously unrecognised filamentous 

virus with particles of mean length 635 nm was observed in the sap of naturally- 
infected daffodils with conspicuous yellow stripe symptoms which also contained 
narcissus yellow stripe virus (NYSV). Further investigation by Brunt defined NLV as 
a virus with slightly flexuous filamentous particles c. 657 nm long and c. 13 nm wide, 
and with an estimated coat protein molecular weight of 32.6 kDa (Brunt, 1977). 

NLV has been reported to induce very mild leaf chlorosis in the tips of narcissus leaves 

and affects many commercially important cultivars (Brunt, 1977) but is often described 

as symptomless. It also occurs naturally in bulbous iris, gladioli, nerine and 
Acidanthera (Brunt, 1977; Derks et al., 1985) and there has been one report of its 

occurrence in garlic (Walkey, 1990). NLV commonly occurs as part of a mixed 
infection in narcissus, and it is possible that it exacerbates the symptoms of other 
viruses (Brunt, 1995). 

Several properties of NLV led it to be classified as a carlavirus for almost 20 years 
(Francid et al., 1991) 

. The size and morphology of its particles fell within the accepted 
range for carlaviruses (600-700 nm) and the inability to induce symptoms on infection 
in some cultivars mirrored the characteristically 'latent' carlaviruses. However, in 
preliminary tests NLV coat protein cross-reacted only with antiserum raised to one 
carlavirus, lily symptomless virus (LSV) (Brunt, 1977). NLV was later found to be 
serologically distinct from carnation latent virus and 13 other carlaviruses (Adams & 



Barbara, 1982) as well as several carlaviruses found commonly in garlic (Van Duk, 

1993). 

In 1991, NLV was re-evaluated by Mowat and co-workers. They observed a coat 

protein of a much larger size (45 kDa) than previously reported and most importantly, 

they observed the presence of cylindrical cytoplasmic inclusions (CCIs) in NLV- 

infected Nicotiana clevelandii (Mowat et a!., 1991; Brunt et a!., 1994). A by-product of 
their translation strategy, CCIs are a distinctive feature of the potyviruses. NLV was 
subjected to new serological tests but NLV particles failed to react to antisera raised to 
12 potyviruses and 9 carlaviruses (Mowat et al., 1991). NLV RNA was used in time 

course in vitro translation experiments in an attempt to elucidate its translation strategy. 
If NLV used a translation strategy similar to the potyviruses, it would be expected to 
form a large polyprotein which was cleaved over time by viral proteinases into smaller 
mature products. If however, NLV utilised a strategy similar to the carlaviruses, the 
first product to accumulate would probably be the coat protein. The in vitro translation 

results proved inconclusive, as only a single product of 25 kDa was obtained which did 

not precipitate with antisera raised to NLV coat protein (Mowat et al., 1991). 

The first link between NLV and Maclura mosaic virus (MacMV) was discovered when 
NLV particles cross-reacted in enzyme linked immuno-sorbent assay (ELISA) and 
immuno-electron microscopy (IEM) with MacMV antiserum. Mowat et al. (1991) 

concluded that NLV was neither a potyvirus nor a carlavirus but could be a member of a 
new genus with MacMV. NLV therefore remained unclassified. 

Madura mosaic virus 
A virus causing well marked mosaic symptoms on the leaves of the ornamental tree 
Maclura pomifera was first reported in 1973 (Plese & Milicic, 1973). The diseased 
leaves were often deformed and the tissues in the intercostal areas were sometimes 
yellow-green, while other parts were normal in colour, so that a symptom similar to 
vein banding occurred. The mosaic virus was mechanically transmitted to 
Chenopodium amaranticolor and a few flexuous virus particles of 700-800 nm were 
observed in the infected sap. 

The virus was designated Maclura mosaic virus (MacMV) and when further 
characterised, was reported to induce CCIs (Plese & Wrischer, 1978). MacMV has 
flexuous filamentous particles 650-710nm long (Koenig & Plese, 1981), which fall 
within a similar range to those of NLV. Measurements of NLV and MacMV particles 
have always shown a single modal length (Brunt & Atkey, 1967; Brunt, 1977; Mowat 
et al., 1991; Plese & Wrischer, 1978), although some anomalies in the appearance of 
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the isolated particles have been reported (granular bodies associated with particles). 
The coat protein size of MacMV is reported to be 45 kDa (Plese & Wrischer, 1978), the 

same size as that reported for NLV by Mowat et a!. (1991). Due to the presence of 
CCIs in infected tissue and its weak cross reaction with antisera to bean yellow mosaic 
potyvirus (Plese et a!., 1979), MacMV was initially classified as a potyvirus but its 

position within the genus remained uncertain. 

Current classification of NLV and MacMV 
NLV and MacMV are currently classified as unassigned viruses within the Potyviridae 
(Murphy et al., 1995). Mowat suggested they form a new a group (Mowat et al., 1991) 

and Brunt has suggested that they form a distinct genus, Macluraviruses within the 
Potyviridae (Brunt, 1992; Brunt et al., 1994; Shukla et al., 1994). 

Historically, NLV and MacMV have been associated with the two genera of viruses 
which their particle morphologies fall between, the carlaviruses (610-700 nm) and the 

potyviruses (680-900nm). Thus, both types of virus are briefly reviewed here in order 
that the criteria for inclusion in either group is clear when the position of NLV and 
MacMV is re-evaluated in this thesis. 

Carlaviruses 
Carlaviruses have a tendency to induce little or no symptoms. This may be a reason 
why they have long been ignored and are often omitted from major reviews of plant 
viruses (Foster, 1992). Recently however, a survey of the 1991 ICTV report shows 
that carlaviruses are the third most numerous genus of 35 recognised genera of plant 
viruses (Shukla et al., 1994; Francki et al., 1991). There is a comparatively large 

amount of sequence data available for carlaviruses. The complete genomes of two 
carlaviruses, potato virus M (PVM: Rupasov et al., 1989; Zavriev et al., 1991) and 
blueberry scorch virus (BBScV: Cavileer et al., 1994) have been published and there 
are partial 3' terminal sequences available for seven others. 

Carlaviruses have slightly flexuous filamentous particles of 610-700 nm (Wetter & 
Milne, 1981) and comprise a positive-sense single-stranded RNA genome of 
approximately 7kb when estimated by agarose gel analysis. The particles are 
encapsidated by a single protein species with a molecular weight of 32-34kDa. 
Encapsidated sub-genomic RNAs of approx. 2-3kb and 1.5 kb have been detected by 
northern hybridisation experiments (Foster & Mills, 1990 a, b). Carlaviruses utilise 
sub-genomic RNAs for the translation of internal open reading frames (ORFs). This 
has been confirmed by in vitro translation experiments (Foster & Mills, 1990 a, b, c; 
1991 a, b; Meehan & Mills, 1991). 
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Figure 1.1: Diagrammatic representation of the genome of a typical carlavirus (after 
Cavileer et al., 1994). 



The final cistron encoded by the carlavirus genome, the 11K ORF is thought to be 

unique among plant viruses. It distinguishes the carlaviruses from the closely related 

potexviruses and contains a cysteine-rich region. This region is similar to the putative 

zinc-finger binding domain (Berg, 1986; Klug & Rhodes, 1987) which is proposed to 
bind nucleic acid. It has been suggested that the 11 K protein is involved in the 

regulation of host-gene transcription or viral RNA replication (Foster, 1992). It is also 
interesting to note that carlaviruses are transmitted by aphids but their close relatives, 
the potexviruses are not and that the 11K ORF is the only major cistron absent from the 
latter. This could suggest a role in aphid transmission for the 11K ORF. 

Although the carlaviruses are placed between the potexviruses and potyviruses because 

they have an intermediate particle size, they have a translation strategy which is different 
from the potyviruses and a different genome organisation from both genera. 

Potyviridae 
The Potyviridae is the largest family of plant viruses, containing 198 viruses. Its 

members are so numerous and the research into them has been so prolific that a 
substantial body of work has been recently produced on this family alone (Shukla et al., 
1994). The Potyviridae was created by the ICTV Potyvirus Study Group at its meeting 
in 1990 (Barnett, 1991; 1992) and comprises three accepted genera, potyviruses, 
bymoviruses and rymoviruses and one possible genus, ipomoviruses. Of these, the 
potyvirus genus is by far the largest, and although its exact size is always in doubt, due 

to the large numbers of possible strains, sub-species and unassigned viruses, it is 

accepted as the largest of the 47 plant virus genera recognised by the ICTV (Murphy et 
al., 1995). The potyvirus family has been grouped together by the possession of a 
common genome organisation and high sequence identity within the RNA-dependent 
RNA polymerase protein. Each genus is transmitted by a different vector, although this 
was not a criterion for grouping which was based originally on coat protein sequence 
data (Shukla et al., 1994). The potyviruses are transmitted by aphids, the bymoviruses 
by a soil-borne fungus, the rymoviruses by eriophyid mites and the ipomoviruses by 
whiteflies. 

The potyvirus group was first officially recognised by the ICTV in 1971 and the 
acronym from the type member, pjato virus X. (PVY) was adopted (Harrison et a!., 
1971). Potyviruses cause significant losses in a wide variety of crops, such as cereal, 
millet, fruit, vegetables, sugar cane, oilseed, ornamental, fodder and pasture world- 
wide (Shukla et al., 1994). Potyviruses are transmitted by aphids in a non-persistent 
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manner and have particles which are flexuous and fall within the range of length 720- 

770 nm, diameter 11-12 nm. 

Many potyviruses have now been completely sequenced and as a consequence there is a 

great deal of information on their genetic organisation. A diagrammatic representation 

of a typical genome is shown in figure 1.2a. In vitro translation experiments have 

shown that a large polyprotein representing the entire coding region is initially translated 

(Dougherty & Carrington, 1988; Dougherty et al., 1989). This product is then 

autocatalytically cleaved by three viral encoded proteinases (see figure 1.2a). The first 

proteinase to be characterised was the small nuclear inclusion proteinase (Nla) which is 

involved in processing the C-terminal two thirds of the genome (Dougherty & 

Carrington, 1988). It has a two domain structure, the N-terminal portion functions as 

the genome-linked VPg and the C-terminal domain functions as the proteinase. The 

NIa proteinase recognises a cleavage sequence that appears to be specific to each virus 

and is conserved at each processing junction. A group-specific consensus cleavage 

sequence has been defined as V-X-X-Q/[A, S, G or V]. Variations in the cleavage site 

can cause differential cleavage rates, and hence offer post-translational control of virus 

gene function and expression (Dougherty & Parks, 1989). 

The second proteinase to be clearly defined was the Helper Component cysteine 

proteinase (HC-Pro) (Carrington et a!., 1989). Again this has a two domain structure 

with the C-terminal protein involved in proteolysis and the N-terminal domain having a 

role in vector transmission and possibly long distance movement. HC-Pro is 

responsible for the cleavage at one site only, HC-P3 (Carrington & Herndon, 1992). 

The final cleavage site between HC and P1 is processed by the proteinase domain of P1 

which is a serine proteinase (Verchot et al., 1991). This proteinase was difficult to 
identify due to variation of its function in different in vitro translation systems. It is 

possible that P1-Pro requires a host factor or a some other aspect of a subcellular 

environment for activation. The P1 protein has been implicated in viral cell-to-cell 

movement (Domier et al., 1987). 

The nuclear inclusion body b (NIb) protein is thought to be involved in viral genome 
replication. It contains the'G-D-D' motif, which has been demonstrated to be essential 
to the function of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Inokuchi & Harishima, 1987; 
1990). This domain is also found in many other viral RNA-dependent RNA 

polymerases (Don-der et al., 1987). The Nib is the most conserved of all the potyvirus 
proteins. The cytoplasmic inclusion protein (CI) is also thought to be involved in 

genome replication and has been shown to be a RNA helicase (Lain et a!., 1990). It 

contains the conserved nucleotide binding domain G-X-X-G-X-K-S (Domier et a!., 
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1987). The CI is the only component of the cytoplasmic cylindrical inclusions which 

are so characteristic of potyviral infections. It has been suggested that it is associated 

with plasmodesmata in order to facilitate cell-to-cell movement. VPg is the third protein 

thought to be involved in viral replication. VPg is covalently bound to the 5'-terminus 

of the genome and is thought to act as a primer for RNA replication. 

The potyvirus coat protein is the only potyvirus product which shows little sequence 
identity to the corresponding protein of other virus groups (Domier et al., 1987). Its 

amino acid composition is said to be characteristic of the genus and its use in the 

classification of potyviruses has already been discussed. It is known to be involved in 

the specificity of vector transmission and contains a conserved motif (D-A-G) which is 

essential for this function (Atreya et al., 1990) and is normally placed in close proximity 

to the N-terminus. 

Bymo^ viruses 
The bymoviruses were first recognised as a cohesive group at the end of the 1980s 

(Usugi et al., 1989) and were officially recognised as a distinct genus of the Potyviridae 

two years later (Barnett, 1991; 1992). To date, the genus includes five viruses, barley 

mild mosaic virus (BaMMV), rice necrosis mosaic virus (RNMV), oat mosaic virus 
(OMV), wheat streak spindle mosaic virus (WSSMV, synonym wheat yellow mosaic 

virus) and the type member, barley yellow mosaic virus (BaYMV). All bymoviruses 

are transmitted by the soil borne fungus, Polymyxa graminis by the in vivo method 
(Campbell, 1996). This is analogous to the persistent transmission of viruses by insect 

vectors. The virus particles are contained within the zoospores when they emerge from 

vegetative sporangia or resting spores. 

Bymoviruses are unusual members of the Potyviridae because they have a bipartite 

particle and genome structure. The flexuous rod-shaped particles are 200-300 nm and 
500-600 nm in length and encapsidate positive-sense single-stranded RNAs of 
approximately 4 and 8kb (Usugi et al., 1989). Two bymoviruses have been completely 
sequenced on both RNAs, BaYMV (Kashiwazaki et al., 1989; 1990 a; 1991; Davidson 

et al., 1991; Peerenboom et al., 1992) and BaMMV (Kashiwazaki et a!., 1992; Foulds 

et al., 1993; Schlichter et al., 1993; Timpe & Kuhne, 1994; Kashiwazaki, 1996; Meyer 
& Dessens, 1996; Peerenboom et al., 1996). Analysis has shown that the cistrons 
encoded on RNA1 are similar to those encoded by the C-terminal two thirds of 
potyviruses, and that RNA2 corresponds in part to the N-terminal third (see figure 
1.2b). Sequence analysis and in vitro translation studies (Prols et al., 1990) have 
shown that BaYMV follows the same translation strategy as the potyviruses, producing 
a large polyprotein which is cleaved internally. RNA1 encodes a large polyprotein 
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(approx. 270kDa) which contains five internal cleavage sites to produce six putative 
functional proteins. These are equivalent to the potyviral proteins P3,6K1, CI, NIa, 

NIb, and CP and contain all the major conserved domains found in the potyviruses 
(Kashiwazaki et al., 1990 a). 

RNA2 of BaYMV and BaMMV encodes a polyprotein of 98kDa which is 

autocatalytically cleaved into two functional proteins. The smaller of these two 

proteins, P1 (28kDa in BaYMV) contains proteinase domain similar to that found in the 

potyvirus HC-Pro (Kashiwazaki et al., 1991; Davidson et al., 1991). However the 
bymovirus P1 protein appears to have similarities to only the proteinase domain of HC- 

Pro and has no equivalent to the potyvirus Helper Component aphid transmission 
domain. The second RNA2 encoded protein, P2, appears to be associated with fungal 

transmission, sharing conserved motifs with a fungal transmission protein of 
furoviruses (Dessens & Meyer, 1996; Dessens et al., 1995; Peerenboom et al., 1996). 
Bymoviruses which are maintained in laboratory conditions by repeated mechanical 
transmission eventually become unable to be transmitted by fungal vectors (Dessens & 

Meyer, 1995; Jacobi et al., 1995). Analysis of RNA2 of these mechanically transmitted 
isolates reveals a deletion in P2, supporting the suggestion that this is protein has a 
fungal transmission function (Dessens et al., 1995; Jacobi et al., 1995). Both P1 and 
P2 are thought to be involved in long-distance and cell-to-cell movement (Schenk et al., 
1995). 

Rymoviruses 
The rymoviruses were recognised as a separate genus of the Potyviridae at the same 
time as the bymoviruses (Barnett, 1992), however the accumulation of sequence data of 
these viruses has led to recent suggestions that this genus should be split (Salm et al., 
1996a). The Rymovirus genus currently contains five members, Agrypyron mosaic 
virus (AgMV), Hordeum mosaic virus (HoMV), oat necrosis mottle virus (ONMV), 

wheat streak mosaic virus (WSMV) and the type member ryegrass mosaic virus 
(RGMV). There are also several possible members, brome streak mosaic virus 
(BrSMV), onion mite-borne latent virus, shallot mite-borne latent virus and spartina 
mottle virus (Shukla et a!., 1994). The Rymoviruses. are monopartite, like the 
potyviruses, but with distinctively shorter, wider particles (680-750 nm in length, 15 

nm in diameter). They are transmitted by eriophyid mites and in general infect only 
graminaceous hosts. 

Cloning and sequencing of the complete genome of BrSMV (Gott & Maiss, 1995; 
Schubert & Rabenstein 1995) and the partial genomes of WSMV (Niblett et al., 1991) 
AgMV, HoMV (Salm et a!., 1996b) and RGMV (Schubert et al., 1995; Salm et al., 
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1996c) has shown that they have a similar genome organisation and translation strategy 

to the potyviruses. Nucleotide and amino acid sequence comparisons of the 3' terminal 

regions of these viruses indicate that two distinct groups exist (Salm et al., 1996b) and 

phylogenetic justification for splitting the Rymovirus genus has been presented (Salm et 

al., 1996c). It is proposed that WSMV and BrSMV form a distinct cluster and are more 

similar to one another than they are to RGMV, AgMV and HoMV which form a second 

cluster. It is interesting to note that RGMV and AgMV are transmitted by the mite 
Abacarus hystix, whereas WSMV and BrSMV are transmitted by a different mite, 
Aceria tulipae. The authors suggested that a new genus Whestreviruses be created to 
include WSMV and BrSMV, while AgMV, RGMV and HoMV be retained in the 
Rymovirus genus (Salm et al., 1996a). 

Ipomoviruses 
The ipomovirus genus is not yet recognised by ICTV and at present contains only one 
member, sweet potato mild mottle virus (SPMMV) and one possible member, sweet 
potato yellow dwarf virus (Shukla et al., 1994). SPMMV is transmitted by whitefly 
and has particles which are longer and slightly wider than those of potyviruses (750- 
900nm, diameter 14 nm). Sequence analysis of the 3'-terminal region of SPMMV 

provided molecular data which suggested that it was a member of the Potyviridae 
(Colinet et a!., 1996). 

It can be seen from this review of the carlaviruses and the Potyviridae that they can be 

easily distinguished by the presence of CCIs on infection. The limit of our knowledge 

about NLV and MacMV currently assigns them to the potyviridae family due to the 

presence of CCIs but not to a genus. Modem sequencing techniques should provide 
further information to compare NLV and MacMV to the potyviruses and carlaviruses to 
establish the validity of this classification, as a wealth of sequence data for these groups 
is now available. 

Aims of the Thesis 
The central aim of this thesis is to elucidate the taxonomic position of NLV and MacMV 
by the use of molecular techniques. 

1. The assumption that NLV could no longer be assigned to the carlavirus group due to 
the observation of CCIs on infection (Mowat et al., 1991; Brunt et al., 1994) will be 
tested by the design of a PCR primer specific to carlaviruses which could be used to 
amplify viral first-strand cDNA. If successful, this rapid test on total RNA extracted 
from infected plant material would also provide an amplified fragment suitable for 
cloning. Sequence analysis could then confirm the RT-PCR test results. This 
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carlavirus-specific PCR primer would also be used to test several 'suspected' 

carlaviruses, red la soda virus, American hop latent virus, hop mosaic virus and 

cowpea mild mottle virus (Chapter 3). 

2. It was suspected that this strategy may prove unsuccessful on NLV and MacMV, 

therefore a second strategy was developed. An attempt would be made to obtain 

sequence data for both genomes by an alternative route. Viral genomic RNA can be 

used to create first-strand cDNA which when converted to double-stranded cDNA, can 
be cloned directly. A mixture of oligo-d(T) and random hexanucleotide primers can be 

used to create a wide range of clones. When transformed into competent cells a library 

of clones can be screened using radio-labelled first-strand viral cDNA. These clones 

should provide genome sequence data which when used in a database search would 

allow homologous sequences to be identified. If the coat protein gene was isolated then 
it could be used to determine the relationship of NLV and/or MacMV to other viruses 

according to the principles established by Shukla & Ward (1988) (Chapter 4). 

3. A universal potyvirus primer could be used to further investigate the relationship 
between narcissus yellow stripe symptoms and NLV. Confusion exists over the link 

between disease symptoms described as "narcissus yellow stripe" and the infection of 

narcissus by NLV. NLV often occurs as part of a mixed infection, and as it was 

assumed to be a carlavirus for many years, it is possible that this confusion may be 

connected to its misdiagnosis. However, a specific test for NLV would enable it to be 

accurately identified in naturally infected narcissus plants (Chapter 5). 

4. If sequence data for NLV and MacMV was obtained, another aim of this thesis is to 

produce a PCR primer specific to both viruses which could be used on other 
unassigned viruses. Other viruses similar to MacMV and NLV may be identified to aid 
the delineation of their shared characteristics further. If MacMV and NLV indeed 

represented a new genus, another member would facilitate the definition of the genus 
(Chapter 6). 

5. Finally, if sequence data was obtained, it was intended that it be used to create 
constructs which could be transformed into tobacco plants to further study the effects of 
the viruses and in an attempt to create resistant plants (Chapter 7). 
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Chapter 2 

Materials and Methods 

This chapter details the methods used to carry out the work presented in this thesis. All 

commonly used solutions have been listed in Appendix I, and the names and addresses 

of suppliers in Appendix H. 

1) Methods involving DNA 
Unless otherwise stated, all glassware and disposable plastic equipment used in this 

section were autoclaved before use. 

I. I. Purification of DNA 

1.1.1 Mini-preparation of plasmid DNA 
1. Inoculate 5m1 of LB broth (see Appendix I) with the required clone from a plate 

or a previous overnight culture. Add the appropriate antibiotic selection (use 

ampicillin at 100µg/ml or kanamycin at 50-100 tg/m1) and place in a shaking 
37°C Gallenkamp orbital incubator overnight. 

2. Take 1.5m1 of the overnight culture and place in a 1.5m1 sterile eppendorf. Spin 

at approx. 11,000 xg for 5 min (MSE microcentaur microfuge used throughout). 
3. Pour off the supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 100µl solution I (50mM 

sucrose, 25 mM Tris HC1 pH8.0,10 mM EDTA). 
4. Add 200µl solution II (0.2M NaOH, 1% SDS) and mix by inverting. Add 15041 

of solution III (3M KoAc: 3M with respect to K, 5M with respect to Acetate) and 
leave on ice for 10 min. 

5. Centrifuge for 10 min at approx. 11,000 xg. 
6. Aspirate 450µ1 of the supernatant using a pipette into a fresh tube, leaving the 

white precipitate behind. 
7. Add an equal volume of isopropanol . 
8. Centrifuge for 10 min at approx. 11,000 xg. 
9. Pour off the supernatant, absorbing the final few drops onto a paper towel to 

ensure that the pellet is dry. Resuspend the pellet in 40091 of sterile distilled 
water, transfer to a 1.5 ml sterile eppendorf tube. Add 1µl RNase A (50 mg/ml) 
and incubate at 370C for 10 min 

10. Add 40Oµ1 of phenol (equilibrated to pH8.0 using 0.5M Tris buffer), vortex 
briefly (Fisons whirlimixer) and centrifuge for 2 min at approx. 11,000 xg in a 
microfuge. 
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11. Carefully remove the upper aqueous layer, leaving behind any protein residue at 

the interface and place in a new eppendorf tube. 
12. Add 2O0µ1 of phenol and 200µl of chloroform, vortex briefly and centrifuge for 2 

min at approx. 11,000 xg. 
13. Again remove the upper aqueous layer and place in a new eppendorf tube. Repeat 

the final extraction as before but this time with 400µl of chloroform. 
14. Add 40µ1 of 3M NaOAc pH 4.8 and 1 ml of ice cold 100 % ethanol (EtOH). 

Precipitate at -80°C for 10 min. Centrifuge at approx. 11,000 xg for 10 min. 
15. Pour off the supernatant and dry the pellet under vacuum, to ensure that it is free 

from ethanol. 
16. Resuspend in 2091 Sterile Distilled Water (SDW). 

1.1.2 Mini-preparation of plasmid DNA for automatic sequencing 
Only small quantities of good quality DNA were required for automatic sequencing. 
This quick method was used which is similar to the mini-preparation method (section 

1.1.1). 
1. Use a single colony to inoculate 5m1 LB broth (See Appendix I), add appropriate 

antibiotic selection and place overnight in a shaking 37°C incubator. 

2. Take 1.5m1 of the overnight culture and place in a 1.5m1 sterile eppendorf. 
Centrifuge at approx. 11,000 xg for 5 min. Remove supernatent and repeat this 

process so that 3ml of cells are harvested. 
3. Pour off the supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 200µl solution I (25mM Tris 

HCl pH8.0,10mM EDTA, 50mM glucose). 
4. Add 300µ1 solution II (0.2M NaOH, 1% SDS) and mix by inverting. Add 300µl 

of solution III (as mini-preparation section 1.1.1) and maxi-preparation, section 
1.1.3) and leave on ice for 5 min. 

5. Centrifuge for 10 min at approx. 11,000 x g. 
6. Transfer the supernatant using a pipette into a fresh tube, leaving the white 

precipitate behind. Add 1µI of RNase A (50pg/ml) and incubate at 370C for 20 

min. 
7. Perform 2 chloroform extractions and then precipitate nucleic acid by adding an 

equal volume of isopropanol. 
8. Centrifuge immediately for 10 min at approx. 11,000 x g. 
9. Pour off the supernatant and wash the pellet in 70 % EtOH. Dry the pellet under 

vacuum and resuspend in 32µl SDW. 
10. Reprecipitate using an equal volume of PEG solution (13% PEG 8,000,1.6M 

NaCl) and mix well. Place on ice for 20 min. 
11. Centrifuge at approx. 11,000 xg for 15 min and remove supernatant. Wash in 

80% EtOH, dry under vacuum and resuspend in 20gl SDW. 
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1.1.3 Maxi-preparation of plasmid DNA 
1. Inoculate 100ml of LB broth (See Appendix I) with the required clone from a 

plate or a previous overnight culture. Add the appropriate antibiotic selection (use 

ampicillin at 100 tg/ml or kanamycin at 50-100. tg/ml) and place in a shaking 
37°C incubator overnight. 

2. Divide the culture equally between two 50m1 tubes and centrifuge at 4°C for 10 

min at 3,200 xg (Beckman benchtop centrifuge used throughout). 
3. Pour off the supernatant and thoroughly resuspend the pellet in 2 ml solution I (as 

section 1.1.1). 
4. Add 4 ml solution II (as section 1.1.1) and mix by inverting. Add 4 ml of 

solution III (as section 1.1.1) and leave on ice for 10-30 min. 
5. Centrifuge at 4°C for 10 min at 3,200 x g. 
6. Filter the supernatant through polymer wool into a fresh tube, leaving the white 

precipitate behind. 

7. Add an equal volume of isopropanol and leave to precipitate for 1 hr at room 
temperature. 

8. Centrifuge at 20°C for 15 min at 3,200 x g. 
9. Pour off the supernatant, absorbing the final few drops onto a paper towel to 

ensure that the pellet is dry. Resuspend the pellet in 300µl of sterile distilled water 
(SDW) and transfer to a 1.5m1 sterile eppendorf tube. 

10. Add an equal volume of 1OM LiCl. Centrifuge at approx. 11,000 xg for 10 min. 
11. Take up the supernatant with a pipette and place in a fresh eppendorf tube. Add an 

equal volume of PEG (13% PEG 8,000,1.6M NaCl) and leave at -80°C for 10 
min or overnight. 

12. Centrifuge at approx. 11,000 xg for 10 min. 
13. Pour off the supernatant and ensure the pellet is free from any residual PEG 

solution. Resuspend the pellet in 400µl sterile distilled water and add 4µl of 
RNase A (50 jig/ml). Incubate at 37°C for 15 min. 

14. Follow method as for mini-preparation (1.1.1) steps 10 -15. 
15. Resuspend the pellet in S0µ1 of SDW. 

1.1.4 Preparation of single-stranded plasmid DNA for sequencing 
Some plasmid vectors contain an F1 origin of replication enabling the export of a 
single-stranded molecule including insert sequences. Single-stranded sequencing was 
used since it offers a speedier protocol, longer reads (up to 700 bp) and better clarity 
and resolution than double-stranded sequencing. 
1. Add the following to a 50m1 sterile screw top plastic tube: 

5m1 LB Broth (See Appendix I) 
25µl M 13KO7 helper phage 
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24µl Ampicillin (25mg/ml) 

100µl fresh overnight culture of Bluescript clone (or other vector with Fl origin) 

2. Incubate at 370C overnight in a shaking incubator. 

3. Centrifuge the whole 5m1 culture at 3,200 xg for 5 min to pellet the cells. 

4. Split the supernatant into 3 eppendorfs, placing 1.5ml in each and centrifuge for 5 

min at 11,000 xg. 
5. Remove lml of supernatant from each of the tubes to fresh eppendorfs containing 

200µl of 20% PEG 6,000/2.5M NaCl and mix by inverting. 

6. Leave at room temperature for 20 min. 

7. Centrifuge for 10 min at approx. 11,000 xg and pour off most of the 

supernatant. 
8. Centrifuge for a further 3 min and remove the remaining PEG mixture with a 

drawn out pasteur pipette. The white pellet of phage should be visible at this 

stage. 
9. Add l00µ1 sterile distilled water to each pellet and add 50µl of phenol. Vortex for 

10 s. 
10. Centrifuge for 3 min at 11,000 xg and transfer upper aqueous layer to a fresh 

eppendorf, combining the contents of the three tubes. 
11. Extract once more with an equal volume of chloroform. 
12. Add 1/4 volume of 1OM ammonium acetate pH4.8 and 2 volumes of absolute 

ethanol. Mix and store at -20°C until required. 
13. Precipitate the ssDNA by centrifugation for 10 min at 11,000 x g. Wash the pellet 

in 1m170% ethanol, aspirate carefully and vacuum dry. 

14. Resuspend the pellet in 40µ1 of water. Check the quality of the ssDNA by 

spectrophotometric analysis (section 1.2.2) or on a 1% agarose gel (section 

1.2.1). 

1 . 2. Analysis 
1.2.1 Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA 

For visual analysis of DNA, agarose gels of various sizes were used (1% gel for DNA, 

1.5% or 2% for RNA or RT-PCR products). Agarose was melted in 1x TAE (8mM 

Tris, 30mM sodium acetate trihydrate, 1mM EDTA, pH8.2) in a microwave oven on 
full power for 1 min and 30 s. The agarose was allowed to cool and then ethidium 
bromide (EtBr) was added to a concentration of 0.5µ. g/ml. The melted gel was poured 
into a casting tray of suitable size which had been taped at each end with masking tape 

and contained a comb in the required position. Once set, the tapes and comb were 

removed. The gel was placed in an electrophoresis tank containing 1x TAE so that it 

covered the gel completely. Samples were prepared by adding 3x loading dye (1 x 
TAE, 10% glycerol, 0.5gg/ml bromophenol blue). Electrophoresis was carried out at a 
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constant voltage of 100V. When the dye front had run to the required point, the gel was 

viewed on a UV trans-illuminator (UVP dual intensity transilluminator) at 320nm and 

photographed using a video camera with an orange filter (UVP camera). Hard copy 

was obtained by printing the image on a thermal printer (Mitsubishi video copy 
processor). 

1.2.2 Spectrophotometric analysis of DNA 
2µl of DNA was diluted in 200µl of SDW. The spectrophotometer (Hewlett Packard 
8452A Diode Array spectrophotometer) was blanked using sterile distilled water and 
readings taken of the DNA sample required at OD260. The spectrophotometer was 
calibrated so that one OD260 unit is equal to 3.7 ng/µl of double-stranded DNA. 
Therefore, the OD260 value was multiplied by 3.7 to calculate the amount of DNA in 
tg/ml in the original sample. Oligonucleotides were sampled in the same way and 

OD260 value of 1 was taken to be equivalent to a concentration of 209g/ml. 

The purity of single-stranded DNA was ascertained by calculating the ratio of the values 
for OD260/OD280. For sequencing quality this value should be approximately 1.8. 

1.2.3 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
A stock of l lx PCR buffer was prepared: 

Amount Stock solution [Final] in 

l lx Buffer 

165 Al 2M Tris HCl pH 8.8 50mM 
85 tl 1M Ammonium sulphate 12mM 

33.5 µ1 1M Magnesium Chloride 4mM 
3.6 µl 2-mercaptoethanol 0.5% (v/v) 
3.4 µl 10mM EDTA pH 8.0 0.5mM 
75 41 each 100mM dN'TP 11mM 
85 µl lo m ml BSA 1m ml 

676-591 (total volume) 

All stock solutions used in the buffer were filter sterilised. The buffer was stored at 
-200C. All primers were used at the concentration of 10 µM (for a 25mer this was 
approximately 78 ng/µl). 

1. In autoclaved 0.5 ml PCR tubes, place 1.8 tl of 11 x PCR buffer, 2 µl of each 
primer used, 4 µl of DNA (at I OOng/ml) and 1 unit of Taq polymerase (Advanced 
Biotechnologies Ltd). Make the reaction up to a volume of 20 µl. 
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2. Cover the reaction in l0091 of mineral oil (Sigma) to prevent evaporation and 

place tubes in Perkin Elmer 480 Thermal Cycler. 

3. Select and run the required cycle. For routine re-amplificiation, colony screening 
(section 1.6.3) and amplification from plasmids use 25 cycles of 940C for 1 min, 
550C for 1 min and 720C for 2 min. 

In general, 1 min per kilobase of target sequence to be amplified during the extension 
phase of the cycle (720C) was allowed. The annealing temperature of the reaction was 
altered depending on the annealing temperature of the primer and the amount of 
degeneracy in the primer sequence. 

When preparing large numbers of reactions, it was easier and quicker to prepare a 
master mix of 11 x PCR buffer, SDW and Taq polymerase. DNA was always added 
last after negative controls had been set up. A control where SDW replaces DNA was 
always included to ensure that the components of the reaction mix were not 
contaminated. Positive controls were the last reactions assembled to prevent aerosol 
contamination of the pipette coming into contact with other reactions. 

1.2.4 Purification of DNA from agarose gels 
The required DNA band was visualised by UV illumination and excised (using the 
302nm wavelength of UV whilst cutting to minimise UV damage to the sample). The 
Bio-101 gene clean kit III (Bio 101 Inc. ) was used in accordance with the 
manufacturers instructions. This protocol involved the binding of DNA to silica in the 
presence of high salt at temperature. The DNA was washed and then recovered in 
SDW by heat. A third to a half of the resuspended sample was analysed by agarose gel 
electrophoresis to estimate the concentration of DNA recovered. 

1.2.5 Restriction Enzyme digestion of DNA 
DNA was used in a volume of 20µl and an appropriate amount of lOx buffer (as 

recommended by manufacturers of the enzyme) was added, followed by 1 unit/gg 
DNA of the required restriction enzyme. Samples were incubated at 370C for 1 hr and 
then analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis (section 1.2.1). 

When digestion with two enzymes was required, the compatibility of the buffers used 
with each enzyme were compared. If they were compatible, then both enzymes were 
added as above. However, if they were incompatible, then the sample was digested 
first with one enzyme and then the sample was subjected to a phenol/chloroform 
extraction in a volume of 2O0µ1 and precipitated by salt and EtOH (see section 1.1 steps 
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10 - 16). The sample was resuspended in 20µl of SDW and the digest repeated with the 

second enzyme. 

1.3. Cloning 

Cloning was performed on fragments of DNA and vectors which had been digested 

with the same or compatible restriction enzymes. Once the digests had been completed 

and the results analysed by agarose gel electorphoresis, the required fragment and 

vector were then excised and recovered from the gel using the Gene Clean kit. 

Fragment and vector were then ligated together: 
1. In a total volume of 20gl, combine a 1: 8 molar ratio of vector to fragment. 

2. Add 2.5gl of 10x buffer supplied with the enzyme and 1µl of T4 DNA lipase. 

3. Incubate at 140C overnight. 
Half the ligation reaction was then transformed into competent cells and the remaining 
portion was stored at -200C. 

1.3.1 Cloning of PCR fragments 

PCR fragments generated by conventional means or RT-PCR were cloned using a 

selection of specialised vectors available commercial. In each case the manufacturers 
instructions were followed. Vectors used were, pCRII and pCR2. i (Invitrogen) and 
pCRSCRIPT (Stratagene). 

1.4 Transformations 
1.4.1 Competent cells 

1. Inoculate 10m1 LB broth (See Appendix I) with a single colony and no antibiotic 
selection. Incubate overnight at 37°C. 

2. Use iml of the overnight culture to inoculate 100m1 LB broth. Incubate at 370C 

until OD600 is between 0.45 and 0.60. 
3. Transfer the cells to ice-cold 50m1 tubes and centrifuge for 15 min at 3,200 xg at 

4°C. 
4. Resuspend the pellet in 10ml ice cold 50mM CaC12. Leave on ice for 1 hr. 
5. Centrifuge at 40C for 10 min and resuspend in 5 mis ice cold 50mM CaC12 if for 

immediate or short term use (store at 40C for up to 4 days). For longer term 
storage, resuspend in 50mM CaC12,10% sterile glycerol and aliquot into 3O0µ1 
batches and immediately snap freeze in liquid nitrogen prior to storage at -800C. 

1.4.2 Transformation 
1. Add l091 of ligation mix to an aliquot of cells in a 1.5m1 eppendorf tube and tap 

gently to mix. Incubate on ice for 30 min. 
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2. Heat shock the cells by incubating at 42°C for 90 s, and place back on ice for 2 

min. 
3. Add lml of LB broth and incubate at 37°C for 30 min in an orbital shaking 

incubator. 
4. Centrifuge for 5 min at approx. 11,000 xg and resuspend pellet in 200µl of fresh 

LB broth. Plate out 180µl and 20gl on agar plates which contain the required 

antibiotic selection and X-Gal and IPTG if blue-white colour selection is 

necessary (See Appendix I). 

5. Incubate overnight at 3700 

1.5 Radio-labelling of DNA 
The required amount of DNA was used in a volume of 7gl (at least 10 ng of DNA) and 

incubated at 100°C for 2 min to denature it. The sample was cooled briefly at 37°C and 

centrifuged to collect the contents of the tube. The sample was then added to a screw 
top 1.5m1 sterile plastic tube containing 0.6µl Klenow (GibCo), O. 6µ1 bovine serum 

albumin (stock solution 10 mg/mi BSA), 3µl oligo labelling buffer (See Appendix I) 

and Ipi a-dCTP32 (3,000 Ci/mmole). The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 1 hr and 

then at 100°C for 2 min to denature before it was added to the required hybridisation 

solution. 

1.6 Colony screening 
1.6.1 Colony Screening by hybridisation 

Colony screening was used as a rapid method of isolating transformants containing 

plasmids with a specific insert. This method eliminates the step of preparing plasmid 
DNA and digesting before the inserts can be identified, instead one or two positive 

colonies can be identified overnight and then large scale plasmid preparations can be 

made the following day. 

1. Prepare two agar plates with appropriate media and selection. Draw a numbered 
grid onto the bottom of one petri dish, and cover the surface of the second plate 
with a piece of Hybond-N (Amersham) which has a duplicate grid drawn in ink 

or pencil. 
2. Pick single transformed colonies and streak out on the duplicate plates. Always 

include a negative control colony (known to contain a plasmid with no insert). 
3. Incubate overnight at 37°C. 
4. Lift the filter off the agar using forceps and place onto Whatman paper (3M) 

soaked in 2xSSC (See Appendix I), 0.5% SDS for 2 min. Store the reference 
plate at 4°C. 
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5. Cross-link *the lysed cells to the filter by either exposure to UV (UV Stratalinker 

2400, Stratagene) or 1 min in a microwave on full power (Proline microwave, 
950W) 

6. Wash the filter in 2x SSC (See Appendix I) and then pre-hybridise for 1 hr in a 
shaking water bath at 650C in a solution of 6xSSC, 2x Denhardts solution (See 
Appendix I), 1% SDS and 100µg/ml sheared single-stranded salmon sperm 

nucleic acid. 
7. Add radio-labelled DNA fragment (as described above in section 1.5) and allow 

to hybridise overnight. 
8. Wash the filter with 3x10 min (3 x SSC, 1% SDS). Monitor with a Geiger 

counter to ensure a low background signal is obtained. 
9. Wrap the filter in Saran wrap and expose to X-ray film at -800C for 4-6 hr using a 

high-intensity screen, or overnight as necessary. 
10. Develop the X-ray film according to manufacturers instructions or by using an 

automatic developer. Positive colonies can be identified where a very strong 

signal is present in comparison to the negative control. 

1.6.2 Colony Screening using viral cDNA 
Colonies transformed using vectors with inserts of double-stranded viral cDNA were 

screened with radio-labelled first-strand cDNA of viral RNA in order to identify clones 

containing inserts of viral origin. The procedure described above (section 1.6.1 from 

steps 1 to 5) was followed and then: 
1. Wash the filter in 2x SSC and then pre-hybridise for 1 hr in a shaking water 

bath at 420C in a solution of 50% formamide, 4x SSC, 50mM NaH2PO4, 
100µg/ml sheared single-stranded salmon sperm nucleic acid. 

2. Prepare radio-labelled first-strand cDNA using viral genomic RNA and a cDNA 
synthesis kit (Stratagene) which supplies separate mixes of nucleotides. Follow 

the manufacturers instructions to anneal the RNA and oligo-dT primer or random 
primers together and then add all remaining components except dCTP which 
should be substituted with ctP32-dCTP. Incubate at 420C for 1 hr. 

3. Add the labelled first-strand cDNA to the pre-hybridisation solution and 
hybridise overnight. 

4. Treat as described in the above method section 1.6.1 steps 8-10. 

1.6.3 Colony screening by PCR 
PCR reactions were prepared as described in section 1.2.3, except that no DNA was 
added. Instead, 4µl of SDW was used to make the volume up to 2Oµ1. Using a sterile 
pipette tip or toothpick, a single colony was picked from the plate and was placed in the 
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reaction mixture. The colony was streaked out on a gridded reference plate. The PCR 

reaction was carried out in the usual way (section 1.2.3) 

1.7 Southern analysis 
To probe DNA which has been electrophoresed on an agarose gel it was treated to 
depurinate and denature the DNA prior to transfer to a membrane. 
1. Take a photograph of the agarose gel, illuminated by UV, with a fluorescent 

ruler to allow direct comparison with the autoradiograph later. 
2. Cut the top left corner of the agarose gel, so that it can be orientated when 

blotted. 

3. Soak the gel for 10 min in depurinating solution (0.25M HC1), then 30 min in 
denaturing solution (0.5M NaOH, 1.5M NaCl) and finally for 30 min in 

neutralising solution (0.5M Tris HC1 pH7.5,3M NaCl). 
4. Use a wick system to blot the gel. Almost fill a large tray containing a sponge 

with 20xSSC, cover the sponge with a piece of 3M Whatman paper. Place the 
treated agarose gel on top of the paper. Cover the rest of the area left around the 

gel with clingfilm. Cut a piece of Hybond-N (Amersham) to fit exactly over the 

gel. Pre-soak the filter in 2xSSC before placing carefully on top of the gel. 
Smooth the filter down with a clean glass rod and cover with 3 layers of 3M 

Whatman paper cut to the size of the gel which have been soaked in 2xSSC. 

Place 3 dry sheets of 3M Whatman paper on top and then add a stack of paper 
towels or kleenex tissues (depending on the gel size). Compress the whole stack 
with a weight (approximately 500g). Leave overnight to blot. 

5. Remove the blotted filter and discard the agarose gel. Air dry the filter and cross- 
link using a UV Stratalinker (Stratagene). 

6. Incubate the filter in a solution of 6x SSC, 2x Denhardts, 1% SDS and 
100µg/ml sheared single-stranded salmon sperm nucleic acid at 650C for 1 hr. 

Label the DNA probe as described in section 1.5 and add to the solution. 
Incubate overnight at 65°C in a shaking water bath or hybridisation oven. 

7. Proceed to wash the filter and expose to film as described in section 1.6.1, steps 
7-9. 

8. Develop the autoradiograph and compare to the original photograph of the 
agarose gel. 

2) Sequencing 

2.1. Double-stranded sequencing 
The T7 (Pharmacia) or Sequenase (USB) sequencing kits were used according to the 
manufacturers instructions. For larger clones, a stock of DNA was made by the maxi- 
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preparation method and stored at -200C until required. 35S dATP was used to label the 

reactions. Compressions were resolved using either 7-deaza dGTP termination mixes 

or dITP depending on the kit used. 

2.2. SinOe-stranded se 
The same method as described for double-stranded sequencing was followed, except 

that annealing of the primer to the template was performed at 60°C for 10 min, instead 

of the quick annealing and slow cooling of the dsDNA method. Quality of ssDNA was 

assessed by spectrophotometric analysis, where a value of 1.8-2.0 was expected for the 
A260/A280 ratio. 

2.3. Polyaclylamide gel electrophoresis 
Reactions were electrophoresed at constant power (55W) using a polyacrylamide gel 
(6% acrylamide (19: 1 acrylamide: bis-acrylamide), 50% Urea (w/v), 1x TBE, 0.25% 

ammonium persulfate (AMPS), 0.1% TEMED) in 1x TBE running buffer (89mM 
Tris, 89mM Boric acid, 2.5mM EDTA). BioRad sequencing gel kit was used. BioRad 

model 3000xi computer controlled electrophoresis power supply was used to maintain 
constant power. 

2.3.1 Buffer gradient gels 
A buffer gradient gel was used where long runs were required. This gel has a graded 
concentration of salt which increases towards the bottom of the gel which has the effect 
of creating a voltage gradient down the length of the gel. This slows the migration of 
low molecular weight fragments near the bottom of the gel. The bands are more evenly 
spaced on the final autoradiogram and thus more sequence can be read from one run 
(up to 600 nucleotides), as compression at the top of the gel is reduced, and resolution 
was improved. 

1. Prepare and clean the gel kit (BioRad). 
2. Mix two gel solutions: 

a) 75m1 Light solution (0.5 x TBE, 6% acrylamide, 7.67M urea) and; 
b) 40m1 Heavy solution (2.5 x TBE, 6% acrylamide, 7.67M urea, 10% sucrose, 
lxbromophenol blue). 

3. Pour the light and heavy solutions into separate beakers. 
4. Add 10% AMPS and TEMED to achieve a final concentration of 0.25% AMPS 

and 0.1% TEMED to 20m1 of the heavy solution to use for a casting plug. Once 
set, add AMPS and TEMED to both remaining solutions. 

5. Take up 50 ml of the light solution into a 50 ml syringe and set aside. 
6. Take up 12m1 of light solution into a glass 25m1 pipette. Then take up 12m1 of the 

heavy solution into the same pipette. This should mix slightly on the interface to 
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form a gradient, if it does not, allow a couple of air bubbles to be drawn into the 

pipette. 
7. Pour this gradient down the centre of the gel. 
8. Pour the rest of the light solution into the gel, making sure that the flow is kept in 

the centre of the gel, so that the gradient forms evenly across the gel as well as 

vertically along its length. The bromophenol blue dye will show how well the 

gradient has formed. 

9. The gel can be run in the usual way. The bromophenol blue dye will run out of 

the gel as electrophoresis proceeds, so the progress of the fragment dye front can 
be seen. The dark blue dye front should take at least 4 hr to run off the gel. 

2.4 Automatic sequencing 
Automatic sequencing was performed on an ABI 373 DNA sequencer using the PRISM 

kits provided according to the manufacturers instructions. 

1. Combine 8µµl of reaction mix with 0.5µg DNA, and 3.2pmole of primer. Make 

up to a volume of 20µ1 using SDW. Cover with mineral oil. 
2. Place in a PCR machine perform 25 cycles of 960C 30s, 500C 15s, 6000 4 min. 
3. Transfer the reaction mixture into a clean tube containing 2µl 3M NaOAc pH8.4 

and S0µ195% EtOH. Place on ice for 10 min. Centrifuge at approx. 11,000 xg 

for 15 min to pellet the DNA. 
4. Remove supernatant and rinse pellet in 70% EtOH. Vacuum dry and store at 

-200C until loaded on the sequencer. 
5. Sequence reactions were loaded and run by PNACL (University of Leicester) 

and chromatograms returned over the Macintosh computer network, and 

analysed using Gene Jockey II, or ABI PRISM Sequence Navigator, Version 

1.01 (Perkin Elmer, Applied Biosystems Inc. ). 

3) Methods involving RNA 
All work involving the preparation and handling of RNA was carried out with extreme 
care. In general, work was carried out on ice or at 40C, and care was taken to wear 
clean gloves at all times. Glassware was not usually pre-treated with DEPC but was 
autoclaved or baked. 

3.1.1 Extraction of RNA from virus particles 
1. Add 200µ1 of virus particle suspension to 200µ1 of isolation buffer (40mM Tris 

HCl pH 9.0,2mM EDTA, 2% SDS) in a sterile eppendorf. 
2 Vortex briefly and incubate at 60°C for 5 min. 
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3. Allow to cool to room temperature and add 400µl of phenol (equilibrated using 

0.5M Tris buffer to pH7.0). Vortex the sample and centrifuge at approx. 11,000 

xg for 2 min. 
4. Remove the upper aqueous layer carefully avoiding any precipitate at the interface 

and transfer to a clean eppendorf. 
5. Repeat the extraction using 200µl of phenol and 200µ1 of chloroform. Vortex the 

sample and centrifuge at approx. 11,000 xg for 2 min. 
6. Remove the upper aqueous layer and extract with 400µl of chloroform. Vortex 

briefly and spin for 2 min. 
7. Transfer the upper aqueous layer to a clean eppendorf and add 40µl of 3M 

NaOAc (pH4.8) and 1 ml of ice cold EtOH. 

8. Place at -800C for 10 min and then centrifuge the precipitated RNA at approx. 

11,000 xg for 10 min. 
9. Pour off the supernatant and dry the pellet under vacuum. Resuspend in 20 to 

50µl of sterile distilled water containing 1µl of RNasin enzyme (RNase inhibitor, 

Promega). 

3.1.2 Extraction of total RNA from frozen infected N. clevelandii 

and N. labacum samples 
1. Grind lg of frozen leaf tissue in a pestle and motar with lOml of buffer (10mM 

Tris HCl pH7.6,5mM EDTA, 50mM NaCl, 0.5% SDS) and express through 

muslin into at 50ml sterile plastic tube. 
2. Vortex for 30s and extract three times using an equal volume of phenol. 
3. Precipitate the final aqueous layer with a tenth volume of 3M NaOAc pH 4.8 and 

two and a half volumes of ice cold ethanol. 
4. Place at -800C for 1 hr or overnight and centrifuge the precipitated RNA for 10 

min at approx. 11,000 x g. Resuspend the pellet in up to a lml of sterile distilled 

water, depending on the size of the pellet. 

3.1.3 Extraction of total RNA from fresh infected Narcissus 

samples 
The method as described above in section 3.1.2 was used, but 0. lmg/ml of proteinase 
K was added to the buffer which did not contain SDS. Before grinding, the buffer and 
leaf tissue were left at room temperature for 10 minutes to allow the proteinase K to act. 
SDS was not included in the buffer during grinding because Narcissus leaves contain a 
high concentration of polysaccharides and other substances which cause the tissue to 
froth when ground. The SDS was added to the correct concentration after grinding to 

ensure that excessive frothing was avoided. 
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3.1.4 Extraction of total RNA from fresh infected N. clevelandii 
and N. tabacum samples 

1. Grind 250-500 mg of sample to a fine powder in liquid nitrogen with a mortar 

and pestle. 
2. Add 50041 of extraction buffer (25mM sodium citrate, pH 7.0,4M Guanidinium 

isothiocyanate, 1.5% (w/v) sodium-lauryl sarcosine, 100mM ß-mercaptoethanol) 

and grind in liquid nitrogen again to obtain an even mixture of frozen buffer and 
material. 

3. Scrape into a 50m1 sterile plastic tube and vortex until the mixture forms a 
solution. Transfer to a sterile eppendorf tube and add 500µl of phenol. Vortex for 

15 s and centrifuge at approx. 11,000 xg for 5 min. 
4. Transfer the upper aqueous phase and repeat the extraction twice more with 500µ1 

phenol/chloroform and once with 500pl chloroform. 
5. Transfer 400µl of aqueous phase to a fresh eppendorf and add 400µl of 6M LiCl, 

and incubate on ice for 1 hr. Centrifuge for 10 min at 40C and remove the 

supernatant. 
6. Disrupt the pellet with a sterile yellow pipette tip and add lml of 3M LiCl. Vortex 

to evenly resuspend the pellet and repeat the centrifugation. Remove the 
supernatant and repeat the wash. 

7. Resuspend the pellet in 400µl 2% KoAc pH4.8 and heat to 55°C to dissolve the 
RNA. Centrifuge for 5 min to remove any remaining insoluble matter and transfer 
supernatant to a new tube. 

8. Precipitate the RNA by adding lml 100% EtOH, incubating at -80°C for 15 min 
(or overnight at -20°C) and centrifuge for 15 min at approx. 11,000 x g. Dry the 
pellet under vacuum and resuspend in 50µl of sterile distilled water containing 1µl 

of RNasin. 

3.2 Analysis of RNA 
3.2.1 Formaldehyde gels 

RNA was analysed on formaldehyde gels which are denaturing and therefore allow a 
more accurate representation of single-stranded RNA size. 
1. Prepare electrophoresis tank by washing carefully in SDW. Soak gel tray and 

comb in O. 1M NaOH for 1 hr. Rinse well in SDW, handling all equipment with 
clean gloves at all times. 

2. Make a 1% gel by adding 30 ml SDW to 0.5g agarose, melt using a microwave 
on full power. Allow to cool slightly. 

3. In a fume hood, add 5m1 10 x MOPS buffer (See Appendix I) and 3.75m1 
filtered formaldehyde. Make up to 50 ml using SDW and pour into a small gel 
tray with comb which has already been taped at each end. 
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4. Place the set gel in an electrophoresis tank containing 1x MOPS buffer. Prepare 

samples for loading. 

5. Use 5-10µg of RNA in a volume not less than 8p. 1. Add an equal volume of 

formamide sample buffer (2.5xMOPS, 22% formamide, 10% formaldehyde) 

and incubate at 600C for 5 min. Snap cool on ice. Add 3µl ficoll loading dye 

(100mM EDTA pH 7.5,0.03% Ficoll type 400,0.5% bromophenol blue, 0.5% 

xylene cyanol) and 1µI of 1mg/ml EtBr. 

6. Load the gel and run at 75mA until the dye reaches the required position. 
7. View the gel on a UV transilluminator. 

3.2.2 Northern analysis 
Formaldehyde gels were blotted and the filter probed. The procedure was similar to that 
in section 1.7 for Southern analysis. 
1. Photograph the gel, including a fluorescent ruler for reference. Cut the top left 

corner from the gel for orientation. Wash the gel in SDW for 1 hr and then blot 

as described in section 1.7 (steps 4& 5). 

2. Incubate the filter at 420C for 1 hr in a solution of 4x SSC, 22% formamide, 
50mM NaH2PO4,5 x Denhardt's solution, 100ng/ml sheared single-stranded 
salmon sperm nucleic-acid. 

3. Add the labelled DNA (section 1.5) and incubate at 420C overnight. Wash as 
described in section 1.6.1 (steps 7-9). Expose to hyperfilm (Amersham) 

overnight at -80°C. Develop the autoradiograph and compare to the original 

photograph of the formaldehyde gel. 

3.3 Reverse-Transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) 

RNA extracted from virus particles or total plant RNA was used in a RT-PCR reaction. 
First-strand cDNA was synthesised using the Promega cDNA riboclone kit according 
to manufacturers instructions. First-strand cDNA was used directly in a PCR reaction 
with the primer used to create the cDNA, and an upstream primer (or two internal 

primers). Usually 30 cycles of 940C 1 min, 420C 1 min, 720C 2n-in were used. The 

annealing temperature was altered depending on the annealing temperature of the primer 
and its specificity to the target sequence. 

4) Methods involving Protein 

4.1 Protein extraction 
4.1.1 Virus coat protein extraction 

Isolation of viral coat protein was carried out according to the method described by 
Foster & Mills (1991e). Equal volumes of dissociation buffer (20mM NaH2PO4 
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pH7.0,2% SDS (w/v), 0.4% dithiothreitol (v/v) and virus suspension were incubated 

together at 90°C for 2 min. Dissociated protein was either used immediately or stored at 
40C until required. 

4.1.2 Protein extraction from plant tissue 
Narcissus, N. clevelandii or N. tabacum leaf samples were collected by using a cork 
borer to cut two 1.5 cm diameter circles of tissue. These were ground in 3x protein 
loading buffer (0.125M Tris HCI, pH6.8,5% glycerol, 1% SDS (w/v), 2% f3- 

mercaptoethanol, 0.3. tg/m1 bromophenol blue) and incubated at 1000C for 2 min. 
Samples were centrifuged to pellet any tissue still present and the supernatant 
transferred to a clean tube. The preparation was either used immediately or stored at 

-200C until required. 

4.2 SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 
SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was carried out as described by 
Laemmli (1970) using the BioRad Protean II gel kit. Gels were run in glycine buffer 
(0.1% SDS, 25mM TRIS, 200mM Glycine) at 100V through the stacking gel (375mM 
Tris HC1 pH 8.8,1% SDS, 12% acrylamide, 0.25% AMPS, 0.5% TEMED) and at 
150V through the separating gel (125mM Tris HC1 pH6.8,1% SDS, 4% acrylamide, 
0.05% AMPS, 0.5% TEMED). Wells were thoroughly rinsed with buffer before 
loading. The sample was mixed 1: 3 with 3x protein loading dye (0.185M TRIS pH 
6.8,6% SDS, 30% glycerol, 0.3mg/ml bromophenol blue and 2M ß-mercaptoethanol) 

and boiled for 2 min prior to loading. 

4.2.1 Coomassie staining 
1. After electrophoresis (section 4.1) remove the gel from the kit and plates, and 

discard the stacking gel. 
2. Place the gel in coomassie stain (5: 5: 1 water : methanol: acetic acid, 0.1 % (w/v) 

coomassie blue) on a shaking table for 30 min. 
3. Destain (50% methanol, 10% acetic acid) until the background colour of the gel is 

sufficient to visualise the stained protein bands. 

4.2.2 Dry electro-blotting 
1. After electrophoresis (section 4.1), remove the gel from the kit and plates, and 

discard the stacking gel 
2. Soak the gel in cathode buffer (25mM Tris HCl pH 9.4,40mM 6-amino-n- 

hexanoic acid, 20% methanol) for 15 min. 
3. Place the gel on top of three sheets of Whatman paper cut to the size of the gel 

soaked in cathode buffer. 
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4. To prepare the membrane (PVDF, Amersham), soak first in methanol, then 

quench in SDW and finally equilibrate in cathode buffer. Place on top of the gel. 

Next layer one piece of Whatman paper soaked in anode 2 buffer (25mM Tris 

HCl pH 10.4,10% methanol) and then finally two pieces of paper soaked in 

anode buffer 1 (300mM Tris HCl pH 10.4,10% methanol). 
5. Place the whole stack in the electro-blotter, ensuring that the paper soaked in 

cathode buffer is in contact with the cathode electrode. 
6. Blot at 150mA for 45 min. 
7. Remove the filter and wash with Ponceau stain (0.2% Ponceau, 3% TCA) and 

rinse with SDW or 1xTBS (20mM Tris HCl pH7.6,137mM NaCl) until the 

background colour is reduced sufficiently to visualise the stained protein bands. 

8. If molecular weight protein markers were used, mark the position of each band of 
the markers on the filter with a pen or pencil. 

9. Remove the rest of the stain by washing with water or 1x TBS 

4.2.3 Western Blotting 
1. Block the filter by incubating for 1 hr (or overnight at 4°C) in 1xTBS, 5% (w/v) 

dried milk powder sealed in a plastic bag and placed on a rotating disc. 

2. Remove the filter from the sealed bag and wash the filter for 10 min in 1xTBS- 

tween. Repeat the wash twice. 
3. Incubate the filter in primary antibody appropriately diluted in 1xTBS, 3% (w/v) 

dried milk powder for 1 hr sealed in a plastic bag. 
4. Wash as in step 2. 
5. Incubate the filter in secondary antibody appropriately diluted in 1xTBS, 3% 

(w/v) dried milk powder for 1 hr sealed in a plastic bag. 
6. Wash as in step 2. 
7. Develop the filter by the addition of developing solution (3mg/ml nitro-blue 

tetrazolium (NBT: Sigma), 5mg/ml 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indoyl phosphate 
(BCIP: Sigma), 0.1M Tris HCl pH9.5,1mM MgCl2). Rinse in copious amounts 
of water once the result is visible. Air dry. 

4.2.4 N-terminal micro-sequencing 
N-terminal micro-sequencing was carried out on virus coat protein by PNACL 
(University of Leicester). Protein was electrophoresed and electro-blotted as described 
in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 except that rather than Ponceau staining of the blotted filter, 

coomassie staining was used instead. 

Red la Soda virus coat protein was subjected to selective cleavage of the methionyl 
peptide in ribonuclease with cyanogen bromide (CNBr). This was carried out according 
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to method described by Gros & Witkop (1961) and analysed by the Cleveland gel 

system (Cleveland et al., 1977), blotted and sequenced as before. 

5) Plant Transformations 

5.1 Agrobacterium transformations 
5.1.1 Triparental matings 

The relevant construct required for plant transformation was ligated into a Binary 

vector, such as pROK2. 
1. Inoculate 10 ml LB (kanamycin selection, 50-100 tg/ml) with a single 

transformed pROK2 colony and incubate overnight at 37°C. Inocluate 10 ml LB 

(kanamycin selection) with helper phage RK2013 and incubate overnight at 
37°C. Inoculate 10 ml NB (rifamycin stock 50µg/ml for selection) with 
Agrobacterium LBA4044 and incubate for 48 hr at 30°C. 

2. Mix 20gl of each culture in an eppendorf containing 1001l of LB with no 

selection. 
3. Plate out onto NA plate without selection. Incubate for 2 days at 30°C. 
4. Streak out onto an NA plate (See Appendix I) with rif/kan selection using an 

inoculating loop and incubate at 30°C for 2 days, or until single colonies are 
visible. 

5.1.2 Agrobacterium total nucleic acid preparation 
1. Inoculate 5 ml of kan/rif NB with a single Agrobacterium colony and incubate 

overnight at 300C. 

2. Transfer 1.5m1 of culture to a sterile eppendorf tube and centrifuge at approx. 
11,000 xg for 5 min to harvest cells. 

3. Resuspend the pellet in 300µl of SDW. Add 100µl of 5% Sarcosyl and 150µl 
5mg/ml Pronase. Incubate at 370C for 1 hr. 

4. Extract with an equal volume of phenol/chloroform three times and precipitate the 
nucleic acid with 1/10 th vol 3M NaOAc and 2 1/2 vols 100% EtOH. 

5. Centrifuge for 10 min, discard the supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 50µl 
of SDW. 

5.1.3 Southern Analysis of Agrobacterium 
In order to confirm that the transformed Agrobacterium colonies contained the correct 
insert, plasmid DNA was extracted (section 5.1.2) and digested (section 1.2.5) 
overnight at 37°C with enzymes which should excise the insert. Samples were analysed 
by electrophoresis as described in section 1.2.1 and the gel was photographed under 
UV illumination with a fluorescent ruler for reference. The gel was blotted and probed 
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as described in section 1.7 using the insert required for plant transformation as the 

probe. 

5.2 Plant tissue culture 
5.2.1 Plant transformation 

Several types of tobacco were used for plant transformations, N. tabacum (SR1), N. 

clevelandii, and N. benthamiana. The same method was used for each with the 

exception that N. benthamiana. leaves were sterilised for less time (15 min) and a lower 

concentration of kanamycin (50gg/ml) was used for selection against Agrobacterium. 

1. Use young tobacco leaves which are not fully expanded. Surface sterilise by 

placing in an autoclaved pyrex casserole dish containing 10% bleach for 30 min. 
Rinse carefully three times in sterile distilled water. 

2. Keep leaves wet while working in a flow hood. On a sterile tile, cut 1.5 cm 
squares of leaf and place on MSO plates (See Appendix I). Seal petri dishes and 
incubate at 25°C in a growth chamber for two days. 

3. In a flow hood, remove the tissue samples from the plates and soak in fresh 

transformed Agrobacterium culture diluted 1/20 in MSO liquid for 10 min. 
Replace on the MSO plates and return to the growth chamber. Check the plates 
regularly for signs of Agrobacterium growth (usually 2-3 days). 

4. Transfer tissue samples to MSD4x2 (See Appendix I) plates with kanamycin 
(100gg/ml) and augmentin (400gg/ml) selection . Return to the growth chamber 
and check regularly for shoots (usually 2-3 weeks). 

5. Excise shoots and place in pots with MSO medium with kanamycin selection 
(100gg/ml). Seal pots and return to growth chamber, roots should appear within 
10-12 days. Once shoots are large enough, pot up into soil. 

5.2.2 Plant PCR 

In order to confirm that plants have been transformed with the correct binary vector, 
PCR of total nucleic acid extracted from the transformants was used in PCR analysis 
using primers known to be present in the target sequence. 
1. Collect two discs of plant material for each transformant tested using a cork 

borer. Snap freeze immediately in liquid nitrogen. 
2. Grind using an eppendorf hand grinder in 250µl extraction buffer (100mM Tris 

HC1 pH8.0,50mM EDTA, 500mM NaCl, 10mM (3-mercaptoethanol, 1.5% 
SDS). Vortex for 10 s and incubate at 650C for 10 min. 

3. Add 65gl 5M KoAc pH4.8 and incubate on ice for 10 min. 
4. Centrifuge for 5 min and transfer supernatant to a clean tube. Add 320gl 

isopropanol and incubate at -200C for 10 min. 
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5. Centrifuge for 5 min, discard supernatant and resuspend pellet in 100µl of SDW. 

Use 4µl in a 20gl PCR reaction (see section 1.2.3). For best results use 
AmpliTaq polymerase (Perkin Elmer). 

6) Virus purification 
6.1 Plant inoculation 

Plants were manually inoculated by using infected sap or virus particles in suspension. 
Using a young plant, a leaf was selected for inoculation and marked with a piece of 

cotton tied loosely around the stem or by cutting a triangular section from the leaf. The 

leaf should be near the apex of the plant and not yet fully expanded. Carborundrum 

powder was sprinkled on the leaf. The virus preparation was diluted or infected tissue 

was ground in a little SDW and rubbed gently onto the leaf. After 15 min, the 
inoculated leaf was washed gently with water. Inoculated plants were placed in a 

growth chamber and inspected regularly for symptoms (usually 7-14 days). Infected 

leaves were harvested, frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen and stored at -800C for 

future infections or analysis. 

To confirm that plants were infected, western analysis was used with antiserum raised 
to the coat protein of the virus used for infection (section 4.2.3) or northern dot blots 

were performed (see below). 

6.2 Northern dot blots 
A small section of infected leaf tissue was ground in SDW and 5 to 10 µl was pipetted 

onto a gridded filter (Hybond-N, Amersham) which had been pre-soaked in 2xSSC. 
The filter was allowed to air dry and then it was cross-linked using the UV Stratalinker 
(Stratagene). The required probe was hybridised to the filter as described for Northern 

analysis (section 3.2.2). 

6.3 NLV particle purification 
Virus particles were extracted from Narcissus leaves which were known to be infected 
with NLV. 
1. Grind in 5 voll of extraction buffer (See Appendix I), homogenise in a blender 

and filter the homogenate through muslin. 
2. Add Triton X-100 to 2.5 % and stir at 40C for 20 min. 
3. Centrifuge at 800xg for 10 min. Transfer supernatant to a clean flask and add 

NaCI to 0.1M and PEG 6,000 to 4%. Stir for 45 min at 4°C. 
4. Centrifuge at 800xg for 10 min and resuspend in borate buffer (See Appendix I). 

Stir for 45 min at 4°C. 
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5. Centrifuge at 800xg for 10 min, add 5 ml 30 % sucrose and re-centrifuge at 
6,000xg for 2 hr and 30 min at 10°C to create a sucrose gradient. 

6. Resuspend pellet in 1 ml borate buffer and add 3.5g caesium sulphate. 
Centrifuge at 12,000 xg for 16 hr at 100C. 

7. Remove the opalescent light scattering band from the caesium gradient, 
resuspend in borate buffer and check for virus particles under the electron 

microscope. 

6.4 MacMV particle purification 
Virus particles were extracted from N. clevelandii leaves which were known to be 

systemically infected with MacMV (20 days post-inoculation). This method described 

was the one used (Chapter 4) but is only part of the complete method as described by 
Plese, et a!., (1979). 

1. Homogenise leaves in 1 volume of borate buffer (See Appendix I) and filter 
through muslin. 

2. Add 0.4 vol chloroform and stir at 40C for 1 hr. 
3. Centrifuge at 6,000xg for 30 min at 10°C. 
4. Remove aqueous layer and centrifuge at 10,000 xg for 15 min at 10°C. 
5. Transfer the supernatant to a clean tube and re-centrifuge at 30,000xg for 90 min 

at 10CC. 
6. Discard the supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 0.05M Borate buffer and 

check for virus particles under the electron microscope. 
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Chapter 3 

The design and use of a carlavirus-specific PCR primer 

Introduction 

Carlaviruses 
Often placed between the potexviruses and potyviruses due to a particle morphology 

and genome size intermediate between the two groups, carlaviruses are one of the 

largest yet least studied groups of plant viruses (Foster, 1992). 

It is only within the last 6 -7 years that information on the organisation and expression 

of carlavirus genome has burgeoned. Sequence information now exists for 7 distinct 

carlaviruses and two strains of potato virus S. The complete genome of two 

carlaviruses, potato virus M (PVM: Rupasov et al., 1989; Zavriev et al., 1991) and 
blueberry scorch virus (BBScV: Cavileer, 1994) have been published, and there is 

partial sequence data available for several others: carnation latent virus (CLV: Meehan & 

Mills, 1991; Haylor et al., 1990). Helenium virus S (HeIVS: Foster et al., 1990a), lily 

symptomless virus (LSV: Memelink et al., 1990), potato virus S, ordinary and Andean 

strains (PVS°: Foster & Mills, 1992 and PVSA: MacKenzie et al., 1989; Foster et al., 
1990b), chrysanthemum virus B (CVB: Levay & Zavriev, 1991) and poplar mosaic 

virus (PopMV: Henderson et a!., 1992). This information has enabled areas of 
conservation to be identified within the carlavirus genus and between carlaviruses and 
other genera. 

From sequence analysis it is clear that carlaviruses and potexviruses have a very similar 
genome organisation (Memelink et a!., 1990). The main difference between them being 

the additional 3' ORF present in all carlaviruses between the coat protein and the poly 
(A) tail. This cistron encodes a protein of approximately 11kDa. This protein contains a 
motif C-X2-C-X12-C-X4-C which is highly conserved among all carlaviruses. These 
four cysteine residues are arranged in a zinc-finger which conforms to a consensus 
sequence found in many nucleic acid binding proteins (Klug & Rhodes, 1987; Berg, 
1986). It is this ORF that differentiates carlaviruses from potexviruses and any other 
group of plant viruses. The sequence of the 11K ORF was therefore an ideal candidate 
for the design of a PCR primer to rapidly detect carlaviruses and identify suspected 
members of the group. 
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Design of a carlavirus-specific PCR primer 
When the nucleotide sequences representing the region from the AUG initiation codon 

of 11K ORF of the published carlavirus sequences are aligned, a striking region of 

homology at the 3' end can be seen (figure 3.1). A block of 20 nucleotides is 

conserved with only one variant base in 6 out of 8 carlaviruses sequenced. This 

unusual consensus has no known function and no set position in a coding or non- 

coding region. In some viruses it is present in the 11K ORF and includes its 

termination codon, in others it is in the 3' untranslated region between the 11K ORF 

and the poly (A) tail. However the distance from this block of homology to the poly 
(A) tail is remarkably constant, between 128 and 113 base pairs (bp). This block was 

therefore used to make a PCR primer, 'Carla-Uni', which contained the whole 20 

nucleotides including the degeneracy at position 8 (G GAGTAA (Cl! ) GAGGTG 

ATAC C) (Badge et al., 1996). 

The Carla-Uni primer was used in conjunction with a variety of oligo-d(T) primers in 

an RT-PCR technique allowing for rapid testing of several known and suspected 

carlaviruses including NLV and MacMV. 

Unusual carlaviruses to investigate 

Conventional parameters used to classify viruses often prove to be inconclusive. 

Viruses are grouped into taxa by particle morphology, physiochemical characteristics, 
transmission vector and serology. By these criteria, a recognised member of the 

carlavirus genus has slightly flexuous filamentous particles in the size range 610-700nm 
by 13 nm, a coat protein sub-unit of 30-34 kDa (Wetter & Milne, 1981) and a plus- 

sense single-stranded RNA genome of c. 7-8 Kb. They are transmitted mechanically 
and in a non-persistent manner by aphid vectors and have a narrow host range with a 
tendency to induce little or no symptoms (Koenig, 1982). They generally have a good 
serological relationship with one another (Adams & Barabara, 1982). Carlaviruses 

utilise the sub-genomic method of translation (Foster, 1992) and do not usually produce 
inclusion bodies which are often a by-product of the polyprotein method of translation. 

When new viruses are discovered they may often be tentatively classified on particle 
morphology until further data allows a more certain decision. However, this can lead to 
a biased investigation of further properties and many viruses have been misclassified in 
this way. Many viruses are only tentatively classified because there is only ambiguous 
information available. Those that are investigated here all have the type and size of 
particle structure within the range accepted for the carlavirus genus, but each has one or 
more features which do not fit into the norms expected of the genus. All have poor 
serological relationships with other recognised members of the genus and have 
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Figure 3.1: Position of the primer Carla-Uni on the carlavirus genome. The reported 
nucleotide sequences are aligned below in the enclosed box and show the homology in 

this region. The sequence distance from the start of the poly (A) tail is shown for 

chrysanthemum virus B (CVB), potato virus M (PVM), lily symptomless virus (LSV), 
Helenium virus S (HeIVS), potato virus S (PVS - this sequence is identical in both 

ordinary and Andean strains), blueberry scorch virus (BBScV - present in three strains 
of the virus) and cowpea mild mottle virus (CMMV, results presented here). Two 

published carlavirus sequences do not contain this sequence, poplar mosaic virus and 
carnation latent virus. , 

Carla-Uni 

AAA 
CoatProteia 

11K 

PCR Fragment Size 
5' 3 

CVB 0 G A C T A A C C G A G G T C A T A C C- 128 bp 
PVM G G A G T A A C C G A G G T G A T A C C- 116 bp 
LSV G G A G T A A C C G A G G T G A T A C C- 114 bp 
HELVS G G A G T A A C T G A G G T G A T A C Ca 117 bp 
PVS G G A G T A A C T G A G G T G A T A C C= 113 bp 
BScV G G A G T A A C T G A G G T G A T A C C- 116 bp 
C1*W G G A G T A A C T G C G G T G A T A C C- 125 bp 

Carla-Uni GG A G T A A C C G A G G T G A T A C C- 120 bp 
T 



therefore remained unclassified or under investigation. In cases such as these, when 

these conventional parameters do not lead to obvious conclusions, specific PCR 

primers and genome sequence data are proving to be decisive tools. 

Cowpea mild mottle virus (CMMV) 

Cowpea mild mottle virus (CMMV) causes either a mild systemic chlorotic mottle or, 

occasionally, a conspicuous chlorosis in its natural host, Vigna unguiclata (cowpea) 
(Brunt & Kenten, 1973). It appears to be a member of the carlavirus genus when 
analysed on the basis of its physiochemical properties. It has filamentous particles c. 
650 nm in length consisting of a coat protein sub-unit of 31-33 kDa encapsidating a 
plus-sense single-stranded RNA genome (Jeyanandarajah & Brunt, 1993). However, 
it has two unusual features which cast doubt on its classification. Firstly, CMMV is 

transmitted in a non-persistent manner by whiteflies (Bemisia tabaci) (Jeyanandarajah & 
Brunt, 1993). Secondly, the presence of brush-like cytoplasmic inclusion bodies were 
reported in CMMV-infected tissue (Brunt et a!., 1983). This is usually a feature 

attributed to potyviruses, not carlaviruses. Cytoplasmic inclusion bodies are thought to 

occur as a by-product of the translation of potyviruses where a large polyprotein is 

cleaved by a viral protease to produce mature proteins thus forming a large excess of 
some proteins. Carlaviruses are thought to utilise the sub-genomic translation strategy, 
where shorter positive-sense RNAs are produced, presenting various internal ORFs at 
their 5' end, thus negating the need for excess viral protein production. The presence 
of cytoplasmic inclusion bodies in CMMV-infected tissue posed a serious problem for 
its classification as a carlavirus, and it was suggested that it remained unclassified. 

Conventional methods to confirm that CMMV belonged to the carlavirus group failed 

when no serological relationship was found with 18 recognised members of the 
carlavirus group (Jeyanandarajah & Brunt, 1993). It was therefore an ideal candidate to 
be tested with our carlavirus-specific PCR primer. 

Narcissus latent virus (NLV) and Maclura mosaic virus (MacMV) 
Narcissus latent virus (NLV) was first described in 1966 (Brunt & Atkey, 1967) as a 
member of the carlavirus genus, again based on its physiochemical properties. 
However, it was serologically unrelated to 9 carlaviruses and 12 potyviruses (Mowat et 
al., 1991). Like CMMV, NLV induces cylindrical cytoplasmic inclusions (CCIs) 
characteristic of potyviruses (Mowat et al., 1991; Brunt et al., 1994). Maclura mosaic 
virus (MacMV) was first reported to cause mosaic symptoms on the leaves of the 
ornamental tree Maclura pomifera (Plese & Milicic, 1973) and to induce CCIs (Plese & 
Wrischer, 1978). It also had the particle morphology of a carlavirus, but with no 
serological relationship to them. 
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Red la soda virus (RLSV) 

A possible carlavirus was identified by the Scottish Agricultural Science Agency 

(SASA) in the potato cultivar Red La Soda imported from the USA. It had an 

unusually large host range for a carlavirus and a poor serological relationship with other 

members of the genus. The virus initially named red la soda virus (RLSV) was 
detected during routine testing in 1992 by the appearance of slight vein clearing in 

Nicotiana debneyi and local chlorotic spots in Chenopodium murale which had been 

inoculated with sap extract from the potato plant (Brattey et al., 1996). The potato plant 
itself showed no symptoms but the presence of a virus was confirmed by 

immunosorbent electron microscopy using antisera raised against PVM and PVS. 

However, in further tests the purified RLSV failed to react to a wide range of antisera. 
Electron microscopy demonstrated that RLSV has filamentous particles of modal 
lengths 525nm and 650nm, within the range for a carlavirus or potexvirus. Further 

information in the form of sequence was essential to identify this new potato virus. The 

name'potato latent virus' has now been officially proposed for this new virus, however 

for the purpose of this thesis it will be referred to as red la soda virus (RLSV). 

Aims of the PCR test 
In order to gain further information on all these viruses, and attempt to classify them 

where conventional methods had failed, the carlavirus-specific PCR primer, Carla-Uni 

was utilised. A positive result using the PCR primer would indicate that the virus was 
likely to be a carlavirus, and this could be quickly confirmed by cloning and sequencing 
the product. 

Results 

CMMV RNA was extracted from virus particles (Chapter 2: section 3.1.1). It was used 
to create first-strand cDNA (Chapter 2: section 3.3) by priming with either oligo- 
d(T)Not I, CN47, CN54 or CN55 (see below for sequences). This first-strand cDNA 
was included in an RT-PCR reaction with the primer Carla-Uni (figure 3.2 a, b). 

Primer 

UN47 
CN54 
CN55 

(1)21A 
(F)21C 
(T)21G 

Pappu et at., 1993 
Pappu et al., 1993 
Pappu et al., 1993 

Carla-Uni was tested against a wide range of viruses (Chapter 2: section 3.3; PCR at 
94°C, 30s; 500C, lmin; 72°C, 2 mins; 35 cycles) in collaboration with Dr. S. Seal 
(NRI). The PCR primer Carla-Uni was tested to ensure that a genuine product was 
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created by reactions containing one or other of the two primers used, no primers, or 
both primers and no cDNA. No product was obtained in any of these reactions (figure 

3.2b). The primer was also tested on a potexvirus (potato virus X, PVX) and a 

potyvirus (potato virus Y, PVY) to show that it was specific to carlaviruses (figure 

3.2a). No products were obtained, but in parallel reactions, both viruses gave products 

of the expected sizes with primers designed from the sequence of each virus. 

Several known and suspected carlaviruses were tested with Carla-Uni. Products of the 

expected size (c. 120bp) were obtained from the following known carlaviruses : potato 

virus S (PVS), potato virus M (PVM) and lily symptomless virus (LSV). Similarly 

products were obtained from the following suspected carlaviruses: American hop latent 

virus (AHLV), hop mosaic virus (HMV) and CMMV (figure 3.2a). No product was 

obtained with either MacMV (source: A. Brunt) or NLV (source: A. Brunt) RNA, even 
in the presence of an effective positive control (figure 3.2a). 

Cowpea mild mottle virus 
Northern and dot blot analysis 

The PCR product obtained for CMMV was tested by RNA dot blots (Chapter 2: section 
3.2.2). The CMMV fragment gave a positive result when radio-labelled and probed 
onto CMMV RNA, but not with several other virus RNAs (figure 3.3). 

Sequencing 

In order to confirm that Carla-Uni primer was working correctly, conventional ds- 

cDNA clones representing the 3'-terminal region of CMMV were generated and 
sequenced (Chapter 2: section 2). Double-stranded cDNA was synthesised from viral 
RNA and after the addition of Bst X-I linkers, cloned into Bst X-I cut pcDNAII 
(Invitrogen). Colonies were screened with radio-labelled first-strand cDNA to CMMV 
RNA, with positives being sized and sequenced. A clone with a 500bp insert was 
isolated that encoded the 11K ORF, and a primer was made to the 5' region of this 
clone in order to extend the sequence into the coat protein region. A second clone was 
thus isolated, extending the viral region sequenced to 958bp. 

The nucleotide sequence obtained and its translation are shown in figure 3.4. The 

position of Carl-Uni is underlined (832-852 nucleotides), and is such that PCR would 
produce the expected and observed 125bp fragment. Only one base is different from 
the Carla-Uni consensus sequence; C has been substituted for A at position 843 
nucleotides (nt). The primer sequence includes the termination codon for the 11K 
ORF. Analysis showed that a partial ORF encoding a 19.5 kDa protein corresponded 
to the coat protein and that a second ORF, with initiation codon at position 531 nt 
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Figure 3.2 (a): Agarose gel analysis of PCR products generated using Carla-Uni and 

anchored oligo-d(T)Not I primers on first-strand cDNA generated from RNA isolated 

from plant material infected with a range of viruses (known carlaviruses, possible 

carlaviruses and viruses of other genera with filamentous particles), as outlined below. 

Lane A, molecular weight markers (Superladder; Advanced Biotechnologies); lane B, 

molecular weight markers (kilobase ladder; Gibco BRL). Lanes 1-12 were PCR 

reactions performed with Carla-Uni and anchored oligo-d(T)Not I primers CN47, 

CN54 and CN55 (Pappu, et al., 1993). Closed arrow indicates the predicted PCR 

product of approximately 120bp which should be obtained with Carla-Uni and oligo- 
d(T)Not I. Lane 1, potato virus S; lane 2, potato virus M; lane 3, lily symptomless 

virus; lane 4, American hop latent virus; lane 5, hop mosaic virus; lane 6, cowpea mild 

mottle virus; lane 7, narcissus latent virus; lane 8, Maclura mosaic virus; lane 9, potato 

virus X; lane 10, potato virus Y; lane 11, negative control (water). Lane 12, potato 

virus X positive control PCR with PVX specific primers. Lane 13, potato virus Y 

positive control PCR with CN48 potyvirus primer and CN47, CN54 and CN55. 

A123456789 10 11 12 13 B 



Figure 3.2 (b): Agarose gel analysis of PCR products and control PCR reactions 

generated from first strand cDNA primed with oligo-d(T)Not I generated from RNA 

extracted from purified particles of CMMV. Lane A- molecular weight markers 
(kilobare ladder; Gibco BRL). Lane 1, PCR reaction containing cDNA and both 

primers Carla-Uni and oligo-d(T)-Not I; lane 2, PCR reaction containing cDNA and 

oligo-d(T)-Not I alone; lane 3, PCR reaction containing cDNA and Carla-Uni alone; 
lane 4, PCR reaction containing both primers both no cDNA; lane 5, PCR reaction 
containing cDNA but no primers. Closed arrow indicates the PCR product of 
approximately 120bp which should be obtained with Carla-Uni and oligo-d(T)-Not I. 
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Figure 3.3: RNA dot-blot analysis using radiolabelled 120bp PCR fragment generated 
from CMMV as probe. Sample 1, Maclura mosaic virus RNA; sample 2, cowpea mild 

mottle virus RNA; sample 3, narcissus latent virus RNA; sample 4, brome mosaic virus 
RNA (BMV); sample 5, tobacco mosaic virus RNA (TMV). 
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Figure 3.4" The DNA sequence corresponding to the 3'-terminal region of CMMV 

positive-sense RNA. Derived amino acid sequence indicated below with stop codons 

underlined. A partial ORF of approx. 19.5 kDa is evident followed by an ORF 

encoding a cysteine-rich protein of 11.7kDa. The position of Carla-Uni is underlined 
(832-852 nt) 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
GTGCAAATCA=AGAAGG'ICI'I'GGAGTCCCAACAGAACATGTGGCTGAAGTGCTGCTACAAGTTGCCATTrACTGC 
VQITLEGLGVPTEHVAEVLLQVAIYC 

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
AAGGATCTAAGCPCTTCGAGCTITATGGATICAAG'IGGCACCTICGATTGGAAGGGCGGATCTATACTATCTCATTCA 
KDLSSSSFMDSSGTFDWKGGSILSDS 

160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 
GTI=AGCAGCCTTACGCAAGGATGACAACACCCIGAGGAGGGTGTGCCGCCI'ITATGCTCCCATTACTTGGAACTTC 
VLAALRKDDNTLRRVCRLYAPITWNF 

240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 
ATGTTAACICATAAAGCCCCACCP=A7rGGGCCGCAATGGGCITCAAATGGGACGATCGATATGCIGCPPIGAT 
MLTHKAPPSDWAAMGFKWDDRYAAFD 

320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 
TGTTTCGAATATGTTGAGAATCCAGCTGCCATTCAACCAGCTGAAGGATTAATAAGGAAGCCGACCTCAAGTGAGAAG 
CFEYVENPAAIQPAEGLIRKPTSSEK 

400 410 420 430 440 450 460 
ATCGCCCACAATACATACAAGGGTCTAGCICTIGA7CGATCAAACAGGAATAAGATCTACTCCAATCI'GAACACTGAA 
IAHNTYKGLALDRSNRNKIYSNLNTE 

470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 
GTCACAGGCGGCACTTTAGGCCCACAGATTTCTAGAAATrTCAATCACACCAAGAAGMZCCATCATI'GGGTACAAAC 
VTGGTLGPEISRNFNHTK K" 

MIGYKR 

550 560 570 580 590 600 610 620 
GCA7TGCTATCTTGCZ'ICACTTATGTTGTTTAAAGATGAATAAAA'IG7'=CTITAGA7=TGTA=AA=CC 

IAILLHLCCLKMNKMLPLDLCILIAL 

630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700 
TrAAGGCAGGGCCAACTAGTCTTTATIC"IGGATCTICAA, GTTACGCACGACGTAGACGTGCTAAGTTGATAGGTCGAT 

KAGPTSLYSGSSSYARRRRAKLIGRC 

710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 
GTCATCGTTGTTATAGAGTCAGTCCTGGCT'PITACTrrACTACTAGGPGTGATGGTTTG'It=TGTGC=TATAA 

HRCYRVSPGFYFTTRCDGLSCVPGIS 

790 800 810 820 830 840 850 
GCTACAAACAATGGGMAGTCITPC'ATTAGATTTGGTCA=ACAAGGGA , cA .T aCT =AT3, cc cCTTr 

YKQWVESFIRFGHFTRE E" 

860 870 880 890 900 910 920 930 
AAACTCTTGAACCAAGGAGAGAGTATAAAGAGTCCTTGTGTAGCT'ICAGACCTAACr rGAAGTTTGTACCGGTTTT 

940 950 
AAAGTTATTTTCCTGGTITITA(n) 



encoded a cysteine rich protein of 11.7 kDa. A 3' untranslated region of 119 nt is 

present between the 11K ORF and the poly (A) tail. 

Amino acid sequence analysis 
Figure 3.5 shows an alignment of the partial coat protein (figure 3.5a) and 11K ORFs 

(figure 3.5b) of CMMV with several recognised carlaviruses. 

Coat protein sizes 
Virus coat protein was obtained using the method as described by Foster & Mills, 

(1991e) (Chapter 2: section 4.1.1) and analysed by SDS-PAGE (Chapter 2: section 

4.2), and stained with Coomassie blue (figure 3.6). CMMV coat protein appeared as a 

doublet. The larger of the two proteins was sized at c. 24 kDa (figure 3.6) when 

compared to SDS-7 molecular weight markers (Sigma). 

Virus particle measurements 
Measurements of particles from a purified virus preparation were obtained from electron 

micrographs of CMMV. A total of 300 particles were measured and a running mean 

used to construct the graph shown. The modal length of particles was 650 nm (figure 

3.7). Shorter particles (130 nm) which were not an exact fraction of full length 

particles, and therefore unlikely to be broken or damaged particles were also detected at 

a high frequency. 

red la soda virus. RLSV 

In January 1996, a sample of red la soda virus (RLSV) was received from Dr C. 

Brattey (SASA). Suspected of belonging to the carlavirus genus, it was tested using 

the Carla-Uni primer. RT-PCR using oligo d(T)Not I and Carla-Uni on oligo-d(T)Not 
I primed first-strand RLSV cDNA resulted in a 800bp product (figure 3.8), much larger 

than the expected size. The product was cloned (Chapter 2: section 1.3.1. ) after the 

reaction was shown to be reproducible and no bands were observed in control 

reactions. The RLSV fragment gave a positive result when probed onto viral RNA and 
infected, but not healthy sap from potato and N. debneyi. (figure 3.9). 

Figure 3.10 shows the sequence obtained from the two independent clones, containing 
the insert of the RT-PCR product, pRLSV1 and pRLSV3. Both clones were presented 
in opposite orientations, and thus subcloning allowed the sequencing of opposite 

strands of different clones. Hence, 86% of sequence was obtained from 

complementary strands of two clones, and 14% on both strands of one clone. A total 

of 877 nt was sequenced which represented the 3' terminal portion of RLSV. Analysis 

showed that two consecutive open reading frames (ORF) were present. The first was a 
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Figure 3.5 (a : Alignment of the partial ORF of CMMV and RLSV with the C-terminal 

regions of the coat protein genes of BBScV, CLV, CVB, HeIVS, LSV, PVS and PVM. 

Gaps (-) have been introduced for maximum alignment, with identical amino acids in all 

virus sequences indicated by a (*), chemically similar residues in all sequences 

indicated by (I). 

..... I I. 1 .I. I "II "111 
BBScV ISSAISGLGVPTEEVAGIIVRMAFMCASVSSSVYLDPDGSIEFEGGAVS-VDSIAAIMKRE 
CLV ITAKLEGLGVPTERSAPICWAVARYCANTSTSPYTDPKGVFEFPGGAITR-DAVFAVIREV 
CVB IQVALEGLGVPTESVKEVIIRLVLNCANTSSSVYQDPKGVIEWDGGAII-ADDVVGVITKH 
He1VS IKVALEGLGVPTEHITGIIYQMCFYCASTSSSSYQDPKGVFEWPGGAIM-VDDVMGKVQEI 
LSV IASDIAGLGVPTEHVASVILQMVIMCACVSSSAFLDPEGSIEFENGAVP-VDSIAAIMKKH 
PVM IYVNLEGLGVPTEHVQQWIQAVLFCKDASSSVFLDPRGSFEWPRGAITA-DAVLAVLKKD 
PVS ITADIAGLGVPTEHVAGVILKWIMCASVDSSVYLDPAGTVEFPTGAVPTLDSIIAIMKNR 
CMMV VQITLEGLGVPTEHVAEVLLQVAIYCKDLSSS-FMDSSGTFDWKGGSILS-DSVLAALRDD 
RLSV cp SNR-----GVPTEQVANWLQAVIYCASASSSVYLDPHGTIEYTGGAWR-DSWAIIKRD 

1. .. 1.11 ... I.. I. 1 .1II.... II. . .. II. . 
BEScV ASLRKVCR--LYAPVVWNFMLVKNQPPSDWQAMIGFSFETRFAAFDTSDYVTNEAAVQPVEG 
CLV TTLRAFCRRDAFAPITWNQMLFAKSPPENWQAKGYTYETRYAAFDVFDFVQNP. AAIQPLEG 
CVB STLRKVCR-- LYAAVAWNYMHLQQTPPSDWSAMGFHPNVKYAAFDFFDYVENGAAIRPSGG 
He1VS AGIRRVCR--LYAPVTWNYMHIHDSPPSDWASMGFAPNVKYAAFDCFDYVENPAAVQPLGG 
LSV AGLRKVCR-- LYAPIVWNSMLVRNQPPADWQ. IGFQYNTRFAAFDTFDYVTNQAAIQPVEG 
PVM A-LRRVCR-- LYAPVTWNHMLTHNAPPAD'WAA: 1GFQYEDRFAAFDCFDYVENTAAVQPLEG 
PVS AGLRKVCR--LYAPVVWNYMLVQNRPPSD: JQANGFQTKNARCAAFDTFDYVTNGAAVQPVEG 
CMIV! NTLRRVCR--LYAPITNFMLTHKAPPSDWAANGFK-DDRYAAFDCFEYVENPAAIQPAEG 
RLSV cp AGLRRVCR-- LFAPLVtWNIHMLVHNSPPSDWAAMGFQWNDRFAAFDFFDYVENEAAIQPLDG 

II.. . I. IIIIII... 
. 

BBScV LIRRPTPAECIAHNAH---KRLALDRSNRNEKYTNLETEYTGGLQGaEIVRNHRNAGNGSA 
CLV LLRIPTAEEKIAHAT---NKRLALDRNRRNARFSSTDSLVTGGMYGKDIKTNF-NGSNNSD 
CVB IVPKPTRAEYVAYNTY---KMLALNKA11NNDTFGNFDSAITGGRQGPAIHNNLNNANNKTL 
He1VS VI PRPTRDEYVAYNAY---KLIVLNKANNNDTYGNFSAQITGGRMGPTIEHNFNNANNKKQ 
LSV IIRRPTSAEVIAHNAH---KQLALDRStIRNERLGSLETEYTGGVQGAEIVRNHRYANNG 
PV14 LIRRPTPREKVAHNTH---KDIAVRGAIRNQ'. FSSLNAEVTGG1-INGPELTRDY--VKSNRK 
PVS LIRRPTPEETIAHNAHNAHKSMAIDKSNRNERLANTNVEYTGGMLG; EIVRNHRNAIN--Q 
CMMV LIRKPTSSEKIAHNTYKG---- ALDRSNP. tIKIYSNLNTEVTGGTLGPEISRNFNHT---KK 
RLSV cp LIRRPTRSEKIAHNTH---KRLALDKSNRDE F ; SLETEITGGKRGPEISRDIFRNAAN 



Figure 3.5 (b): Alignment of the predicted amino acid sequences encoded by the 3' 11K 
ORF of CMMV and RLSV with the equivalent ORFs of BBScV, CVB, He1VS, PVS 

and PVM. Gaps (-) have been introduced for maximum alignment, with identical amino 
acids in all virus sequences indicated by a (*), chemically similar residues in all 
sequences indicated by (I). 

BBSCV MLTKGMRWIDPIAMRSTGISKRSTLVGFKVQKSSAIIEMRAMDQHDQRRLLALIKVCRSF----NLYDV 
CVB MD-------------------------- VIVK---MLIL------------------ RKFVEQGNVCPI 
He1VS MD--------------------------KRNKANVVLSL-----------------CSMFASRGNCIPI 
PVM M--------------------------- KDVTKVALLIARAM-------------- CAS--SGTFVFEL 
PVS M--KADR------------------------------------------- LAMLLLCV--HRLGYVLPV 
RLSV M-------- QPIS------------------------------- HYEAKLLAVSLAIIYKFTGR---CEP 
CMMV MI-GYKR----------------------------------------- IAILLHLCCLF14---NKMLPL 

II.. 1. I .. I.. .. 1.1. . ... I 1 11 
BBSCV GVCIHILNKVPPREVGNGCSSYAAKRRAKSIGRCERCYRVFPI----GASKCYNRTCVPGISYNEKVAN 
CVB HLCVDIYKR. 1FPRSVNKGRSSYARRRRALELGRCHRCYRVYPP-LFPEISRCDNRTCVPGISYNSKVRD 
He1VS PIVFNII! IRAFPKLVGRGTSTYARRRRARSILRCERCYRVYPP-L- PFSKKCDNRTCVPGISYNIKVAD 
PVi4 AFSITEYT---GRPLGGGRSKYARRRRAISIARCHRCYRLWPPTVF--TTRCDNKHCVPGISYNVRVAQ 
PVS EVCVNIIS-LSAGPVSGGRSTYARKRRARSIGRCWRCYRVYPP-I--CNSKCDNRTCRPGISQNYKVVT 
RLSV AVALNIVNKAC--NVGMGKSSFARRARAALLGRCHRCFRT------SMATRCNGVTCYPGIGAKPKIEM 
CMMV DLCILIALKAGPTSLYSGSSSYARRRRAKLIGRCHRCYRVSP--GFYFTTRCDGLSCVPGISYKQWVES 

i. 
BBSCV FIRCGVTEVIPHP-GFNF 
CVB YILWGVTEVIPHP-GYNF 
He1VS FIKWGVTEVIPHP-GFNF 
PVM FIDEGVTEVIPSVINKRE 
PVS FIR-----------GWSN 
RLSV FIKYGVSELKP 
CM! -! V FIRFGHFTREE 



Figure 3.6: Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE of CMMV coat protein isolated form virus 

particles. Lane 1, SDS-7 protein molecular weight markers (Sigma); Lanes 2&3, 

CMMV coat protein. Sizes of markers are indicated. 
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Figure Graph to show the frequency distribution of particle size of CMMV. Two 

peaks, one at 650 nm is the complete particle, the second at 130 nm is the proposed 
encapsidated coat protein sub-genomic RNA. 
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partial ORF of 169 amino acids (aa) with a termination codon at 510 nt and the second 

was 99aa from a methionine start codon (499nt). A short untranslated region of 81nt 

was present before the poly (A) tail. 

The primer Carla-Uni was present, as expected, in the first 19 nucleotides of the insert, 

with one nucleotide missing from the primer sequence (A missing at position 16). 

However, a second more degenerate sequence of Carla-Uni is present at position 775- 

794 nt (figure 3.10). This is just within the 11K ORF and is degenerate at 4 positions. 

Amino acid sequences obtained were aligned with other known carlaviruses sequences 
for the partial coat protein and 11K ORF (figure 3.5 a, b). 

RLSV coat protein was sized at 32 kDa, the largest of the several proteins observed on 

the gel (figure 3.11). The complete protein was found to be N-terminally blocked, so a 
CNBr digest was performed, and a 7.5kDa product was sequenced (Chapter 2: section 
4.2.4). This successfully produced 30 residues (figure 3.10) which were found to be 

present in the deduced amino acid sequence. 

Particle measurements of RLSV were carried out at SASA from crude sap extractions of 
infected material, and results are displayed for completeness (figure 3.12). The modal 
lengths of particles were 525 nm and 650 nm. 

Discussion 

Primer design 

A carlavirus-specific PCR primer, Carla-Uni, was designed in order to rapidly test 

viruses suspected to belong to the genus. The primer was specific to carlaviruses, not 
binding to a closely related potexvirus or a typical potyvirus. It was effective on 

recognised carlaviruses, PVS, PVM and LSV and demonstrated that two viruses, 
AHLV and HMV belong to the carlavirus genus, confirming the evidence gained from 

particle morphology and serology. 

Negative results were obtained with NLV and MacMV, both of uncertain classification, 
but with particle morphology within the accepted range for carlaviruses. Although this 

result was carried out at the same time as a positive control, the lack of product cannot 

conclusively determine that MacMV and NLV are not carlaviruses. It is possible that 
the PCR reaction was disrupted by the presence of Taq polymerase inhibitors. The 

target sequence may not be present, be degenerate, or the viruses may be deleted 

mutants of a wider population. Further investigation of these two viruses by 
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Figure 3.8: Agarose gel analysis of PCR products and control PCR reactions generated 
from first strand cDNA primed with oligo-d(T) generated from RNA extracted from 

purified particles of RLSV. Lane A- molecular weight markers (kilobase ladder; Gibco 

BRL). Lane 1, RLSV; Lane 2, negative control - no cDNA. 
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A A B B 

C C D D 

E E F F 

G G H H 

A PVS (potato) 
B RLSV (potato) 
C PVV (potato) 
D PVY (potato) 
E RLSV (N. debneyei) 
F PV M (potato) 
G Healthy N. debneyei 
H. Healthy potato 

Figure 3.9: Sap dot blots using radio-labelled 800bp PCR fragment generated from 

RLSV as a probe. The filter was prepared by SASA for probing in Leicester. The grid 

shows the position of the various samples used, detailed underneath. 



Figure 3.10: The DNA sequence corresponding to the 3' terminal region of RLSV 

positive-sense RNA. Derived amino acid sequence is shown below with stop codons 

underlined. A partial ORF of c. 18.8 kDa is evident followed by an ORF encoding a 

cysteine-rich protein of 10.8 kDa. The amino acid sequence underlined was gained 
from N-terminal micro-sequencing of CNBr digested RLSV coat protein. The primer 

sequence for Carla-Uni is present at the beginning of the clone, underlined (1-19 nt), 

one nucleotide (A) is missing from position 16. A second site where a degenerate form 

of Carla-Uni is present is at 775-794 nt, also underlined. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
S^, AGTAACCCACGr; TACCCACiGAACAAGTTGCAAATG7MTACTGCAGGCGGTGATTTACTGTGCTAGTGCAAGTA 

SNRGVPTEQVANVVLQAVIYCASASS 

so 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
GCTCCGTGTA'PCTGGATCCACATGGTACAATIGAGTACACAGGGGGAGCAGTCGTTCGTGATPCI7=AGCCATCA 

SVYLDPHGTIEYTGGAVVRDSVVAII 

160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 
TCAAAAGGGATGCCGGGT kGGAGGGTGTGTCGGC177 GCGCCGTTGG'ICMGAATCACATGI'TGGTGCACAACT 

KRDAGLRRVCRLFAPLVWNHMLVHNS 

240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 
CACCTCCC'IC7GATI=C'IGCTATGGCZ=CAATGGAATGACAGAT77CCAGCCTTCGACPI=GACTATGTIG 

PPSDWAAMGFOWNDRFAAFFFYVE 

320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 
AAAATGAAGCTGCGATACAGCCGTTGGATGGGTTCATICGGAGGCCCACAAGGTCTGAAAAGATTGCGCACAACACAC 

NEAAI0PLDG1IRRPTRSEKIAHNTH 

400 410 420 430 440 450 460 
ACAAGCGACI'I'GCACTAGACAAATCGAATAGGGATGAAGTGTTCGCAAGTTIGGAAACCGAAATCACAGGTGGGAAAA 

KRLALDKSNRDEVFASLETEITGGKR 

470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 
GAGGACCAGAAATCAGCAGGAA7=CGAAATGCAGCCAAT CCACTATGAAGCCAAGCICCTAGCCGTGT=A 

GPEISRNFRNAA N" 
MQPIS IT YEAKLLAVSL 

550 560 570 580 590 600 610 620 
GCTATGTATAAG=ACGGGACGTTG'IGAGCCCGCTG=CMAAATATTGTTAATAAAC, =TAA'IGT'I=ATG 
AMYKFTGRCEPAVALNIVNKACNVGM 

630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700 
GGCAAGAGCAGC=GCGCGCAGGGCTAGGGCGGC7=CTGGGGCGTTGTCATAGATG=AGGAC=CATGGCC 
GKSSFARRARAALLGRCHRCFRTSMA 

710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 
ACACGTTGCAATGGTGTGACTTGTTATCCGGGCATTGGAGCTAAGCCAAAAATCGAGATGT'ICATCAAATACB 
TRCNGVTCYPGIGAKPKIEMFIKYGV 

790 800 810 820 830 840 850 
GZUTTGAGTPG'IGCATAAAACCTAATTAA7MAAGTGTGCAACTATAAAATAAATAAAGTIT 

SELKP 

860 870 
TAAATATITPPCC7ITAGA(n) 



Figure 3.11: Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE of RLSV coat protein isolated form virus 

particles. Lanes 1&2, RLSV coat protein; Lane 3, SDS-7 protein molecular weight 

markers (Sigma). Sizes of markers are indicated. 
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Figmre 12" Graph to show the frequency distribution of particle size of RLSV. Two 

peaks, one at 650 nm, the second at 525 nm. 
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conventional cloning and sequencing was needed to evaluate their taxonomic position 
(see Chapter 4). 

A positive result was obtained for CMMV, with a product of the correct size from RT- 

PCR with Carla-Uni. The product hybridised with CMMV RNA on dot blots. 

Conventional cloning and sequencing methods confirmed the presence of the Carla-Uni 

sequence in the 3' terminal region of the viral genome. It is positioned 125 bp upstream 
from the poly (A) tail which is in agreement with the size of the RT-PCR product (c. 

120 bp). The only difference between the primer sequence and that encoded by CMMV 

is a base substitution at position 843 nt (C to A). Since the significance of this block of 

homology is not known (Foster, 1992), then the importance of this substitution cannot 

be assessed. However, the presence of the product confirms that the sequence has not 
been altered sufficiently to disrupt the binding of the primer. 

Although a product of 800 bp was obtained with RLSV, it was not within the expected 

size range (100-150 bp). However, the result was repeatable, and, after the possibility 

of contamination of primers or stocks was eliminated, and the product was shown to 

hybridise to infected sap and viral RNA, it was cloned and sequenced. 

The Carla-Uni primer sequence was present at the 5' end of the clone, as would be 

expected. However it was incomplete, missing a base, A, at position 16 nt. The 

position of the primer within the genome is not as predicted, hence the larger PCR 

product size. It is placed within the coat protein, and not near the 3' terminus of the 
11K ORF. It is impossible to tell whether this sequence is exactly the same as that 

present in the genome of RLSV. Once bound, to whatever sequence, it is the sequence 

of the primer that will be copied in the process of PCR. 

A degenerate version of the primer sequence is present in this expected position which 
could produce a fragment of 102 bp, within the accepted range for Carla-Uni. 
However, the primer does not bind here, as no fragment of this size was ever observed. 
It may be possible to encourage binding at this position by altering PCR conditions. 
RLSV may be a carlavirus that does not conform to this consensus block like poplar 
mosaic virus and carnation latent virus. 

CMMV and RLSV share sequence homology with the carlaviruses 
Comparison of the partial coat protein and 11K ORF with those of recognised 
carlaviruses demonstrates that RLSV and CMMV share a good degree of sequence 
identity with the genus (figure 3.5 a, b). 
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Both CMMV and RLSV show levels of sequence identity in the coat protein region to 

the carlaviruses that supports the view that they are new and distinct members of the 

genus (Shukla & Ward, 1988). In general, carlaviruses have high homology in the coat 

protein (c. 65-70%) (Foster et a!., 1990a; Foster & Mills, 1992) and very good 

serological relationships. CMMV has a lower than average amino acid sequence 

identity to the other carlaviruses (e. g.: 56% to PVS and 54% to He1V S). Although this 

does not represent the whole coding region for the coat protein, this lower homology 

may offer some explanation for the lack of serological relationship between CMMV and 

the other carlaviruses. 

The sequence presented here accounts for 19.5 kDa of the CMMV coat protein. 

Analysis by SDS-PAGE suggested that CMMV coat protein was only 24 kDa, smaller 

than that expected of a carlavirus and smaller than that previously reported (32-33 kDa, 

Brunt & Kenten, 1973). It is possible that the coat protein had been degraded during 

preparation or analysis. 

RLSV, is most closely related to the Andean strain of PVS (68% amino acid identity in 

the partial coat protein region). In studies on the amino acid sequences of potyvirus 

coat proteins, Shukla and Ward (1988) proposed that these data could be used as a 
basis for classification. A comparison of a wide range of complete potyviral coat 

protein sequences were graphed as a frequency distribution and revealed a clear bimodal 

distribution. This demonstrated that sequence homology between distinct members of 

the genus ranged from 38 to 71 % (average 54%) while that between strains of one 

virus from 90 to 99% (average 95%). If this theory is applied to the carlaviruses, then 
it is possible to propose that RLSV is a distinct species from the other potato 

carlaviruses and not another strain of PVS. This is supported by serological evidence. 
Although it should be remembered that these sequence identities are only based on a 

partial coat protein sequence (18.8kDa sequenced, 32kDa predicted from SDS-PAGE). 

There is some evidence to suggest that post-translational proteolytic processing may 

occur in vitro in carlaviruses (Foster & Mills, 1991d). Homology between PVM C- 

terminal region and a number a serine proteases was discovered and it was suggested 
that the source of the viral protease required for this processing could be the coat protein 
(Foster & Mills, 1991d). The protease reactive catalytic triad (His5l-AsP102-Ser195) 

was found to be equivalent to the PVM sequence His261-Asp266-Thr286. This 
homology was also found in several other carlaviruses and is also present in RLSV and 
CMMV (figure 3.13). It was proposed that the essential serine residue had been 

substituted for a threonine in the carlaviruses as this was mirrored by the presence of 
the sequence Thr-Gly-Gly found in all carlaviruses which is matched by Ser-Gly-Gly in 
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... 
11I.. 

PVM AHNTHK---- DIAVRGANRNQVFSSLNAEVTGG 
RLSV AHNTHKRLALDKSNRDEVFASLETEI----TGG 
CMMV AHNTYKG-ALDRSNRNKIYSNLNTEV---- TGG 
ELA AHC-------DIALLRLAQS--------GDSGG 

Figure 3.13: Alignment of the C-terminal portions of PVM, RLSV, CMMV and 

elastase (ELA), a mammalian serine proteinase. The catalytic triad is indicated with 
closed arrows. 



five cellular proteases (Foster, 1992). The significance of this unprecedented 
substitution is not known. 

Translation and expression of 11K ORF 

The 11K ORF is unique to the carlaviruses and distinguishes them from the otherwise 
closely related potexviruses. The potexviruses are transmitted mechanically, not by 
insect vectors, and this had led to the suggestion that the 11K ORF could be responsible 
for vector transmission or recognition in the carlaviruses (Foster & Mills, 1992). Other 

viruses which are transmitted by aphid vectors, such as the potyviruses and 
caulimoviruses, have been shown to encode helper component proteins. 
Transmissibility has been shown to be virus-encoded in these proteins (Atreya et al., 
1990). Although there is no sequence homology between the carlavirus 11K ORF and 
those of the potyviruses or caulimoviruses, all contain a cysteine motif (C-X2-C-X12- 
C-X4-C), a zinc-finger, which is associated with nucleic acid binding (Klug & Rhodes, 
1987; Berg, 1986). 

CMMV is unusual amongst the carlaviruses as it is transmitted by whiteflies. If 
function was conserved in overall homology, we would expect to see a higher than 
normal variation between the 11K ORF of CMMV and those of other carlaviruses. 
This is in fact not the case, as CMMV shares 48% amino acid sequence identity with 
PVS and 46% identity with HeIVS in the 11K ORF. This is higher than the average 
level of identity seen in this region (c. 40%). This may suggest that either the 11K 
ORF is not involved in vector specificity or that this specificity is not based on sequence 
identity. 

An unusual feature of the genome organisation of CMMV is that there is a small 
intergenic gap between the 11K and coat protein ORFs. In the majority of sequenced 
carlaviruses, there is an overlap between these two reading frames, with the start 
methionine of the 11K ORF one frameshift back from the termination codon of the coat 
protein (Foster, 1992). CMMV has a gap of 2 nucleotides between the termination 
codon of the coat protein and the AUG of the 11K ORF, shifting the frame forward, 
rather than back. This may indicate that the translation levels of the 11K ORF are 
different from those normally seen in carlaviruses. If the levels are raised, then excess 
protein could be produced and perhaps account for the brush-like cytoplasmic inclusion 
bodies observed in CMMV infections. If this is the case, it is possible to speculate that 
it is this excess protein which may have an influence vector specificity rather than 
sequence conservation. This speculation would require further investigation. 
Purification of the CMMV inclusion bodies would enable them to be tested serologically 
against antisera raised to 11K protein. 
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The level of sequence identity in the 11 kDa protein of RLSV is very low (c. 25%) 

compared to that normally seen between carlaviruses (c. 40%). It contains the cysteine 

zinc-finger motif. Its mode of transmission has not been established, and it has been 

detected in a wide range of potato tissue culture samples (per. com. Dr. Brattey). If this 

virus has been maintained in tissue culture for many years, previously undetected, it is 

possible that low vector selection pressure may have lead to drift in sequence homology 

between RLSV I IK ORF and that of other carlaviruses. 

Particle sizes 
CMMV 

The length of CMMV particles was confirmed to be in agreement with published 

measurements (650 nm). However, a high frequency of 130 nm particles was 

observed (figure 3.7). It is possible that this could represent the encapsidated sub- 

genomic RNA which encodes the coat protein and 11K genes (Foster & Mills, 1991b). 

The length of the particle (1/5th of the full length particle) is in proportion to that 

expected of a 1.4 kb RNA, which is in agreement with an estimated size of the sub- 

genomic RNA representing the coat protein and I IK ORFs. No evidence to support 
the presence of encapsidated sub-genomics was found when a northern blot of CMMV 

RNA isolated from the same particles used for the measurements was probed with a 
fragment representing the I lK ORF. 

RLSV 
Two modal lengths of particle were observed from RLSV, 525 nm and 650 nm (figure 
3.12). This is unusual in that the first is within the size range for potexviruses, and the 
second within that for carlaviruses. RLSV has been confirmed as a member of the 
carlavirus group which could suggest that the shorter particles may not be RLSV. 
However, both type of particles reacted similarly to the antisera used for ISEM and only 
one species of RNA was isolated from the virus preparation. A second c. 500 bp 
fragment was consistently observed on RT-PCR, and although this may be single- 
stranded DNA from an incomplete PCR reaction, it could also be a genuine product. 
Attempts were made to clone this fragment, though none were successful. A 594 bp 
fragment could be produced if Carla-Uni bound in the same position on a virus deleted 
for the 11K ORF. Such a population of deleted viruses would appear shorter than the 
full length particles. Since RLSV has been observed in many potato tissue culture 
stocks, it is possible that a sub-population of virus particles without an 11K ORF exist 
in this environment. There would be no selection pressure for transmission by vectors 
in this environment, and if the 11K is involved in vector transmission and/or 
specificity, then it is plausible that such a deleted population could exist. However, as 
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stated earlier, experimental data have not yet confirmed that RLSV can be transmitted by 

aphids, and RNA isolated solely from these smaller particles has not been obtained. 

In conclusion, the PCR primer Carla-Uni has been shown to be specific to the 

carlaviruses, not reacting to the potexviruses or potyviruses. It can be used rapidly in 

one RT-PCR reaction to confirm supporting evidence that a virus is a member of the 

carlavirus genus. This can be validated by sequence analysis of the 3' terminal region of 

the genome. The Carla-Uni primer has confirmed that AHLV, HMV, CMMV and 
RLSV are carlaviruses. However, the negative result obtained with MacMV and NLV 

required further investigation and thus a different approach was adopted. Conventional 

double-stranded cDNA cloning of MacMV and NLV was attempted after the failure of 
RT-PCR with Carla-Uni (Chapter 4). 
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Chapter 4 

Molecular analysis of narcissus latent virus (NLV) and 
Madura mosaic virus (MacMV) 

Introduction 
Narcissus latent virus (NLV) 

Narcissus latent virus (NLV) was first described in 1966 (Brunt & Atkey, 1967) as a 

member of the carlavirus genus. It has been reported to induce very mild leaf chlorosis 
in the tips of narcissus leaves and affects many commercially important cultivars 
(Brunt, 1977). It also occurs naturally in bulbous iris, gladioli, nenne and Acidanthera 

(Brunt, 1976; 1977; Derks et al., 1985). NLV has flexuous filamentous particles c. 657 

nm long and c. 13 nm wide, and a coat protein estimated to be 32.6 kDa (Brunt, 1977), 

properties suggesting that NLV is a carlavirus. However, in preliminary tests its coat 

protein cross-reacted only with antiserum raised to one carlavirus, lily symptomless 

virus (LSV) (Brunt, 1977). However it was later reported that NLV had a coat protein 
of 45 kDa and that in Nicotiana clevelandii it induces cylindrical cytoplasmic inclusions 

(CCIs) characteristic of potyviruses (Mowat et al., 1991; Brunt et al., 1994). In further 

serological tests NLV particles failed to react to antisera raised to 12 potyviruses and 9 

carlaviruses (Mowat et a!., 1991). However, NLV particles cross-reacted in ELISA 

and IEM with Maclura mosaic virus (MacMV) antiserum, results establishing a link 
between them. It was concluded that NLV was neither a potyvirus nor a carlavirus but 

could be a member of a new genus with MacMV (Mowat et a!., 1991). Moreover, a 
PCR primer designed to a sequence present in 80% of all carlaviruses sequenced to date 
failed to amplify a product with NLV or MacMV cDNA (Badge et al., 1996; Chapter 
3). 

Madura mosaic virus (MacMV) 
MacMV was first reported to cause mosaic symptoms on the leaves of the ornamental 
tree Maclura pomifera (Plese & Milicic, 1973) and to induce CCIs (Plese & Wrischer, 
1978). Like NLV, MacMV has flexuous filamentous particles 650-710nm long. 
Although some anomalies in the appearance of the isolated particles have been reported, 
measurements of NLV and MacMV particles have always shown a single modal length, 
suggesting that the viruses have a monopartite genome (Brunt & Atkey, 1967; Brunt, 
1977; Mowat et al., 1991; Plese & Wrischer, 1978). The coat protein size of MacMV 
is reported to be 45 kDa (Plese & Wrischer, 1978). MacMV was initially classified as a 
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member of the potyvirus genus due to the presence of CCIs in infected tissue and its 

weak cross-reaction with antisera to bean yellow mosaic potyvirus (Plese et al., 1979). 

Aims 
Due to the uncertain taxonomic status of NLV and MacMV, it was decided to 
investigate further using molecular techniques, since more traditional methods had 

failed to provide sufficient information. 

It is important to establish the size of the coat proteins, as this has been a contentious 
issue, hence, SDS-PAGE and western analyses were carried out. In order to finally 

quantify the size of the coat proteins, it was necessary to sequence them. Since RT- 

PCR techniques using universal primers had failed in the past (Chapter 3, Carla-Uni), a 
more conventional approach was adopted. Double-stranded cDNA was generated from 

viral RNA and blunt cloned into dephosphorylated vector. Once clones were isolated 

and confirmed as of viral origin, primers were designed to complete the 3' terminal 

region of each genome. In this way, sequence data was obtained for the 3' terminal 

region of NLV and MacMV, enabling objective analysis of the taxonomic status of 
these two viruses. 

The relationship between NLV found in bulbous Iris and Gladioli was investigated by 
RT-PCR and sequence analysis. Once considered three distinct viruses it was necessary 
to confirm the suggestion that they were synonymous (Brunt, 1977). 

Results 
RNA 
Virus particle suspension (supplied by Prof. A Brunt, according to method outlined 
Brunt, 1977) was used to isolate RNA from NLV and MacMV. These virus particles 
had been stored at 40C for several years. NLV and MacMV RNA analysed on both 
denaturing and non-denaturing gels (Chapter 2: section 3.2) was shown to be a single 
species estimated to be c. 8 kb in length from its position between the 9.5 kb and 7 kb 
RNA markers (figure 4.1). 

Coat protein sizes 
Coat protein isolated from MacMV particles when analysed by SDS-PAGE and stained 
with Coomassie Blue, produced two or more bands ranging from 32 to 20 kDa (figure 
4.2). When this 32 kDa protein was subjected to N-terminal micro-sequencing the 
sequence 'SDPEE' was obtained. This sequence was submitted to a database search 
but without success. Further analysis using western blotting (Chapter 2: section 4.2.3) 
of MacMV infected N. clevelandii tissue showed that coat protein of the purified virus 
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Figure 4.1: Genomic viral RNA extracted from virus particles. Lane 1: narcissus latent 

virus (NLV); Lane 2: Gibco RNA molecular weight markers; Lane 3: Maclura mosaic 

virus (MacMV). NLV and MacMV single-stranded RNA genomes were estimated to be 

c. 8 kb, closed arrows show the position of the two molecular weight markers closest 
in size. 
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Figure 4.2: Coomassie-Blue stained SDS-PAGE analysis of coat protein extracted from 

virus particles. Lane 1: SDS-7 molecular weight markers, lanes 2&3: MacMV, lane 4: 

NLV extracted form narcissus, lane 5: NLV extracted from gladioli, lane 6: NLV 

extracted from iris. 
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particles was probably degraded, since a single protein of 40 kDa (figure 4.3; lane 1) 

was observed. N-terminal micro-sequencing of this 40 kDa was unsuccessful as the 

product was N-terminally blocked. Similarly, NLV coat protein isolated from virus 

particles was estimated to be 32 kDa, whereas western analysis of coat protein from 

infected narcissus tissue indicated that the coat protein was 39.5 kDa (fig 4.3; lane 2). 

A reciprocal reaction between NLV and MacMV from N. clevelandii was observed 

when using antisera raised to either coat protein. Antiserum raised to MacMV coat 

protein also reacted strongly with NLV infected material from narcissus (figure 4.3; 

lane 3). However, we consistently observed some contamination by the reaction of a 

band present in N. clevelandii and narcissus tissue of c. 54 kDa (figure 4.3; lanes 3,4 

& 5). To further investigate this possible contaminant, the reciprocal blot was 

performed using the same healthy tissue samples probed with NLV coat protein 

antisera. The 54 kDa band was not produced by the healthy samples, nor by MacMV 

(figure 4.3; lanes 6,7). Further at the penultimate stage of purification of MacMV virus 

particles from infected N. clevelandil (Chapter 2: section 6.4), two proteins, 40 kDa 

and 54 kDa, were present (figure 4.3; lane 8). This 54 kDa co-purifying protein reacted 

positively in western blotting with MacMV coat protein antisera (figure 4.3: lane 9), 

results suggesting that it was the same 54 kDa contamination band observed in healthy 

and infected tissue. On Coomassie-Blue and Ponceau-S stained filters, a 54 kDa band 

was the most abundant protein in total plant protein extracts, and appeared to 

correspond to the position usually occupied by the large sub-unit of Ribulose-1,5- 

bisphosphate carboxylase (RUBISCO). To test this hypothesis, the partially purified 
MacMV was probed with an antibody raised to the large sub-unit of RUBISCO, and a 

positive result was obtained (figure 4.3: lane 10). We concluded that this 54 kDa 

protein observed in healthy and infected western blots using MacMV coat protein 

antisera is the large sub-unit of RUBISCO. in order to verify this conclusion, the 54 

kDa protein was submitted to N-terminal micro-sequencing. Unfortunately the protein 

was N-terminally blocked and no sequence was obtained. If antiserum was raised to a 

complex of the virus coat protein and RUBISCO, then it would react with RUBISCO in 

healthy tissue. It has already been observed that NLV and MacMV particles are often 

coated with granules in infected sap (Mowat et al., 1991; Plese et al., 1979) which 

could provide an explanation not only for the presence of some host protein/viral coat 

protein complex but the previous sizing of NLV and MacMV at 54 kDa. 

Clones isolated for sequencing 
To determine the size of the coat protein genes, clones representing the 3' terminal 

regions of both viruses were obtained with the assumption that the coat protein gene 

would be encoded in this region. 
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Figur re 4.3: Analysis of the serological relationship between NLV and MacMV coat 

proteins by western blotting. Samples of total protein extracted from healthy and 

infected plant material were separated by SDS-PAGE, blotted and probed with 

antiserum raised to either NLV or MacMV coat protein. The source of plant material is 

shown below each sample and the antibody used above them. Lane 1: MacMV-infected 

N. clevelandii blotted with MacMV antisera (two bands 40 and 54 kDa); Lane 2: NLV- 

infected N. clevelandii blotted with NLV antisera (one band 40 kDa); Lane 3: NLV- 

infected N. clevelandii blotted with MacMV antisera (two bands 40 and 54 kDa); Lane 

4: NLV-infected Narcissus blotted with MacMV antisera (two bands 40 and 54 kDa); 

Lane 5: Healthy N. clevelandii blotted with MacMV antisera (one band 54 kDa); Lane 6: 

Healthy N. clevelandii blotted with NLV antisera (no bands present); Lane 7: MacMV- 

infected N. clevelandii blotted NLV antisera (one band 40 kDa). 

Lanes 8-10 show total protein extracts from a bulk scale MacMV virus particle 

preparation: Lane 8: stained with Coomassie Blue (two bands at 40 and 54kDa); Lane 9: 

analysed by western blotting with MacMV coat protein antibody (40 and 54kDa bands); 

Lane 10: western analysis using antisera raised to the large sub-unit of RUBISCO 

(single positive 54 kDa band). 
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MacMV clones 
First-strand cDNA was generated using a mixture of oligo-d(T) primer which 

incorporated a Not I restriction site at its 3' end (denoted oligo-d(T)Not I: see Chapter 3 

for sequence) and random hexamers from MacMV RNA obtained from purified virus 

particles. Double-stranded cDNA was created and blunt cloned into Sma I cut, 

dephosphorylated pUC18. The resultant transformants were screened using radio- 

labelled first-strand cDNA generated from viral RNA (Chapter 2: section 1.6.2). 

Initially, four clones were analysed, pM3, pM7, pM91 and pM99, though none 

contained i oligo-d(T)Not I primer. Internal primers were designed from sequence 

obtained fri these four clones, in order to completely sequence both strands of each 

clone. Two of these PCR primers (99.1 and 99.3) were used as the upstream primers 

for RT-PC R using oligo-d(T)Not I-primed first-strand cDNA to create further clones, 

pM99T1 zndpM99T2. Figure 4.4a shows the relative positions of the cDNA clones. 

A clone i ihLed from the original screen of the double-stranded cDNA clones, pM4 

with an inwtc of c. 1.4 kb, did not show any homology with the other clones obtained. 

Re-screemIgthe original double-stranded cDNA clones with the insert from pM4 led to 

the identßnion and isolation of pM29. Sequence analysis showed that pM29 

overlappedvaieh pM4. Figure 4.4b shows the relative positions of these cDNA clones. 

NLW clones 
Double-sumded cDNA clones were generated in the same way for NLV, however only 

one clonews successfully isolated and sequenced, pNLV39. An RT-PCR approach 

was usedimareate a larger clone in the 3' region of the genome. A PCR primer was 
designed tmsequence already obtained from clone pCRN24. This clone had been 

obtained y Dr R. Turner. It had been generated by RT-PCR using degenerate 

universal caiauirus primers, however, when sequenced the clone showed no homology 

to the carlavins region usually amplified by these primers. Both primers used in the 

amplifica1an1cre not present in the sequenced clone but degenerate copies of only one 

of the p were detected at both ends of the insert (primer sequences found were 
degener s12 or 3 positions of the 14-mer primer). However, the insert reacted 

positivd yv ku radio-labelled and probed onto NLV-infected sap blots (Chapter 2: 

section (fi ): ad therefore it was considered a genuine NLV clone and used to create 

primerLVland NLV 2 (figure 4.4a). 

NLVlivwasted in an RT-PCR reaction with oligo-d(T)Not I-primed first-strand 

cDNA. M`rnent of c. 1.5 kb was obtained and cloned into pCRII (Invitrogen). 

Resultuatctd ies were screened with the radio-labelled insert from pCRN24 and one 
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Figure 4.4 a: Positions of cDNA clones relative to one another and in reference to the 
genomic organisation of a typical bymovirus. The clones obtained from NLV are 
shown above the bymovirus genome, those from MacMV below. These clones were 
used to obtain the 3' terminal regions of NLV and MacMV genomes. Positions and 
names of primers used for internal sequencing are indicated. 
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clone was isolated, pNLVdTl. In order to sequence this large clone, three subclones 
(pNLVdT1.2, pNLVdT1.3, pNLVdT1.4) were created using two EcoRI sites within 

pNLVdT1. The junctions between these subclones were sequenced using internal 

primers on the full length clone in order to ensure that only one restriction site was 

present in each position. 

A fourth clone in this region of the genome (pNLV 10B) was isolated by screening 

colonies obtained from cloning another RT-PCR fragment (Chapter 2: section 1.6.1). 

This fragment was amplified from first-strand cDNA generated from the total RNA of 
NLV-infected narcissus leaves. The first-strand was primed using a primer (NLV3) 

designed to sequence obtained from pNLVdT1 and a second upstream primer (NLV4), 

also from NLVdT1 was used to amplify the fragment. A fragment of the predicted size 
(1.1 kb) was obtained and cloned into pCRII (Invitrogen). 

Clones from Iris and Gladioli 

NLV has been reported to infect gladioli and bulbous iris (Brunt, 1977) but was only 
diagnosed by antisera tests and electronmicrographs of particles. In order to confirm 
that these particles found in iris and gladioli were NLV, sequence data was obtained 
from them. 

Viral genomic RNA was extracted from virus particles suspected to be NLV purified 
from infected Iris and Gladioli samples (kind gift of Prof. A. Brunt). First-strand 

cDNA was generated using NLV3 as the downstream primer. This cDNA was used in 

an RT-PCR reaction with an upstream primer, NLV4 to create a fragment of the size 
predicted by the sequence obtained from pNLVdTI (c. 1.1 kb). The fragments were 
cloned into pCRII. Two independent clones containing the fragment obtained from 
PCR of the Gladioli sample were isolated (pNLVG1, pNLVG2). Similarly, two 
independent clones from the Iris sample were obtained (pNLVI3.4, pNLVI6). 

Northern analysis 
A northern analysis (figure 4.5) (Chapter 2: section 3.2.1) was performed on NLV- 

infected N. clevelandii tissue (Chapter 2: section 3.1.4) and MacMV RNA purified 
from virus particles using two cDNA clones, which were later shown to be in the coat 
protein region of the viral genome, pNLVdT1 and pM91(respectively). A single band 
for each virus was observed with a slight smear of smaller products decreasing in size, 
however, there was no evidence of any other distinct bands. The largest band for each 
virus was estimated to be c. 8 kb by comparison with the ethidium bromide stained 
RNA molecular weight markers used on the original gels. 
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Figure 4.5 (a): Northern blot of viral RNA extracted from MacMV particles and probed 

using the radiolabelled insert from the cDNA clone, pM91. Lane 1: RNA molecular 

weight markers (GibCo), Lane 2: MacMV RNA. 

Figure 4.5 (b): Northern blot of NLV-infected total nucleic acid extracted from 

Nicotiana clevelandii and probed using the radiolabelled insert from the cDNA clone, 

pNLVdT1. Lane 1: uninfected narcissus RNA, Lane 2: NLV RNA. 
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Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequence analysis 
3' terminal region of NLV and MacMV 

The deduced sequence for the 3' terminal portions of MacMV and NLV RNAs are 

shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 (respectively). A total of 1797 nucleotides (nt) were 

sequenced for NLV and 2413 nt for MacMV. Analysis showed that each sequence 

contained a single continuous open reading frame (ORF). This was 727 amino acids 
(aa) long in the case of MacMV and 513 as long in the case of NLV. Stop codons were 
found at position 2182nt (MacMV) and 1541nt (NLV), with a 3' untranslated region 
(UTR) of 231nt (MacMV) and 256nt (NLV). Alignment of the coding regions indicated 

that NLV and MacMV RNAs are 52.4% identical at the nucleotide level. 

From the nucleotide sequences amino acids sequences were deduced. Database searches 

revealed that NLV and MacMV putative amino acid sequences had highest similarity to 

the type member of the bymovirus genus, barley yellow mosaic virus (BaYMV). 

Viruses of the bymovirus genus of the Potyviridae have a genetic organisation similar to 

potyviruses (Kashiwazaki et al., . 1990 a) except that their genomes are divided into two 

parts. Alignment of the 3' terminal portions of NLV and MacMV putative proteins was 
found to coincide with the C-terminus of the nuclear inclusion body b (NIb) protein and 
the whole of the coat protein ORF. Bymoviruses produce mature viral proteins by 

autocatalytic cleavage at a specified cleavage site. All three bymoviruses sequenced to 
date have a proposed cleavage site of LQA (Kashiwazaki et al., 1989; Foulds et al., 
1993; Sohn et al., 1994) between the coat protein and the Nib proteins except for one 
strain of BaMMV, Na I which has the cleavage site LQS (Kashiwazaki et a!., 1992; 
Kashiwazaki, 1996). 

Figure 4.8 shows an alignment using CLUSTAL of the deduced NIb and coat protein 
amino acid sequences of NLV, MacMV, two members of the bymovirus genus, 
(BaYMV: Kashiwazaki et al., 1990a) and barley mild mosaic virus (BaMMV: 
Kashiwazaki et al., 1992), a typical potyvirus, potato virus Y (PVY : Robaglia et al., 
1989), the type members of the two other genera recognised in the Potyviridae family, 

ryegrass mosaic virus, RGMV (rymoviruses: Salm et al., 1996) and sweet potato mild 
mottle virus, SPMMV (ipomoviruses: Colinet et al., 1996). Comparison of the 
sequence of NLV and MacMV with that of the members of the bymoviruses suggests a 
possible cleavage site between the coat protein and the NIb protein at position 215aa 
(NLV) and 423aa (MacMV) around the tripeptide sequence 'LQM' (Figures 4.6 & 4.7). 
It is estimated from the deduced amino acid sequence, using the LQM site as its N- 
tenninus, that the coat protein size for NLV is 32.8 kDa and for MacMV is 34.1 kDa. 
N-terminal sequencing of MacMV coat protein revealed the sequence SDPEE which 
was present within the deduced amino acid sequence (figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.6: The DNA sequence corresponding to the 3' terminal region of NLV positive-sense RNA, 

with derived amino acid sequence indicated below. A possible cleavage site, LQM (position: 645nt) 

between Nib protein and coat protein has been underlined. Termination codon is marked *. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
TAGTGGCCAGCCCAGCACAGTTGTGGACAACACTTTGGTGCTAATGCTGTCCTTCTATTACGCATATGCCAAGAAAACCA 

SGQPSTVVDNTLVLMLSFYYAYAKKT 

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 
ATGACCTGGCCTTCGAGCACATAGACGAGCGTr=CTPTGTT GCAATGGTGACGACAACAAA71t'CAGTGTCGCCT 
NDLAFEHIDERFRFVCNGDDNKFSVSP 

170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 
GAATTPGTCGCCGAATI'I'GGGGGTICGTTTGGGGATGAGATAAGTGAACTAGGCr ACITACGAGTTTGATGATCCTAAC 

EFVAEFGGSFGDEISELGSLTSLMILT 

250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 
GCCGGACATAATGAGAAACCCATACATGAGCCTGACAATAGTICAAGTGGGCGATCGCATTGGCITTCAGCTCAACCCTG 

PDIMRNPYMSLTIVQVGDRIGFQLNP 

330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 
AACGAATCGTTGGGATTGTICAATGGATCAAGAAAGGGGGCGTACTTCATGCAGCCCAGGCAGCATPIGCAGCAATGGTT 
ERIVGIVQWIKKGGVLHAAQAAFAAMV 

410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 
GAAGCATIC'AACGACCCAAGTCTATTCACTGTCATGCACACATATTIGGTGTGGCTGTrGGTGACTCACAAGGATGTTCT 

EAFNDPSLFTVMHTYLVWLLVTHKDVL 

490 500 510 520 530 540 550 560 
G=TACGCACAAGAGAA 7'1=ACATGGACCCGTGTCAGG'IG=CGTTGCACAATGGCTCTT 

LYAQENGLCSVCYMDPCQVFA. L HNGS 

570 580 590 600 610 620 630 640 
CTAAAGGCTTAGAAGATGTCAAG7MGACAATGAAGATGAGAGTGCGGATGAGGATGATGGTAACATTACACCCGACCTG 
SKGLEDVKFDNEDESADEDDGNITPDL 

650 660 670 680 690 700 710 720 
GAACTCCAAATGGACGTAGGCAACCTCATTCCMAGAAGGAGAAGAATTCCCAAAATGTGAATACAAGTGACGGAGGCAA 

EL0MDVGNLIPEKEKNSQNVNTSDGGK 

730 740 750 760 770 780 790 800 
GAACGCCAGCAAC =CCACAGGCGAGTCAAGTAAACCTCCTGAGAATAAAGCAGGGAAGGGCGCTGATCAAGGTGATG 

NASNSATGESSKPPENKAGKCADQGD 

810 820 830 840 850 860 670 880 
TAGATCCACCACAGGGTGACCCCTTAGTTGATGATGAGGTGGTIGAGTGGGTCATTCCAAAAATGAGCCCAAACATTGGA 
VDPPQGDPLVDDEVVEWVIPKMSPNIG 

890 900 910 920 930 940 950 960 
ACTICACCGATACCGGTCATCAACGGGAAGAGGC'I=AAGCGAGGAGTATTGAAGAGCATACCCAAAATGATGTPCAA 

TSPIPVINGKRLWKRGVLKSIPKMMFN 

970 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040 
CACGACrICAACCATGGCAAC'ICAAGCCCAACTCACCICATGGGTGGAGGAGGTGAAGCAAGCGCTTGCGCTTAAAACAG 

TTSTMATQAQLTSWVEEVKQALALKT 

1050 1060 1070 1080 1090 1100 1110 1120 
ATGATGCATGGACGGTTG'ICATCACGAAT'IGGTGCAT=TGCGCTAACAACGGCACATCGTCTGAAGTTGATACGTCG 
DDAWTVVITNWCIWCANNGTSSEVDTS 

1130 1140 1150 1160 1170 1180 1190 1200 
CAGACTATGGAGATTCGCGATGGTTI'IGGGAAGGTTCAGGCTATCCCCATTGAGG77777GTGAACCCAGCTGTIGAAAA 

QTMEIRDGFGKVQAIPIEVFVNPAVEN 

1210 1220 1230 1240 1250 1260 1270 1280 
TGGCGGTPTACGAAAGATAATGAGGCAC77C'I`C`TGGCATAACTCACGAGA7=AAAGGCTGGTAAGCGAATGACAGCCT 

GGLRKIMRHFSGITHEILKAGKRMTA 



1290 1300 1310 1320 1330 1340 1350 1360 
GGGGAAATAAGAGGGGC MACTGAGAAATCAATGATCCCCTACGCTTr1GATTACTATCTTGTCACAAACACA-CGCCC 
WGNKRGFTEKSMIPYAFDYYVVTNTTP 

1370 1380 1390 1400 1410 1420 1430 1440 
AAGACIGZGCGCGAGCAATIGGCACAGTCGAAGGCAGCAGCAATTGGPTC'AGGTGTGACGAGGAAGATGGT'rC_'IGATGG 

KTVREQLAQSKAAAIGSGVTRKMVLDG 

1450 1460 1470 1480 1490 1500 1510 1520 
GAACATACAAGGGTCTCATGCCAGTTACGAACGCCATGTCGATACGGACAACAGCGAGTACGAGCATGGCAATGATGTTG 

NIQGSHASYERHVDTDNSEYEHGNDV 

1530 1540 1550 1560 1570 1580 1590 1600 
ATCAAAGGCCCTATCITACTI'GAATI'C'IGCGTICTIGAACGC'PCGAATTCAACTATTIGCA7=CTC77TATAAGT= 
DQRPYL T" 

1610 1620 1630 1640 1650 1660 1670 1680 
CTCCTAAG. TTA GCCTTAAGGGTTAAATGGGGGTTTATTTGCCATTGTICCTCCAATGC 

1690 1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 
CCIGAAATGGCAAGCTCATIC'PAGCGATGTCTATCTACAAAGAGT TAATCGCPPICACTTAAGTCIGATCIGGATGAT 

1770 1780 1790 
CGACTGCGTITAAACGTATCCTACGTCGTAGAAGACA(n) 



Figure 4.7: The DNA sequence corresponding to the 3' terminal region of MacMV 

positive-sense RNA, with derived amino acid sequence indicated below. The motif 

GDD found in all positive-sense RNA viruses is underlined. The amino acids identified 

by N-terminal sequencing of a partially degraded MacMV coat protein sample, SDPEE 

is underlined. 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

AGGGCIGGGATGACCCAAACGAGGATTAGAACAACAATGGAGGTTCTGGAGGACATACAGTGGGGTAAGGCCGCTGGACC 
RAGMTQTRIRTTMEVLEDIQWGKAAGP 

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 
CCIGTACGCAATGAAGAAGCGGGACCPCMCAAGAATCTCACAGAGGAGGAGITAGTTGCCCTIGGCGCACAT'IGTAGAA 

LYAMKKRDLCKNLTEEELVALGAHCR 

170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 
GCGAGTIGAACAAGüu^TAAAAACGCTGGGI'fGTGGAATGGATCTCTCAAAGCTGAGCTGCGGCCTAAAGAGAAGGTTGAC 
SELNKGKNAGLWNGSLKAELRPKEKVD 

250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 
TTAAACAAAACGCGTGTC71CACACCAGCCCCCATCACGACGCCTCATTGCGCAAAGTA1TrMTGGACGACTTCAACAA 

LNKTRVFTPAPITTPHCAKYFVDDFNK 

330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 
GCAG7=ACAAATCCCACCPCAAAGCCACCTCACCACTGTTGGCATTAATAAGTTCCCAGAATGGGTGGTCAAAGGTAT 

QFYKSHLKATSPLLALISSQNGWSKV 

410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 
ACAACAAGCPCAACAAAGACCGGCTGCTACATGGAAGTGGAGATGGAT-ACGCI'ITGATTCAT=T, CGATCCATACCTA 
YNKLNKDRLLHGSGDGSRFDSSIDPYL 

490 500 510 520 530 540 550 560 
TTIGACA'IGA=ACACCA'ICCGGZGCCA7'=TGCATGAGGA7GATAAACGGGAAAGTGAAAGAGCCATGAGCAACAT 

FDMIYTIRCHFMHEDDKRESERAMSNM 

570 580 590 600 610 620 630 640 
GTTTCGCGAGTI'IGTr=ACTCCAATTCACACGATCAGTGGAACATCCTGGTCAAGCAAGTI'GGCAATAACAGCGGAC 

FREFVFYSNSHDQWNILVKQVGNNSG 

650 660 670 680 690 700 710 720 
AACCAAGTACAGTCGTGGATAATACGCTGGTACTCATGATCPCA7rITATTACGCATACCCTGTAAAGACGAGGGATTAT 
QPSTVVDNTLVLMISFYYAYAVKTRDY 

730 740 750 760 770 780 790 800 
ACGTI=ATAAAA'ICGATGAAAGATTCGTCTI`IGTGTGTAATGGTGATGACAACAAA7XGCGGTGTCACCGGAATTCGT 

TFDKIDERFVFVCNGDDNKFAVSPEFV 

810 820 830 840 850 860 870 880 
TAAGGAGTIIGGT=TCCTICACIGACGAGATTGCACAGCTCGGTC ='ITACGAATTCGATGAGCICACAACCGACA 

KEFGGSFTDEIAQLGLHYEFDELTTD 

890 900 910 920 930 940 950 960 
TAACAGCGAATCCTTACATGAGCTTAACAATGATAGACATAGGAGGGCGCATAGGGTTCCAACPCAATCCCGAACGTATT 
ITANPYMSLTMIDIGGRIGFQLNPERI 

970 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040 
CTAGGAATCGTTUGTGGAT MGAAAGGTGGAATMTGCACGCCGCACAAGCCGCCTTTGCAGCAATGATCGAATCATT 

LGIVQWIKKGGIVHAAQAAFAAMIESF 

1050 1060 1070 1080 1090 1100 1110 1120 
CAATGATCCAGACCIGT =TGT'GATGCACTCGTA7=GTGTGGCTGC=TAACATACCGAAGTGAACTCGTTTATG 

NDPDLFCVMHSYLVWLLVTYRSELVY 

1130 1140 1150 1160 1170 1180 1190 1200 
CCATGCACAATGAZC=T TCAGTGGTTTACATGGACCCATGCCAAGTGT WCCTTGCACTACAACGACAGCGAGGAC 
AMHNDLVSVVYMDPCQVFALHYNDSED 



1210 1220 1230 1240 1250 1260 1270 1280 
GTAAGGGAGTGGT-T3ATGAGGACGA'IGAG'ICAAGTGATGACGAAGACGAAGAGCCAACTCAAGTGCTACAGAMGACGC 

VREWFDEDDESSDDEDEEPTQVLQMDA 

1290 1300 1310 1320 1330 1340 1350 1360 
GGAAACCC=CGAAGGATGGAGAGGCGAAGAAAGAGAAGGACGAGAAAGAAAGGGAGAAGGCTGAACAAAGGCGAGTAG 

ETLAKDGEAKKEKDEKEREKAEQRRV 

1370 1380 1390 1400 1410 1420 1430 1440 
AAG"PCGAGAAGGCAAGAGCAGAAAAAGCTCAAGTG'ICAGA'IGGCGCCAAGGAACCACAGCCGGAGATCAAAGGGAACGAG 
EVEKARAEKAQVSDGAKEPQPEIKGNE 

1450 1460 1470 1480 1490 1500 1510 1520 
GACGTTGAGCAGCCAGCTAGTGACCCTGAAGAAAAGGAAGAAGAGGZCAAAI=TCATGCCITCAATAAATCCCAACAG 

DVEQPASDPEEKEEEVKWVMPSINPNR 

1530 1540 1550 1560 1570 1580 1590 1600 
AGGTAGTAATGCCATTCCAACGGTAAATGGCAAGAAATTGTGGAAGAGAGGAATACTGAAGCACATTCCCAAACAGCAGT 

GSNAIPTVNGKKLWKRGILKHIPKQQ 

1610 1620 1630 1640 1650 1660 1670 1680 
A'IGATGCAT=CAACAAAAGCAACAAGTGCGCAACTAG=CATGGG7'MAGGCCGTTAAGAAGGACCTCAAGAIvMGG 
YDASTTKATSAQLAAWVEAVKKDLKIR 

1690 1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 
AACGACGAT=TGGTCAATMTCCTGACGGCATGGTGTA'ICTGGICMCAAACAACGGAAC='=AGG'IGGACAC 

NDDAWSIVLTAWCIWCANNGTSSEVDT 

1770 1780 1790 1800 1810 1820 1830 1840 
CAACCAGGACATGGAATCTGACAGCFTGGGGAAAG7UCAGACTGTTCGCATCGATTCATTCGTMAGCCAGCCATTGAAA 

NQDMESDSLGKVQTVRIDSFVEPAIE 

1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 
ATGGTGGTTI'GAGGAAAATCA7GAGGCTACr=CGGTATCACI'CAGGAAAT=C; CCAAAGGGGGAAAAATGACAGC 
NGGLRKIMRLLFRYHSGNLGQRGKNDS 

1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 
TTATGGAATCMGCAGGTTTCACAGAGAAAGCGATGACTACCCTACCCrI7GATITPGTTGAAGTCACCAAAACAA000C 

LWNQAGFTEKAMTTLPFDFVEVTKTTP 

2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 
CAAAACAGTCAAGGAACAACTTGCICAGGCTAAAA7MCAGCTATAGGGCA'IGGAACTCGCAGAGCTA'IGGTGACGGATG 

KTVKEQLAQAKIAAIGHGTRRAMVTD 

2090 2100 2110 2120 2130 2140 2150 2160 
GCAGCGTTCATGGAAACAAGACAA=ACGAACGCCATG=ACACAGACAACGATGAATCTGAGCATGGTAAGGACATC 
GSVHGNKTSYERHVDTDNDESEHGKDI 

2170 2180 2190 2200 2210 2220 2230 2240 
GATTACAGACCACATCTATCGTAAGTTATTTAAATGAATGAATI'TGAATTTATTTATTTAGAGTCCTITAATAGTTTAAA 

DYRPHLS 

2250 2260 2270 2280 2290 2300 2310 2320 
TTAAATAAGCACAAGGTTIGAATGGGGG7MTGCCATTGTTCCTCCAATGACCTGWTC, GGTGT'IG7MATTAACTC 

2330 2340 2350 2360 2370 2380 2390 2400 
TG=AAZCTI=GATGCMAAGAGTCGTTPI'CITTAGGCCTGAT=GATGATCGGCT=cT MGTGAATCCTA 

2410 
TTCCGTAGAAGGA(n) 



Figure 4.8 : CLUSTAL W alignment of the partial ORFs of NLV (GenBank U5870) 

and MacMV (GenBank U58771) with the C-terminal regions of two bymoviruses, 

barley mild mosaic virus (BaMMV, GenBank D10947), barley yellow mosaic virus 
(BaYMV, GenBank D01091), one rymovirus, ryegrass mosaic virus (RGMV, 

GenBank U27383), one ipomovirus, sweet potato mild mottle virus (SPMMV, 

GenBank Z48058) and one typical potyvirus, potato virus Y (PVY, GenBank 

A08776). Gaps (-) have been introduced for maximum alignment and the program 
BOXSHADE was used to create boxing. Residues identical to MacMV are boxed with a 
black background, chemically similar residues are boxed in grey. 
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Figure 4.9 shows a neighbour joining dendogram constructed using the percentage 
identities obtained for the core coat protein showed in table 4.1. It demonstrates that 

NLV and MacMV are located within a separate grouping from the bymoviruses, 

rymoviruses, ipomoviruses and potyviruses. 

NLV isolated from Iris and Gladioli 

Sequence was obtained from the Iris and Gladioli clones using two internal primers 
designed to pNLVdTI (NLV3, NLV5). Of the l. lkb inserts of these clones, 240bp 

was sequenced on both strands of two clones. Figure 4.10 shows the sequence 

obtained in this region. As there were no nucleotide differences between the two Iris 

and the two Gladioli clones, this sequence represents all four clones. A partial ORF of 
37 amino acids is present. There were no nucleotide differences between these clones 

and the same region in NLV, and the position of the Gladioli and Iris clones are shown 

on figure 4.4a. The sequence obtained from the limited section of Iris and Gladioli 

clones was identical to that obtained for NLV isolated from N. clevelandii and narcissus 

material. 

pM4 and pM29 
Figure 4.11 shows the nucleotide sequence obtained for pM4 and pM29. The clone 

pM29 was found to be equivalent to position 4- 239 nt within pM4. There were no 

nucleotide differences between pM29 and pM4. A total of 1149 bp were sequenced 
from pM4, and analysis showed a partial ORF from an initiating methionine. Two 
AUG codons could be the initiating codon, producing a protein of either 359 or 356 

amino acids (40.2 kDa or 39.8 kDa). There was therefore a possible 5' untranslated 
region (UTR) of either 70 or 79 nt. The ORF did not contain a termination codon, and 
therefore there was no 3' UTR. 

When the partial ORF represented by these two clones was submitted to a database 

search, it was shown to have homology with the N-termini of the polyproteins 
generated by RNA2 of BaMMV and BaYMV. It also had homology in a limited area 
with several potyvirus helper component proteinases (HC-Pro) around the motif 
recognised as the active site of the proteinase encoded by these ORFs. 

Figure 4.12 shows an alignment of the partial ORF encoded by pM4 with the equivalent 
region encoded by RNA2 of BaMMV and BaYMV. The second methionine residue 
encoded by the pM4 sequence has been used as the initiating methionine, as this gives 
maximum alignment with the bymoviruses. It has been suggested that BaYMV and 
BaMMV could produce two mature proteins from the c. 98 kDa polyprotein translated 
from RNA2 (Davidson et al., 1991; Kashiwazaki et al., 1991; Timpe & Kuhne, 1994). 

56 



Figure 4.9: Neighbour-joining tree produced using CLUSTAL W to demonstrate the 
taxonomic relationship between the core of the coat proteins of MacMV and NLG' and 
those of selected members of the Pot)vi'iridae (as used in Table 4.1). Horizontal 
distances are proportional to percent divergence of tip species from nodes (scale given), 

vertical distances are arbitrary. Numbers shown on the branches are the results from 

bootstrapping using CLUSTAL W for 1000 replicates. 
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Figure 4.10: The DNA sequence corresponding to the 3' terminal region of NLV 

positive-sense RNA from infected Gladioli and Iris samples, with derived amino acid 

sequence indicated below. The positions and sequence of NLV 3 and NLV 5, primers 

used to sequence this section are underlined. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Qr 'PPGATGGGAACATACAAGGGTCTCATGCCAGTTACGAACGCCATGTCGATACGGACAACAGCGAGTACGAGCA 
VLDGNIQGSHASYERHVDTDNSEYEH 

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
TGGCAATGATGTIY'TCAAAGGCCCTATCTTACTIGAATTCTGCGTICTIGAACGCTCGAATTCAACTATTI'GCATTC 

GNDVDQRPYL T* 

160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 
GCT MATAAGTrr=CTAAGCTTA GCGTTAAGGGTTAAA'IGGG=Zll' 

240 

CCATT 



Figure 4.11: The DNA sequence corresponding to part of the 5' terminal region of 
MacMV positive-sense RNA, with derived amino acid sequence indicated below. Two 

possible methionine initiation codons are indicated in the translation, however, the 

second (underlined) appears to conform to a consensus shared with BaMMV and 
BaYMV RNA2 initiation codons. A possible cleavage site (VG/G) is underlined. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
GCAATGGCAACTGTTAATAGCAAACGTCAATI'lTAAAG77GAAAACGTCGACA000TAAACACTCACCICATGCAACT 

MQL 

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
CATGTCGGGGTCTGCTC'TAACTGTGCAGCCAATAAGTGCTCAAGCA7TAATGCGCATGGTTAAAGCTCACIT: GAGCA 

MSGSALTVQPISAQALMRMVKAHFEQ 

160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 
AAACAAGATCATTAAGGGGAGTGAA=TCATGGTGGA'IGGCAATGGGAAGACCCTCGCAACATTCAACACATCAAT 

NKMIKGSEFVMVDGNGKTLATFNTSM 

240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 
GAGGAGCAACGCAGA77 GCAAAC=A7UWGGAGAAA7TAAA=CCAGCACAGCAGAG' =r-AGACTG'IGA 

RSNADLQTFMKGEIKFPAQQSFADCD 

320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 
CAAGATTGTTAAGTGCACCAAAATGCACCAACAGCATGT'IGCTCACACACGACTGCCTGCAGCTAACTATGTGTICGG 

KIVKCTKMHQQHVAHTRLPAANYVFG 

400 410 420 430 440 450 460 
GGGTTACTCAAAA7r-ATGCCCCATCCCACTC77rAAGGAGCAGGTAGCTAAACAGGGGAGA'IGTGTGAGCACATTACT 

GYSKSCPIPLFKEQVAKQGRCVSTLL 

470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 
GCT GCTCTAAGTTACTTIGTTACAAAAGAG'1 CATGAGGTrrACGCAAGAATCATAGATGAGGTTATCACAACAAT 

LALSYFVTKEFDEVYARIIDEVITTI 

550 560 570 560 590 600 610 620 
CAAGAG=CCCACACTCCATGATG7-L=AAAC =CCAGTACATCATCTCGAAAGTCCCAA=AGGGCCGGT 

KSWPTLHDVSKLCQYIISKVPILGPV 

630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700 
GCCTATTCCCG7=AGCIG=ATCATAGCAAAAAACTAATTCACATCTG'IGATcAGCGAGGCATACCTGATGGGTG 

PIPVVAVDHSKKLIHICDQRGIPDGW 

710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 
GCATCAGCTGAAGATGGGGACGCTCGTIGAAATCGCAAACGCT=CTCC'ICAAACAAAGCGTGCTCCAT'PCATA= 

HQLKMGTLVEIANACLLKQSVLHSYF 

790 800 810 820 830 840 850 
TGTTGGTGGGACTAACGAGCAACCGGAGGACCTCCTATACGTGCG7W=AAGTAAGATCAAACGCAAG=CGTGG 

V G/ GTNEQPEDLLYVRGLSKIKRKLRG 

860 870 880 890 900 910 920 930 
CTGGGTCACGCAGAGGAACATGATGGATGATITPCGTGGAAGAMAGACTTAGCAGCAT'ITICATGAT=ATCACC 

WVTQRNMMDDFRGRFRLSSIFMMLSP 

940 950 960 970 980 990 1000 1010 
ATCAATG=TCGCGACZCAAAGCGCICATMAGGCGGAGGACGCATCGTCGCICAAGCTCATrATGATGGATGATGC 

SMLSRLKALIEAEDASSLKLIMMDDA 

1020 1030 1040 1050 1060 1070 1080 1090 
AýTAAAATIGTCGTTGCIGCTGCCCTGCGAACAGCAATACAAGGCGTGATACTCCAAAC'IGGTGAGAGCCG 

CSNKIVVAAALRTAIQGVILQTGESR 

1100 1110 1120 1130 1140 
AATAGAGAGGA'ICTGGCTAAA'IGMAACAACA7=CAGGATCAA7TGAATGGAGA 

IERIWLNVNNILQDQLNG 



Figure 4.12: CLUSTAL W alignment of the partial ORFs of MacMV with the N- 

terminal regions of RNA 2 of two bymoviruses, barley mild mosaic virus (BaMMV, 

GenBank X75933; German ASL strain; Timpe & Khune, 1994), barley yellow mosaic 

virus (BaYMV, GenBank Q01207: Japanese II-1 strain; Kashiwazaki et al., 1991). 

Gaps (-) have been introduced for maximum alignment. Residues identical to MacMV 

are marked (*), chemically similar residues are are marked (I). 

"IIIIIII 
BaYMV 1 MSASSSRQLFDCGSLDWPNKSLFGDPTTRDVMHEHISSTWNAVIRRHMLAPNADAETILGRDGL 
BaMMV 1 M----------------------------- MMNSMIRQGWQQVLRRFSIPTSGDRLIVSNSTDQ 
MacMV 1 MSGSA---------------- LTVQPISAQAI tMVKAHFEQ-----NKMIKGSEFVMVDGNGK 

1 "II I" II1 II 
BaYMV 65 PSAQFDAYGAMLPSFIQALNAPTTRLRITHRCPT---AESILCADASHAPWLYMANNVCAYEAT 
BaMMV 36 PIGLFGAFDTSLQTLSQVTNDPEV-LKQKSNIPTHLDVASVLEASPRSFPWVFLTNSFCTFGGS 
MacMV 44 TLATFNTSMRSNADL-QTFMKGEIKFPAQQSFADCDKIVKCTKMHQQHVAHTRLPAANYVFGGY 

I""" "111601 II 11111 11 "I" 
BaYMV 126 -HLKPVQTFIAFDFAHGYCYLSLFIPLSFRITFENARSFSRFLEQLPDILGAYPTLAAIYKTML 
BaMMV 99 IHAQNLQAFATAEFKSGFCYMNLLIPLSFDIIDAHADSFRGFVEQLPDTLGAYPSLSMVLNVML 
MacMV 107 SKSCPIPLFKEQVAKQGRCVSTLLLALSYFVTKEFDEVYARIIDEVITTIKSWPTLHDVSKLCQ 

"I "". I. 1.1 " ""I" " I. II I1 
BaYMV 189 FAIRLFPEVLQAPIPIIAKRPGVLQFHVSDARGLPPSWFPMKCGSVRSFVALITNNLNSDLLDG 
BaMMV 163 HAATRFPEIVASPIPTIAFDAESLQFHVTDKRGVPGMWNILKACRVYELLSLAADGIGCEYM-- 
MacMV 171 YIISKVPILGPVPIPWAVDHSKKLIHICDQRGIPDGWHQLKMG---TLVEIANAGL---LKQS 

III II I II I"I II II 
BaYMV 253 IVGSNGDGEHYTNWNSCHDHWIVNRFITVRDLHSSLKSALDVDLDTEGGRNAVLDLLLDLGVTN 
BaM V 225 -LYPVGAAPQYSFWKKSMDHFTSDRFVEFLAMQDLLASALEQDYATHDARDALLSALQNAGYTN 
MacMV 229 VL-------- HSYFVGGTNE-QPEDLLYVRGL----- SKIKRKLRGWVTQRNMMD--------- 

"1II "" II 11 
BaYMV 317 LVRREKRFPAHFQGAESVYLLLSCERVCNELVAVQDALQEPLANHSCLDLRALIIN--LGGLPS 
BaMMV 288 WARERRFPNG-HDPSIVWLNLSEAPISEKLTELKRYLLVGHRSDDTADITHNVHQHVFEVLKT 
MacMV 270 ------DFRGRFR-LSSIFMMLSPSMLSR--------LKALIEAEDASSLKLIMMDDACSNKIV 

" I" II 
BaYMV 379 RHSDIC-----YTRNIFENDNHLVWN------------------F 
BaMMV 351 MSVQFSKTTNAYNRARFEVNHKVIWNAEYGRGPQQNAELEALVLFLNRQS 
MacMV 319 VAAALRTAIQCVILQTGESRIERIWL------- NVNNILQDQL-----NG 



Figur, e 4.13: CLUSTAL W alignment of the partial ORFs of and MacMV with the N- 

terminal regions of RNA 2 of two bymoviruses, barley mild mosaic virus (BaMMV, 

GenBank X75933; German ASL strain), barley yellow mosaic virus (BaYMV, 

GenBank Q01207: Japanese II-1 strain), and the Helper Component-Proteinase (HC- 

Pro) regions from the polyprotein of several potyviruses, potato virus Y (PVY, 

GenBank A08776; Robaglia et al., 1989), plum pox virus (PPV, PIR S47508; Maiss et 

al., 1989) and tobacco vein mottling virus (TVMV, PIR g75614; Domier et al., 1986). 

Gaps (-) have been introduced for maximum alignment. Residues identical to MacMV 

are marked (*), chemically similar residues are are marked (1). 

". 11 111 IIIII "11 
PVY 613 GDSEMLYIAKQGYCYINVFLAMLINISEEDAKDFTKKVRDNCVPKLGTWPTNMDLATTCAQMRIF 
PPV 639 AKGGANFIAKAGYCYINIFLAMLININEDEAKSFTKTVRDTLVPKLGTWPSNMDLATACHFLAVL 
TVMV 586 EISNLMYIAKEGYCYINIFLAMLVNVDEANAKDFTKRVRDESVQKLCKWPSLIDVATECALLSTY 
BaYMV 130 VQTFIAFDFAHGYCYLSLFIPLSFRITFENARSFSRFL-EQLPDILGAYPTLAAIYKTMLFAIRL 
Bat24V 104 LGAFATAEFKSGFCYMNLLIPLSFDIIDAHADSFRGFV-EQLPDTLGAYPSML-VLNVMLHAATR 
MacMV 112 IPLFKEQVAKQGRCVSTLLLALSYFVTKEFDEVYARII-DEVITTIKSWPTLHDVSKLCQYIISK 

I" I "i . I. II1.. 
PVY 678 YPDVHDAELPRILVDHDTQTCHWDSFGSQTTGYHILKASSVSQLILFANDEL--ESDIKHYRVGG 
PPV 704 YPETRNAELPRILVDHEAKIFHWDSFGSLSTGMHVLKANTINQLISFASDTL--DSNMKTYLVGG 
TVMV 652 YPAAASAELPRLLVDHAQKTIHWDSYGSLNTGYHILKANTVSQLEKFASNTL--ESPMAQYKVGG 
BaYMV 194 FPEVLQAPIPIIAKRPGVLQFHVSDARG-LPPSWFPMKCGSVRSFVALITNNL--NSDLLDGIVGA 
BaMMV 168 FPEIVASPVPTIAFDAESLGFHVTDKRG-VPCMWNILKACRVYELLSLAADGI--GCEYMLYPVGS 
MacMV 176 VPILGPVPIPWAVDHSKKLIHICDQRG-IPDGWHQLKMG---TLVEIANAGLLKQSVLHSYFVGG 



Table 4.1 (a) Pairwise percent amino acid sequence identities between the core coat 

protein* of MacMV and NLV and other selected members of the Potyviridae. 

MacMV BaYMV BaMMV SPMMV RGMV PVY 

macMV 

BaYMV 

BaMMV 

SPMMV 

RGMV 

22.2 21.2 15.1 18.0 19.4 

33.7 11.0 11.5 13.4 
11.1 12.9 14.8 

18.0 18.9 
54.6 

* The core coat protein is equivalent to D2748 to R3043 in PVY. 

Table 4.1 (b) Pairwise percent amino acid sequence identities between the tpartial 

nuclear inclusion body b (NIb) protein of MacMV and NLV and other selected 

members of the Potyviridae. 

MacMV BaYMV BaMMV SPMMV RGMV PVY 

NLV 76.3 57.2 60.3 23.0 21.3 26.7 

MacMV 60.4 59.7 30.7 28.2 31.2 
BaYMV 73.1 27.6 28.2 28.2 

BaMMV 30.7 29.0 32.0 

SPMMV 38.4 35.3 

RGMV 51.1 

t This region is equivalent to G2580 to A2711 in PVY. This region was used since 
cleavage sites between NIb and coat proteins have not been proposed for RGMV or 
SPMMV. 



A 28 kDa protein has been observed in in vitro translation studies, and deletion analysis 
has confirmed that this protein is produced from the N-terminus of the polyprotein 
(Davidson et at., 1991). This implies that a cleavage site (VG/S) which is similar to 

that found in HC-Pro of potyviruses is responsible for the production of this 28 kDa 

product. A similar motif exists in the MacMV sequence, VG/G (figure 4.11: position 
782 nt), which would create a protein of 26.2 kDa that included the second methionine 
initiation residue. This cleavage site is identical to that found in potyviruses (VG/G) 

(Carrington & Herndon, 1992), and distinct from the bymovirus motif (VG/S). 

Within this mature protein of 26 kDa, there are two motifs that are conserved between 

MacMV, the bymoviruses and the potyviruses. These centre around the two active 

residues of the Helper Component proteinase (HC-Pro), cysteine (C) and histidine (H) 
(Oh & Carrington, 1989). Figure 4.13 shows an alignment of this conserved region, 
and demonstrates that although the bymoviruses have bipartite genomes, they share 
homology with the potyvirus HC-Pro. However, neither the bymoviruses nor MacMV 

show homology to the N-terminus of HC-Pro which is involved with aphid 
transmission. 

Overall in this 5' region, there is only limited identity between MacMV and the 
bymoviruses (13%) although this is not a region of high homology between BaYMV 

and BaMMV (25%). In the HC-Pro region, around the two active residues (C, H), 
there is a greater degree of identity between the bymoviruses (41%). In this region, 
MacMV is more similar to the bymoviruses (21-22%) than it is to the potyviruses (15- 
19%). However, this homology is low in comparison to that displayed amongst the 
potyviruses in the HC-Pro active site region shown in figure 4.13 which is 60-62%. 

Serological relationship with BaMMV 
NLV and MacMV coat proteins did not cross-react with antisera raised to BaMMV coat 
protein. This antisera was supplied by John Antoniw (Rothamsted). The reciprocal 
western analysis where BaMMV coat protein was subjected to NLV antisera also 
proved to be negative. Since both these results were negative, they are not presented 
here. 

Discussion 

The conflicting morphological and physio-chemical properties of NLV and MacMV in 
combination with a lack of serological relationships had led to the suggestion that they 
remain unclassified (Mowat et al., 1991). Further investigation of their coat protein 
size and genome sequences has enabled a more definite taxonomic proposal. 
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Previous reports have suggested that NLV and MacMV have properties which appear to 

be intermediate between the carlaviruses and the potyviruses. With the size of their coat 

proteins larger than those expected of either group, more information was needed to 

establish if the proposed size of 45 kDa (Mowat et al., 1991; Plese & Wrischer, 1978) 

was correct. 

Coat protein sizes 
By generating cDNA clones of the coat protein coding region of both viruses, it was 

possible to estimate more accurately the encoded molecular mass of the virus sub-units. 
The deduced amino acid sequences from this region contained a single ORF. This is 

analogous to a potyviral genome organisation (figure 4.14), rather than a carlavirus one 

which has an 11K protein with a methionine start and usually a stop codon at the end of 
the coat protein which proceeds it (Foster, 1992). Alignments using all carlavirus coat 
proteins sequenced to date show only 9-12% sequence identity to NLV and MacMV 

coat proteins (alignment not presented). Database searches over the whole region 
sequenced for NLV and MacMV revealed a much higher level of identity to the 
bymoviruses, which also utilise a polyprotein processing system. We therefore 

concluded that the ORFs found in the deduced amino acid sequence of the 3' terminal 

region of NLV and MacMV were the C-termini of large polyproteins. To estimate the 

size of NLV and MacMV coat proteins, it is therefore necessary to know the position 
of the cleavage site between the nuclear inclusion body b (NIb) protein and the coat 
protein. 

Alignment of the deduced amino acid sequence for NLV and MacMV partial polyprotein 
shows that in both sequences there is a possible cleavage site LQM (figure 4.8). 
Although the consensus potyvirus cleavage site is a heptapeptide cleaving between 

glutamine (Q) and serine (S) or glycine (G), the bymoviruses are thought to have a 
consensus cleavage site between the coat protein and NIb of glutamine and alanine (A) 
(Kashiwazaki et a!., 1990 a; Foulds et al., 1993). Only one exception to this consensus 
has so far been found, a Japanese strain of BaMMV, Na I, has a cleavage site of Q/S 
(Kashiwazaki et a!., 1992; Kashiwazaki, 1996). Particular N-termini may be more 
resistant to degradation than others, including alanine (A) and methionine (M) (Dinant et 
al., 1991), observations thus supporting the hypothesis that LQM is a potential cleavage 
site. The N-termini of potyvirus coat proteins are highly diverse and the C-terminus of 
the NIb protein is known to be well conserved (Shukla & Ward, 1988). With a 
cleavage site of LQM, NLV and MacMV deduced amino sequences follow this 
principle, with a good level of similarity in the region up to the cleavage site, and much 
lower identity downstream (see figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.14: Diagrammatic representation of the genetic organisation of carlaviruses, 
bymoviruses and potyviruses. Common motifs which have been sequenced in MacMV 

are shown in the centre with their relative positions in the genome indicated. 
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This putative cleavage site would produce coat proteins of a predicted size (32.8 kDa 

NLV, 34.1 kDa MacMV) smaller than those we have observed by Coomassie-Blue 

stained SDS-PAGE or western analysis. The difference in size of coat proteins 

observed by western analysis and that expected by deduced amino acid sequence has 

been noted previously (Shukla et a!., 1994), and an artefact of gel analysis could 

account for this discrepancy. The N-terminal micro-sequencing of MacMV coat protein 
did not yield the sequence expected for the LQM cleavage site, but instead a sequence of 
'SDPEE' which is situated elsewhere the coat protein. However it was later found that 

the 32 kDa protein that was used for this analysis was probably degraded when it was 

compared to the size of the coat protein estimated by western analysis (40 kDa). 

Western analysis using the antisera raised to MacMV coat protein consistently produced 
a contaminating band of 54 kDa. This contamination did not occur when antisera raised 
to NLV coat protein was used on MacMV-infected samples, where a single band of 40 

kDa was obtained due to the serological relationship between NLV and MacMV. This 

contaminating band present in healthy tissue was assumed to be RUBISCO after it 

reacted with antisera raised to the large sub-unit of RUBISCO. Pre-absorption of the 
MacMV antisera with healthy sap may have eliminated this problem. It is possible that 
RUBISCO could have been co-purified with a virus preparation of MacMV particles, 
and thus contaminated the original antiserum. It has been previously noted that both 
NLV and MacMV virus particles have shown unusual granules attached to the particle 
surface on electron micrographs (Mowat et al., 1991; Plese et al., 1979). These 

particles may be the result of the association of a host protein, such as RUBISCO and 
therefore may be expected to co-purify and offer an alternative explanation for the 
problems associated with the analysis of these coat proteins. 

Taxonomy of MacMV and NLV by sequence analysis 
Coat protein sequence 

NLV and MacMV have few serological relationships with any plant viruses other than 
themselves. It was previously observed that MacMV antiserum decorated NLV virus 
particles in infected sap (Mowat et al., 1991). We have also demonstrated that NLV 
and MacMV are serologically related. NLV or MacMV coat proteins do not react with 
BaMMV antisera, and BaMMV coat protein does not react with NLV antisera. This 
lack of serology has meant that NLV and MacMV coat proteins have not been useful 
tools for their classification (Mowat eta!., 1991; Plese et al., 1979). 
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The elucidation of the amino acid sequence of their coat proteins and their comparison 

to established databases of other viral coat proteins has shown that NLV and MacMV 

are not related to the carlavirus genus but to a genus of the Potyviridae. 

In general, the potyviruses have a very good degree of identity in the coat protein 
ORFs, and this is particularly striking in a defined core region (Shukla et a!., 1994). 

This homology has allowed the construction of a set of parameters by which the 

relationships of potyviruses can be judged. Shukla and Ward (1988) have shown that 
distinct species of the potyvirus genus have coat protein sequence similarities within the 

range of 38% to 71% (average 54%). Later studies showed that if a trypsin resistant 

core was used, the distribution of frequencies was refined to allow the delineation of 
four separate taxa (Shukla et al., 1994). Using an equivalent to this core coat protein 

region for percentage amino acid identity analysis, NLV and MacMV are highly related 
to one another (53.4%) and have very low identity to all the other accepted genera 

within the Potyviridae family (14-23%) (see table 4.1a). This result would support the 
hypothesis that NLV and MacMV should form a new genus within the family 

Potyviridae. This is further supported by the dendogram of sequence relationships 
generated from the alignment of the coat protein core amino acid sequences which 
demonstrates that NLV and MacMV do not belong to any recognised genus in the 
Potyviridae. 

There is further evidence to support their inclusion in the potyviridae family. An 
important motif, 'NGTS' (NLV, 363 aa; MacMV, 578 aa) is found in NLV, MacMV, 
bymoviruses and potyviruses and has been used as a part of a universal potyvirus 
primer (Pappu et al., 1993). Moreover, Gibbs and MacKenzie (1997) recently 
subjected NLV and MacMV to analysis using a pair of RT-PCR primers designed to 
amplify part of the genome of all potyvirids. The primers amplified a fragment of the 
expected size for NLV and MacMV, agreeing with the suggestion that they are probably 
unassigned members of the Potyviridae. 

Nuclear inclusion body b (NIb) protein 
Since the core coat protein sequence gives information only that NLV and MacMV 
should form a new genus, it is necessary to look at other proteins for further 
information. The NIb proteins (figure 4.8) support the new genus theory. Identity 
between NLV and MacMV of 76.3% is of a similar order to that observed between 
distinct members of the same genus (Shukla & Ward, 1988). It is here that there is a 
marked difference between the degree of relatedness of NLV and MacMV to 
potyviruses, bymoviruses, ipomoviruses and rymoviruses. On average, NLV and 
MacMV show 26-31% similarity to typical potyviruses, such as PVY, and similar 
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levels of identity to ipomoviruses and rymoviruses. They not only show a much greater 

degree of identity to the bymoviruses (57-60%), but are also similarly conserved 

around important motifs. The motifs ([T/S]GXXXTXXXN[T/S]) and GDD are highly 

conserved in many RNA viruses, including all potyviruses (Kamer & Argos, 1984; 

Domier et al., 1987; Poch et al., 1989) and GDD is thought to be part of the active site 

for the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity of the NIb protein (Inokuchi & 

Harishima, 1987; 1990). NLV and MacMV also contain these motifs and share identity 

around the central GDD domain with the bymoviruses, but not with the potyviruses, 

rymoviruses or ipomoviruses. This area unique to the bymo- and macluraviruses is a 

region suitable for the design of a PCR primer which would allow the identification of 

new macluraviruses. The identification and sequencing of more viruses similar to 

MacMV and NLV would aid the definition of the parameters of this new genus. Such a 

primer was constructed and tested using rice necrosis mosaic virus (RNMV), a member 

of the bymovirus genus which had not been sequenced (see Chapter 6). 

Sgquence evidence for aphid transmission 
This degree of homology between MacMV, NLV and the bymoviruses leads us to 

question the biological and morphological characteristics of NLV and MacMV. The 

bymoviruses are bi-partite, fungus transmitted viruses, and NLV and MacMV have 

always been defined as monopartite aphid transmitted viruses. There are several amino 

acid motifs associated with aphid transmission which the bymoviruses do not share 

with the potyviruses. 

Coat protein 
A tripeptide motif for aphid transmission, 'DAG', is always found within a 
heptapeptide block at or near the N-terminal of the coat protein of aphid transmitted 

potyviruses (Atreya et al., 1990; 1995). It was demonstrated by mutagenesis that this 

motif was essential for vector transmission (Atreya et al., 1995). Two motifs similar to 
'DAG' can be found after the putative cleavage site in NLV and MacMV. At position 
653nt, NLV has the sequence DVG, and MacMV has the sequence DAE at position 
1276nt (figures 4.6 & 4.7). However, both tripeptides are positioned within the first 2 

residues of the putative coat protein and therefore may not form part of the suggested 
heptapeptide motif. It was also shown that in tobacco vein mottling potyvirus (TVMV) 

a mutation to DAE from DAG as observed for MacMV, gave a non-transmissible 
product, and that a mutation to DVG, which is found in NLV left only minimal 
transmission function (Atreya et al., 1990; 1995). This evidence suggests that these 
isolates of NLV and MacMV may have once been aphid transmissible, but now exist as 
mutated non-transmissible forms. The isolates sequenced have not been tested for 

aphid transmission, so this theory cannot be confirmed. 
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Although two major motifs recognised to be necessary for aphid transmission are 

missing or mutated from NLV and MacMV, and there is no evidence to suggest that 

they have bi-partite genomes, there is equally no evidence to suggest that they are 

transmitted by the same vector as the bymoviruses. Clearly more work is necessary in 

this area, including the testing of the sequenced isolates of NLV and MacMV reported 

in this work for aphid transmission. Original work showing that NLV was aphid 

transmitted used the NLV-infected N. clevelandii , not narcissus and transmission by 

Myzus persicae occurred in only 1/10,2/4 and 7/9 plants tested (Mowat et al., 1991; 

Brunt, 1977). Since, at the time of testing, it was assumed that NLV belonged to an 

aphid transmitted virus genus, then a low transmission rate was taken as evidence for 

vector transmission. Until these isolates are examined in a new light, it is impossible to 

tell whether these results were misleading. 

Helper Component (HC) 
In potyviruses, a second protein, the Helper Component (HC) is usually associated 

with vector transmission and specificity. This protein is situated at the 5' end of the 

genome (figure 4.14). The N-terminus of the mature HC protein is thought to be 

responsible for vector specificity, though the mechanism used is not known. Naturally 

occurring virus isolates which are non-aphid transmissible (NAT) have been sequenced 
in order to establish whether a mutation is responsible for this loss of function. Potato 

virus C, a NAT strain of PVY, was sequenced and although there were several amino 

acid differences from the aphid transmissible strain, only two were unique to the mutant 
(Thornbury et al., 1990). The first of these substitutions occurred in the N-terminus of 
HC protein, where K307 was changed to E. The second substitution was 1482 to V, a 

conservative change. The effect of these mutations was tested mutagenesis of TVMV 

(Atreya et al., 1992). It was shown that the substitution at 482 had no effect on vector 

transmission, whereas the 307 residue was essential for function. Many potyviruses 
have now been sequenced in this region and all have K at this position, with the 

exception of pea seed borne mosaic virus, which has a conservative substitution, R. 

MacMV has homology to potyvirus HC 

The studies of natural and induced mutations in the HC protein suggests that it is 

important for aphid vector transmission and it would therefore be informative to analyse 

a comparable region in NLV and MacMV. A MacMV cDNA clone (pM4) was isolated 
from the original screen of ds cDNA clones. The sequence obtained from clone pM4 
has homology with the N"termini of the polyproteins translated from RNA2 of BaMMV 

and BaYMV, and to limited regions of the HC proteins of potyviruses (figure 4.12) and 
it can therefore be tentatively placed at the 5' terminus of the MacMV genome. 
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The bymovirus genome is bipartite and the majority of RNA1 has a similar genetic 

organisation to that found in the C-terminal two thirds of the potyvirus genome (figure 

4.14). However, there is homology between part of the polyprotein encoded by 

BaYMV RNA2, BaMMV RNA2 and the helper component proteinase (HC-Pro) of 

potyviruses (Davidson et al., 1991; Kashiwazaki et al., 1991; Timpe & Kuhne, 1994). 

This potyvirus protein contains a papain-like cysteine proteinase motif (Kamphuis et 

al., 1985) which is conserved in the bymoviruses and MacMV (figure 4.13). There is 

consensus around the active cysteine residue (Oh & Carrington, 1989) of the proteinase 

between the bymoviruses, potyviruses and MacMV. In potyviruses, this proteinase is 

responsible for the autocatalytic cleavage of a protein, P3 which adjoins HC (figure 

4.14). The cleavage site recognised by this proteinase between P3 and HC conforms to 

the consensus Y-X-V-G-G, with cleavage occurring between the two glycine residues 

(Carrington & Herndon, 1992). This sequence is present in MacMV (figure 4.13), 

conforming exactly with the potyvirus consensus, where the bymoviruses do not. In 

BaMMV the second G is changed to A, and in BaYMV, this residue is S. Cleavage at 

VG/G in MacMV would create a mature protein from the N-terminus of 26.2 kDa, 

which is a similar size to that predicted for BaYMV (28 kDa) and BaMMV (25kDa). In 

vitro translation experiments using full length and N-terminally deleted BaYMV RNA2 

have shown that this 28 kDa protein is produced by autocatalytic cleavage from the N- 

terminus of the 98 kDa polyprotein (Davidson et al., 1991). When full length NLV 

RNA was translated in vitro a distinct product of 25kDa was obtained (Mowat et al., 
1991). This protein did not precipitate with antisera raised to NLV coat protein or 

cytoplasmic inclusion protein. It is possible that this 25kDa found in in vitro 

translations could be synonymous with the translation and autocatalytic cleavage of the 
5' terminus of MacMV. 

The homology between MacMV and potyviral HC protein only extends from the 

proteinase cysteine residue to the cleavage site. The K307 residue important for aphid 

transmission is situated approximately 300 residues towards the N-terminus of the HC 

protein. No comparable region exists in MacMV, BaMMV or BaYMV since the 

proteinase cysteine residue is found around position 130 after the initiation methionine. 
This conforms to the genome organisation shown by the fungal transmitted 
bymoviruses in this region and therefore supports the suggestion that MacMV may not 
be transmitted by aphids. 

NLV and MacMV form a new genus. the Macluraviruses 
Although NLV and MacMV show good identity with bymoviruses based on amino acid 
sequence comparisons in the Nib gene, they show little similarity in the coat protein 
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and hence are serologically unrelated. They differ morphologically from the 

bymoviruses, with different coat protein sub-unit sizes and probable monopartite 

genome structure. This evidence, and the observation the NLV and MacMV have a 

similar level of amino acid sequence identity to the potyviruses that is shown by the 
bymoviruses strongly support the suggestion (Mowat et al., 1991) that they should be 

classified as the fifth genus of the Potyviridae, tentatively designated the Macluraviruses 

(Shukla et a!., 1994). 

NL. V in Iris and Gladioli 

It was suggested after serological testing that NLV was synonymous with Irisbontvirus 

and Iris mild mosaic virus which is found in bulbous iris (Brunt, 1977). Sequence data 

in the coat protein and 3'UTR from NLV particles obtained from infected Iris has 

confirmed this suggestion. NLV from Iris was indistinguishable from that analysed 
from narcissus or N. clevelandii. Similarly, NLV particles extracted from Gladioli 

samples were also found to be identical to NLV from narcissus and N. cleveland i. 

This result was achieved using NLV- specific PCR primers (designed originally to aid 

sequencing). The downstream primer was used to prime first-strand cDNA from RNA 

extracted from virus particles. This cDNA was then used in an RT-PCR reaction with 
the first primer and an NLV-specific upstream primer. This technique could be repeated 
to examine the prevalence of NLV in natural narcissus populations. The difficulties 

presented by the use of synonyms in different plant species infected with NLV is only 
the beginning of the complex problems associated with the identification of NLV in 

narcissus, where symptoms can vary between cultivars. The availability of an RT-PCR 

test and DNA probe for NLV allowed the investigation of the nature of narcissus yellow 
stripe disease (Chapter 5). 

Future work 
The suggestion that clone pM4 represents sequences which are encoded by the 5' 
terminus of a monopartite genome, and not the terminus of a separate RNA from 
MacMV needs to be confirmed by northern analysis. This experiment was attempted 
once towards the end of the project but without success due to poor RNA quality. 
RNA from infected plant material should be used. A positive result would indicate the 
size of RNA to which pM4 hybridised and hence confirm whether MacMV has 
monopartite genome of 8 kb. 

More work is required to elucidate the mode of transmission of NLV and MacMV. 
Sequence data suggest that they are not transmitted by aphids, however, there is no 
evidence that identifies a region of genome responsible for fungal transmission. The 
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aphid transmissibility of the isolates of NLV and MacMV should be accurately 

obtained. The possibility that MacMV and NLV are transmitted by Polymyxa graminis 

could also be investigated. 
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Chapter 5 

A re-evaluation of the 
yellow 

Introduction 

viruses associated with narcissus 
stripe disease 

There has been a long history of conflicting and confusing data on the viral diseases of 

narcissus. This confusion is due to several factors: the use of many synonyms in 

different countries (Brunt, 1966), description of symptoms which vary between 

cultivars and problems in securing singly infected plants. This is compounded by a lack 

of herbaceous alternative hosts and the misleading classification of some viruses. 

Twenty-one viruses have been reported to occur naturally in narcissus (Brunt, 1995). 

Of these, seven viruses are generally considered to be specific pathogens of narcissi; 

they frequently occur in complexes, with up to five viruses present in any one infection. 

The most confusion surrounds those viruses associated with yellow stripe symptoms, 

namely, narcissus latent virus (NLV), narcissus yellow stripe virus (NYSV), narcissus 

late seasons yellows virus (NLSYV) and narcissus mosaic virus (NMV). All these 

viruses have been reported to cause chlorotic leaf striping of varying colours from grey- 

green to bright yellow. This is dependent on the cultivar infected, hence the scope for 

confusion. 

A pivotal factor appears to be the assignment of symptoms to NYSV. Although yellow 

stripe disease is the oldest recorded viral disease of narcissus (Dod, 1894), it is the one 

about which least is known. NYSV has no known herbaceous indicator plant (Brunt & 

Atkey, 1967). It is, therefore, the most elusive narcissus virus in this group and little 

further has been discovered since it was described in 1964 (Cremer & van der Veken, 

1964). 

Ilarcissus mosaic virus (NMV) 
The naming of NMV and NYSV has long been confused. A mosaic disease was 

originally distinguished from the yellow stripe or 'greys' disease by van Slogteren & 

Ouboter (1946); however, 'narcissus mosaic virus' had previously been used as a 

synonym for NYSV (Haasis, 1939; McWhorter, 1932). This distinction was made 

clear by the isolation of a virus by single lesion transfers from Gomphrena globosa and 
Chenopodium amaranticolor which induced distinct mosaic symptoms that differed 

from those caused by NYSV in narcissus cv. Minister Talma (Brunt, 1966). This 

isolation of NMV in a herbaceous host allowed antiserum to be raised and tested against 
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NYSV particles. No reaction was observed (Brunt, 1966), confirming that NYSV and 
NMV were two separate viruses. 

NYSV is reported to have filamentous flexuous particles measuring 12x750 nm (Brunt 

& Atkey, 1967), typical of a potyvirus, whereas, NMV was observed to have particles 
548 nm long. The particle morphology of NMV suggested that it belonged to the 

potexvirus genus yet it failed to react to antisera to seven different members of that 

genus (Brunt, 1966). Its classification was finally settled when its genome was cloned 

and sequenced (Zuidema et a!., 1989). When this sequence was aligned with those of 

other known potexviruses it is clear that NMV is a member of this genus. 

NMV frequently occurs in complexes with other viruses in narcissus. Alone, however, 

it induces inconspicuous mild mosaic leaf symptoms or dark brown oval spots (Brunt, 

1966; 1995). 

Narcissus latent virus (NLV) 

The suggestion that NYSV is synonymous with NLV (Mowat et al., 1991) was based 

on the evidence presented by the serological reactions of all coat protein antisera 
available for NYSV and NLV. This showed that two NYSV antisera reacted to NLV 

particles isolated from narcissus or Nicotiana clevelandii, but that a third reacted to 
NLSYV and did not react to NLV. A single infection of NYSV is difficult to obtain as it 
has no herbaceous indicator host species, and therefore mixed infections are likely to 
produce mixed antisera. If it cannot be assumed that any NYSV antisera has been raised 
from a pure infection source, then logically, conclusions cannot be drawn about the 
serological relationship between NYSV and NLV. 

Further problems in identifying NYSV occurred when an antiserum raised to NYSV 

cytoplasmic inclusion body protein (CIP) (Mowat et al., 1988a; 1989) reacted to NLV- 
infected samples. When isolating the NYSV CIP, Mowat et al. (1989) used virus-tested 
narcissus plants which were inoculated by aphid transmission using a natural disease 

source. They detected only the shorter NLV particles but observed the presence of 
cytoplasmic inclusion bodies and attributed those to the presence of a potyvirus, 
NYSV. At that time, NLV was characterised as a carlavirus, and it was assumed that 
the NLV particles would therefore not induce CIPs. This classification is no longer 
correct (Badge et a!., 1997a; Chapter 4), and we can assume that the NYSV CIP 
antisera was actually raised to the CIP of NLV. 

NYSV is assumed to be a potyvirus because of its particle morphology (12x750nm), 
the main feature by which it is distinguished from NLV which has shorter particles 
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(13x650nm). NLV can be isolated in herbaceous indicator host species and can be 

purified for antiserum production, and has consequently been further investigated by 

sequence analysis of its genome. NLV is therefore established as a distinct virus from 

NYSV. NLV often occurs in complexes in narcissus, but alone induces light and dark 

green chlorosis especially at the leaf tips in some cultivars (Brunt, 1977). 

Narcissus Yellow stripe virus (NYSVI 

Although narcissus yellow stripe potyvirus has been associated with the well 

characterised yellow stripe disease, its occurrence in complexes with other viruses in 

narcissus and problems with its isolation in indicator species have led to confusion. 

Haasis (1939) describes a mosaic pattern of light green to greyish green streaks on 

narcissus leaves, which may be dull to bright yellow on some cultivars, and was 

designated narcissus mosaic virus. However, common symptoms reportedly associated 

with NYSV are leaf distortion and epidermal roughening (Haasis, 1939; Cremer & van 

der Veken, 1964) which are not associated with NMV. It is generally accepted by the 

range of symptoms described that the mosaic virus reported by Haasis is actually 

NYSV (Brunt, 1977). The symptoms induced by NYSV intensify throughout the 

season and are accompanied by severe stunting and flower breaking (Brunt, 1977; 

Haasis, 1939). 

Narcissus late seasons yellows virus (NLSYV) 

NLSYV was characterised as a potyvirus with filamentous flexuous particles of 

12x750nm (Mowat et al., 1988b) but could not be transmitted by aphid or manual 
inoculation to 12 herbaceous species. Antiserum raised to the coat protein of NLSYV 

was found to react to particles of three typical potyviruses, potato virus Y (PVY), turnip 

mosaic virus (TuMV) and alstroemeria mosaic virus (AIMV), though it did not react 

with NLV particles or some plants that displayed yellow stripe symptoms. There are no 

sequence data available for NLSYV, which like NYSV, has no known alternative 

experimental herbaceous hosts. The division between NYSV and NLSYV is still one of 

aetiology, as their serological relationship remains unclear. 

Aims of the investigation of narcissus yellows disease 
The problems associated with the isolation of these narcissus-infecting viruses into 

herbaceous indicator hosts is at the centre of the confusion surrounding them. When 

symptoms are latent, unreliable, masked by other infections or vary from variety to 

variety, as is the case here, then identification can be extremely difficult. Isolation of 

single infections would aid this process greatly, allowing direct comparison of 

symptoms on a chosen variety of narcissus after inoculation from a single source. 
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Such isolation would also lead to the production of specific antisera. It is clear from a 

review of the literature that mixed antisera can generate misleading results, and it is 

difficult to prove that an antiserum is mixed when single infections cannot be 

confirmed. However, no such herbaceous hosts have been found, so an alternative 

method was required. 

Several potyvirus-like viruses infecting narcissus need further investigation and 

characterisation. NLSYV is distinct from NYSV only in its aetiology and NYSV is 

reported to be synonymous with NLV. A more objective and reliable method of testing 

was required to distinguish these viruses from one another, or to establish if they were 

synonymous. Since sequence data are now available for NLV (Chapter 4) and all three 

viruses were considered to have particle morphology similar to virus of the potyvirus 

genus, it was decided that a molecular approach would be appropriate. 

Following the success of the Carla-Uni PCR primer (Chapter 3) to identify known and 

suspected carlaviruses, it was decided to use a similar approach. A universal potyvirus 
PCR primer, CN48, (Pappu et al., 1993) had also been successful in similar 

experiments and this was tested on infected narcissus samples. The aim was to 

generate fragments which could be sequenced in order to provide more information 

about the viruses associated with yellow stripe symptoms. 

Results 

Samples used for anales 
A wide variety of infected material was available from the stocks kept in gauze houses 

and in the field at the Scottish Crop Research Institute, Invergowrie (Dundee). Samples 

were chosen and used for analysis in two consecutive seasons (Spring 1995, Spring 

1996). A summary of the type of material used is shown in table 5.1 and colour 

photographs of the samples are presented in figure 5.1. Two samples (1&2) were 

natural field infections of yellow stripe disease which had been maintained for a number 

of years in a gauze house. Previous experiments had determined that they were infected 

with NLV and showed yellow stripe symptoms. Two samples were the product of 
transmission of yellow stripe disease from sample 2: sample 3 was a manual 
transmission and sample 4 was infected by aphid transmission. Sample 5 was 
inoculated by mechanical transmission of NLV from infected N. clevelandii and 
showed no yellow stripe symptoms. Three samples were obtained from field narcissi. 
One, sample 8, displayed NLYSV symptoms and had become infected as part of a field 

trial on the transmission of NLYSV. Samples 6 and 7 had yellow stripe symptoms. 
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Sample 

Number 

SCRI 

code 

sample type Virus originally 
diagnosed as present 

Infection source 

1 10/87 narcissus NYSV/NLV Natural field infection 

2 12/87 narcissus NYSV/NLV Natural field infection 

3 15/87 narcissus NLV Manual transmission from 2 (12/87) 

4 16/87 narcissus NLV Aphid transmission from 2 (12/87) 

5 GM1.8 narcissus NLV Manual transmission from NLV- 
infected N. clevelandii 

6 
IR7B1 

narcissus NYSV Natural field infection 

7 R1 1B6 narcissus NYSV Natural field infection 

8 R5B6 narcissus NLSYV Natural field infection 

9 NLV N. clevelandii NLV Manual transmission 

10 PVY N. tabacum PVY Virus stocks (Leics) 

11 Health N. clevelandii none Healthy N. clevelandii 

12 VT narcissus none virus tested healthy narcissus 

13 790.1 narcissus NYSV Natural field infection HRI 

14 790.2 narcissus NYSV Natural field infection HRI 

15 790.3 narcissus - 
NYSV Natural field infection HRI 

16 790.4 narcissus 
7 

NYSV Natural field infection HRI 

Table 5.1: Infected samples used for western, northern and dot-blot analysis. Samples 

1 to 5,9 and 11 were taken from the stocks held in gauze houses at SCRI, 

Invergowrie, samples 6 to 8 were from the field (SCRI), sample 12 was the available 
frozen lab stock and samples 13 to 16 were kindly supplied by Dr. N. Spence, HRI, 

Wellesbourne. 



Figure 5.1 : Colour photographs of narcissus samples used for western and RT-PCR 

analysis. Each sample is labelled according to the SCRI reference code listed in table 

5.1. 
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Four narcissus samples (13,14,15 & 16) were kindly donated by Dr. Spence, 

Horticulture Research Institute (Wellesbourne), which had been ELISA tested for a 

range of narcissus viruses, and were reported to contain NYSV, but not NLV. 

Other samples used as controls were obtained from virus stocks at Leicester or SCRI. 

Virus tested narcissus cv. Carlton was used a healthy control (sample 12). 

Western analysis of experimentally and naturally infected narcissus samples 

Protein samples from 13 narcissus clones (see table 5.1) were prepared (Chapter 2: 

section 4.1.2) and analysed by SDS-PAGE. Identical gels were blotted and probed 

with different antisera (see table 5.2 and figure 5.2). NLV coat protein (CP) antisera 

was obtained from Prof. A. Brunt, NYSV cytoplasmic inclusion protein (CIP) antisera 

was that described by Mowat et al., (1989) and was obtained commercially from 

Adgen, as was NLSYV coat protein antiserum. NYSV coat protein antiserum was 

from HRI and the universal potyvirus antiserum was that selected by Jordan & 

Hammond (1991) and obtained commercially from Adgia Inc (USA). 

In general, it can be seen that specific reactions were obtained, with a single band 

indicating the presence of an antigen to the antiserum used. Only the NLSYV antiserum 

(figure 5.2c) was contaminated by the presence of two bands in the healthy controls 

(samples 11 & 12), the third and largest band, at 35 kDa was taken as a positive result 

as it did not appear in the controls. Antiserum raised to NLV coat protein produced a 
band of c. 40 kDa as previously observed (figure 5.2a), the NYSV coat protein 

antiserum (HRI) produced a band of c. 35 kDa (figure 5.2e). The universal potyvirus 

antiserum (Jordan & Hammond, 1991) produced a band of c. 34 kDa in narcissus 

samples (figure 5.2d), which was comparable to that seen in the positive control, PVY 

(sample 10). The controls used for each antiserum gave the expected results, with no 

virus being detected in either the narcissus or N. clevelandii healthy samples (samples 

11 and 12). For ease of comparison, results have been summarised in table 5.3. 

The antiserum raised to NYSV cytoplasmic inclusion protein (CIP) produces a band of 

c. 70 kDa (figure 5.2b). All narcissus samples that were positive for NYSV CIP were 

also positive for NLV (figure 5.2a). NLV - infected N. clevelandii , which is known to 

contain a single virus by tests on indicator hosts, also reacted similarly. Samples 13-16 

which had been identified at HRI as NYSV using HRI antiserum raised to NYSV coat 

protein, however only one (sample 15) reacted positively to this antiserum in our 
hands. This sample, did not react to NYSV CIP antiserum. These four HRI samples 
were therefore not infected with NLV. Thus NYSV CIP antiserum only reacted with 
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Antisera Protein source Source Secondary Ab Titre 

NLV CP coat protein A. Brunt, HRI rabbit 1/10,000 

NLSYV CP coat protein Adgen, SAC diagnostics 
(SCRI) 

rabbit 1/5,000 

NYSV CEP cytoplasmic 
inclusion protein 

Adgen, SAC diagnostics 
(SCRI) 

rabbit 1/5,000 

NYSV CP coat protein A. Brunt, HRI rabbit 1/5,000 

Uni-Poty Adgia, Inc. (Jordan & 
Hammond, 1991) 

mouse 1/250 

Table . 2: Antisera used for western blotting in figure 5.2, results shown in table 5.3 



Figure 5.2 : Western blots showing reaction between narcissus and tobacco protein 

samples and different antisera. Lane numbers 1-16 on each gel correspond to the 

sample numbers identified in table 5.1. Lane numbered 17 is MacMV coat protein. 

Antisera and dilution used: (a) NLV coat protein, HRI 1/10,000; (b) NYSV cytoplamsic 

inclusion body protein, SCRI, 1/5,000; (c) NLSYV coat protein, SCRI, 1/5,000; (d) 

universal potyvirus coat protein polyclonal antiserum, Adgia, 1/250; (e) NYSV coat 

protein, Brunt, 1/5,000. 

a NLV 
16 15 14 13 11 10 9876.. 54321 

kDa 
-45 

.M_ _ý""-ý -36 

b NYSV CI 
17 12 1; 14 13 12 1110 9876i54321 

n"ý Da 

c NLSYV 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9876.5 4321 

kDa 
-36 
-29 

d ZUNI-POTY1a' 12 16 . 15 14 13 11 10 9S. 5i 
kDa 

-36 
-29 36- 

e NYSV CP 1 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9878.5 4321 

kDa 36- 
- -36 
' =29 



Sample NLV CP NYSV CIP NLSYV CP NYSV CP Uni-Poty 

Number Brunt SCRI SCRI Brunt Adgia 

1 + + + + + 

2 + + - - - 

3 + + - - - 
4 + + - - - 

5 + + - - - 
6 - - + + + 

7 + + + + + 

8 - - + + + 

9 + + - - - 
10 - - - - + 

11 - - - - - 
12 - - - - - 
13 - - - - - 
14 - - - - - 
15 - - + + + 

16 - - - - - 

Table 5: A summary of the results of western analysis of narcissus and tobacco 

samples shown in table 5.1. Antiserum and its source are indicated along the top of the 
table. 



NLV positive samples. It also cross-reacted to a MacMV-infected N. clevelandii 

sample (figure 5.2b). 

Northern and dot blot analysis of infected narcissus samples 

Total plant RNA was extracted from all infected samples (Chapter 2: section 3.1.3) and 

used in northern dot blots. The same RNA samples were analysed by agarose gel 

electrophoresis and then blotted for northern analysis. Both filters were probed using 

the radio-labelled insert from clone pCRN24 which represented part of the nuclear 

inclusion body b (NIb) ORF of NLV. Positive results were obtained for samples in 

both dot blots and by northern analysis (figure 5.3 a, b). These results agreed with 

those obtained by western analysis using the NLV CP antiserum, except those for 

samples 8 and 2. RNA samples were prepared and analysed from the samples 

harvested in 1995, and the protein analysis presented here was carried out on new 

samples harvested in 1996. Since sample 8 was a field isolate from a naturally infected 

plant, it is likely that the 1995 sample used for RNA is not the same individual plant 

used for the protein (and consequently RT-PCR) analysis in 1996. Therefore it may be 

suggested that, the 1995 sample 8 was infected with NLV, but the 1996 was not. 
Sample 2 however, gave a positive dot blot result when a fresh sample was used 

(results not shown). Any following analysis of sample 8 described below was carried 

out on the sample taken in 1996 which was not infected with NLV. 

Further investigation of key samples 
Three samples, 6,8 and 15 were negative for NLV by dot blot, northern and western 

analysis. None of these samples appeared to be a single infection on first analysis, 

since all reacted with three other antisera, NYSV (HRI), NLSYV (SCRI) and the 

universal potyvirus antiserum (figure 5.2c, e and table 5.3). It was possible that these 

samples contained only one potyvirus and that the two antisera were to closely related 

viruses and therefore cross-reacted, or one or both were raised to mixed infections. 

Without a different approach, no conclusions could be drawn about the number or 

nature of the potyvirus infection. However, it is clear from antisera results that at least 

one potyvirus, which was not NLV was present in these samples. Therefore it was 
decided to use the universal potyvirus PCR primer to obtain further information about 

these infections. 

RT-PCR using a universal potyvirus primer 
The universal potyvirus primer designated CN48 by Pappu et al. (1993) has the 
following sequence: 
5'-TGG TGY ATH GAN AAT GG-3' where Y=C or T 

H=A, CorT 
N=A, C, G or T 
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Figure 5.3 (a): Dot blots of narcissus RNA samples probed with pCRN24, a cDNA 

clone representing part of the NIb ORF of NLV. 

(a) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 12 9 + 

0 de 0 4) 0 e- 6- 0 

Figure 5.3 (b: Northern analysis of narcissus RNA samples electrophoresed on a non- 
denaturing agarose gel and probed with pCRN24, a cDNA clone representing part of 
the Nlb ORF of NLV. 

(b) 

12345678 12 9 



This potyvirus primer was selected since no sequence data are available for NYSV or 
NLYSV and all samples reacted positively to the universal potyvirus antiserum. 
Sample 8 which reacted positively to NYSV CP, NLSYV CP and the universal 

potyvirus antisera was selected. It was the only plant showing distinct narcissus late 

seasons yellows symptoms, and thus offered the greater possibility of containing only 

one potyvirus. 

First-strand cDNA was created by priming with oligo-d(T)Not I (Chapter 3; Badge et 

al., 1996) from total RNA extractions. This cDNA was then used in an RT-PCR 

reaction with oligo-d(T)Not I as the downstream primer, and the universal potyvirus 

primer upstream. Negative and positive controls were included to ensure a genuine 

product was obtained. Sample 8 produced a band of 600bp, slightly smaller than the 

expected size (see figure 5.4). No product was detected in the negative control (no 

cDNA) or healthy control (cDNA made to healthy narcissus RNA) and an 800bp band 

was produced by PVY cDNA. The PCR product from sample 8 was recovered from 

the gel and cloned into pCR-SCRIPT (Stratagene). Three independent clones, pNP8.4, 

pNP8.19 and pNP8.36 were sequenced in both directions, and were found to be 
identical. When subjected to a BLAST search, the nucleotide sequence was confirmed 
to be a potyviral coat protein sequence due to its high level of sequence identity with 

other known potyviruses. 

In order to confirm that this was the only potyvirus present in the RT-PCR product, all 
61 white colonies resulting from the cloning of sample 8 with possible inserts were first 

screened with the insert of the first potyvirus cloned, and then re-screened with the 
purified RT-PCR product from sample 8 (Chapter 2: section 1.6.1). Both screenings 
gave the same result, with 10 colonies being positive each time. Therefore only one 
potyvirus was amplified from sample 8 (designated Black. 8). 

In order to investigate further the possibility that there was a mixed infection of 
potyviruses present in some narcissi, the same RT-PCR technique was used on sample 
1. This sample was selected because it was naturally infected, had yellow stripe 
symptoms and was positive to all antisera tests. A 600bp product was obtained using 
the universal potyvirus primer (see figure 5.4). This was recovered from the gel and 
cloned into pCR-SCRIPT (Stratagene). The resultant 60 colonies were screened with 
the insert from the first potyvirus cloned from sample 8, pNP8.4. Thirteen positive 
colonies were obtained (see figure 5.5); two, pNP1.4 and pNP1.7 (numbered 4 and 7 
on figure 5.5 a) were picked for sequencing. They were found to be identical and the 
sequence was of potyviral origin, the virus from sample 1 was therefore designated 
Black. l. 
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However, it can be seen on figure 5.5a that an additional 6 colonies reacted only weakly 

to the probe, appearing grey on the autoradiograph (numbered 9,29,34,35,47 and 48 

on figure 5.5a). If sample 1 contained a mixed infection of two potyviruses, then it is 

possible that the universal PCR primer bound to both viruses and generated a mixed 

population of PCR fragments from the two putative viruses present. If this were the 

case then the original PCR product would hybridise to all transformed clones which 

would represent both viruses, whereas pNP8.4 representing only one virus, would 

only hybridise strongly to some of the clones. If the two viruses were closely related, 

then there may be some weak cross-hybridisation between them, as seen when the 

colonies from sample 1 were probed with pNP8.4. All colonies were therefore re- 

screened using the RT-PCR product from sample 1, and 20 positives were obtained and 

those 6 that had previously appeared faint, were now strong positives (figure 5.5b). 

Three of these 'new' positive clones, pNP1.34, pNP1.35, pNP1.47 (numbered 34,35 

and 47 on figure 5.5b), were sequenced and shown to be identical to each other and of 

potyviral origin. This virus was designated Grey. 1. 

Nucleotide and amino acid sequence analysis of three narcissus clones 
The nucleotide sequence and deduced amino acid translation of the clones obtained from 

narcissus samples 1 and 8 are shown in figure 5.6. Each clone is 665 nucleotides (nt) 

and has a ORF of 150 amino acids (aa), with a termination codon at position 451 nt and 
an untranslated region of 211 nt. At the nucleotide level, Black. 1 and Black. 8 are 95 % 
identical, whilst both Black viruses are only 68% identical to Grey. 1. 

A BLAST database search revealed that all three viral sequences share identity with the 

potyvirus, turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) and the deduced amino acid sequence of the 
large ORF corresponds to its coat protein C-terminus. Figure 5.7a shows an alignment 
of all the available sequence for the three clones with a corresponding region for 

tobacco etch virus (TEV), a typical potyvirus and PVY, the type member of the 

potyvirus genus. Figure 5.7b shows that although sample 1 was infected with NLV (as 
demonstrated by dot blot, western and northern analysis), Black. 1 is a virus distinct 
from NLV and it is more closely related to the potyviruses (77.3%-79.1%) than to 
NLV(22.6%). The Black viral sequences obtained from samples 1 and 8 are 96.6% 
identical to one another in this region, but they are only 88% identical to the viral 
sequence Grey. I. 

An alignment of the sequenced narcissus viral cDNA and its closest relatives, TuMV, 
tulip top-breaking virus (TTBV) and tulip breaking virus (TBV) is shown in figure 5.8. 
The sequence data available for TTBV and TBV were obtained by a similar method of 
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Figure 5.4 : Agarose gel electrophoresis of the products of RT-PCR using oligo- 
d(T)Not I primed first-strand cDNA and universal potyvirus primer. Lane 1: kilobase 

marker; Lane 2: narcissus sample 1; Lane 3: narcissus sample 8; Lane 4: healthy 

sample; Lane 5: negative water control; Lane 6: PVY RNA as positive control. 

o- 
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Figure 5.5 (aJ : Colonies resultant from cloning of PCR fragment generated by RT- 

PCR using uni-poty and oligo-d(T)Not I primers on narcissus sample 1. Colonies 

were screened with radio-labelled insert from pNP8.4. 

Figure 5.5 (b) : Colonies resultant from cloning of PCR fragment generated by RT- 
PCR using uni-poty and oligo-d(T)Not I primers on narcissus sample 1. Colonies 

were screened with the original PCR product from sample 1. 
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Figure 6" Nucleotide sequence of cloned RT-PCR products obtained from infected 

narcissus RNA translation is shown underneath. (a) pNP1.4, pNP1.7 (viral sequence 
Black. 1); (b) pNP8.4, pNP8.19, pNP8.36 (viral sequence Black. 8); (c) pNP1.34, 

pNP1.35, pNP1.47 (viral sequence Grey. 1). 

(a) 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

TGGTGTATCGAGAATGGAACATCACCAAACATCAA'IGGAGTG'IGGGTTATGATGGACGGAGAGGAACAAGTTGAATTT 
WCIENGTSPNINGVWVMMDGEEQVEF 

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
I 

CCICTAAAACCAGTCGTIGAACACGCCAAACCAACACTCAGGCAAATAATGGCCCATZTCAGTAACGGTGCTGAAGCG 
PLKPVVEHAKPTLRQIMAHFSNGAEA 

160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 

TATATTGAGATGAGAAACTACCAAClaACCGTACATGCCACGGTACGGCCPGCAGCGAAA'ITTAACCGACATGAGCCIG 
YIEMRNYQQPYMPRYGLQRNLTDMSL 

240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 

TPICTATGAGATGACTTCAAAAACACCAATCCGAGCACGAGAAGCACACCI'GCAGATGAAA 
ARFAFDFYEMTSKTPIRAREAHLQMK 

320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 

GCAGCA CGCAGAATCATTTATI'IGGCZýGGAZGGAAA'IGTPGGTACAACAGAAGAGAACACGGAG 
AAALRGTQNHLFGLDGNVGTTEENTE 

400 410 420 430 440 450 460 

AGACACACCACCGACGATGTAAATAGGAATATGCATACCCTITPAGGCGTAAGGGGCGTGTAATATTGTGTGTTGGTA 
RHTTDDVNRNMHTLLGVRG V" 

470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 

TTTATAGCCAAATATATAAATATTCGTTAGTATTTICAF, CTATAGAGAAATATTATCACACAAGGATGCTAGTTIGGC 

550 560 570 580 590 600 610 620 

ACAGCCAGGAAT, GTAG'ICTIGTGTTTATATATATPPCGATCGAAAACGGCGGATITGCGGAAGAACCAG"TGAGAGGTT 

630 640 650 660 
1 

TPI'ICCAACAT'I'P'PPCACCAA CCA (n) 



(b) 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
I1 

TGG*PGTA'ICGAGAA'IGGAACA'ICACCAAACATCAAMGAG'IGTCZ TTATGATGGACGGAGAGGAACAAGTTGAATTT 

WCIENGTSPNINGVWVMMDGEEQVEF 

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
II 

CCTCTAAAACCAG'ICA7rC, AACACGCCAAACCAACACTCAGGCAAATAATGGCCCAZTI'CAGTAACGGCGCTGAAGCG 

PLKPVIEHAKPTLRQIMAHFSNGAEA 

160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 
1IIIII11 

TATATI'GAGATGAGAAACTACCAACAACCGTACATGCCACGGTACGGCCTGCAGCGAAATTTAACCGACATGAGCCTG 
YIEMRNYQQPYMPRYGLQRNLTDMSL 

240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 
IIIII 

GCACGC'rTIUC'ITTIGATTICTATGAAATGACTTCAAAAACACCAATCCGAGCACGAGAAGCACACCTGCAGATGAAA 
ARFAFDFYEMTSKTPIRAREAHLQMK 

320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 

GCGGCAGCPCTPAGGGGCACGCACAATCATCIATTTGGCTIGGAZGC'AAAZGTPGGTACAACCGAAGAGAACCCGGAG 
AAALRGTHNHLFGLDGNVGTTEENPE 

400 410 420 430 440 450 460 
1 

AGACACACCACCGACGATGTAAA'IGGGAATATGCATAGCCTTI'TAGGCGTAAGGGGGGTGTAATATTGTGTGTIGGTA 
RHTTDDVNGNMHSLLGVRGV 

470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 
II1 

TTI'ATAGTAAAATATATAAATACCCGZTAGTATITIC'AACTATAGAGAAATATTATCACACAAGGATGTTAGTI'PGGC 

550 560 570 580 590 600 610 620 

ACACCCAAGAACGTAGTCTTGTGTTTATATATATI'ICGATCGAAAACGGCGGATTIGCIGAAGAACCAGTGAGAGTTT 

630 640 650 660 

TT=CAACAGTPITCACCAAGTTCGG'IGTITTAGGAGACA (n) 



(c) 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

TGGIGCATAGAGAATGGTACCTCACCGAACATAAACGGAGTGTGGGTGATGATGGACGGGGACAAACAATITGAATTC 
WCIENGTSPNINGVWVMMDGDKQFEF 

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
I 

CCACTCAAACCCATLATIGACCACGCCAAACCCACAC'I'C'AC, GCAAATAAIGGCCCATZTCAGTAACGI'CGCZGAAGCG 
PLKPIIDHAKPTLRQIMAHFSNVAEA 

160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 
IIIIIII 

TATA7TCAAAGAAGGAACTATGACAGACCGTATATGCCACGITATGGTCI'I'CAGCGTAATTTAACCGACATUAGC, 'TM 
YIERRNYDRPYMPRYGLQRNLTDMSL 

240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 
1IIIII 

GCACGCTTIGCCTTIGAGTiCPATGAAA'IGACGTCAAAGACACCAACýCGAGCGCGAGAGGCGCACATCCAGATGAAA 
ARFAFDFYEMTSKTPTRAREAHIQMK 

320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 
I 

GCGGCGGCACTACGTGGTGCTAAGAATCACTTA'ITIGGGTTGGATGGAAATLTIGGATCGGCAGATGAGAACACGGAG 
AAALRGAKNHLFGLDGNVGSADENTE 

400 410 420 430 440 450 460 
1 

AGACACACCACCGATGATGTAAATAGGAACATGCACAACCTPCTAGGCGTGAGGGGTGTGTAATIGTTG'PGTCGATAT 
RHTTDDVNRNMHNLLGVRGV 

470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 

TTATAGTCAGATATATGCATATAGATATCCGTTAGTAT'ITICAT`CGTAGAGAAGTATTZTATATAGTGT'ITrAGCCAG 

550 560 570 580 590 600 610 620 
II 

TI'GGGPI=CCCAGAG7GCACCACICTATCTATATACITIG'ITCGAATACATTGTACITACTAAGGGAACAGTGAGA 

630 640 650 660 
1 

GCCTT'iTTCGAACT C(. 'IT1ACTAAAGACAGTGTGCTAGAGA (n) 
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Figure 5.7 (a) : CLUSTAL W alignment of the partial coat protein ORFs of the three 

narcissus virus cDNA sequences, Black-1, Black. 8 and Grey. 1 with the C-terminal 

regions of the coat proteins of two typical potyviruses, potato virus Y (PVY, GenBank 

A08776) and tobacco etch virus (TEV, GenBank M15239). Gaps (-) have been 

introduced for maximum alignment and the program BOXSHADE was used to create 
boxing. Residues identical, to Black. I are boxed with a black background, chemically 

similar residues are boxed in grey. 

Black 8 Grey 1 NLV TEV PVY 

Black 1 96.6 87.3 22.6 79.1 77.3 
Black 8 88.0 22.6 76.5 74.6 
Grey 1 24.0 75.1 74.1 
NLV 25.5 26.6 
mV 74.5 

Figure : Pairwise percent amino acid sequence identities between the partial coat 
protein sequences of the three narcissus virus cDNA sequences Black. 1, Black. 8 and 
Grey-1, two typical potyviruses, potato virus Y (PVY; Robaglia et al., 1989) and 
tobacco etch virus (TEV; Allison et at., 1986) and NLV. 
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Figure 5.8 (a) : CLUSTAL W alignment of the partial coat protein ORFs of the three 

narcissus virus cDNA sequences, Black. 1, Black. 8 and Grey. 1 with the C-terminal 

regions of the coat proteins of tulip top-breaking virus (TTBV, GenBank S60806), 

tulip breaking virus (TBV, GenBank S44147) and turnip mosaic virus (TuMV, 

GenBank X83968). Gaps (-) have been introduced for maximum alignment and the 

program BOXSHADE was used to create boxing. Residues identical to Black. 1 are 
boxed with a black background, chemically similar residues are boxed in grey. 

Black 1 

Black 8 

Black I 

Grey I 

TTBV 

TBV 

I TTBV TBV TuMV 

98.8 89.1 82.6 85.8 83.6 
88.0 81.5 84.7 82.6 

85.8 84.7 86.9 
84.7 98.9 

85.8 

Figure 5.8 (b): Pairwise percent amino acid sequence identities between the partial coat 
protein sequence of the three narcissus virus cDNA sequences, Black. 1, Black. 8 and 
Grey. 1, and tulip top-breaking virus (TTBV: Dekker, et a!., 1993), tulip breaking virus 
(TBV; Dekker, et a!., 1993) and turnip mosaic virus (TuMV; Tremblay, et al., 1990). 



RT-PCR using a universal primer by Dekker et al. (1993), although the primers used 

fall within the same C-terminal region of the coat protein ORF, they generate a smaller 

region for sequencing. Thus, the alignment shows only the available data for TBV and 

TTBV and the corresponding region for the narcissus clones and TuMV. The 

percentage amino acid identity in this C-terminal region between the Black and Grey 

virus cDNA sequences in this region is higher (88%-89.1 %) than over the whole region 

that has been sequenced (86%-86.5%) (figure 5.8b). 

Discussion 

Further investigation of NYSV and NLSYV was needed in order to establish whether 

they were distinct viruses, and to determine the nature of their relationship to NLV. 

Historically, they have always been considered distinct potyviruses due to their very 

different aetiology, but lack of a reliable experimental host for either virus has led to the 

production of unreliable antisera and therefore problems of identification. Careful 

analysis was needed in order to discover which antisera were specific, and whether 

these results could be confirmed by RT-PCR. 

NYSV cytoplasmic inclusion protein (CIP) antiserum 

The NYSV CIP antiserum raised by Mowat et al. (1989) reacted only when NLV was 

present. It did not react with the samples 6 or 8 (isolated in 1996) or those from HRI 

(13-16) which were not infected with NLV. NYSV CIP antiserum also reacted to 
MacMV-infected N. clevelandii (figure 5.2b) These results suggest that NYSV CIP 

antiserum was raised to NLV cytoplasmic inclusion protein, though the western results 
do not alone conclusively prove this. 

NYSV coat protein antiserum 
The NYSV coat protein antiserum from HRI gave a positive result with only one of the 
four NYSV samples from HRI (sample 15). This could be due to differences in protein 
preparation methods, or antibody concentration used. HRI samples tested by ELISA 

and the same antiserum was used at a very low titre to ensure a clean western result. 
Positive results using this antiserum were also obtained with some of the SCRI 

narcissus samples. However, it was not possible to obtain a narcissus sample that 
would react only to NYSV and not to NLSYV antiserum. Samples that were negative 
for NLV were positive for NYSV, NLSYV and the universal potyvirus antiserum. 
Although different in their aetiology, western blotting could not distinguish between 
these two viruses. This could be because either NYSV and NLSYV are closely related 
to one another and therefore their antisera would cross-react, or one or both of the 
antisera were raised from mixed infections. Narcissus late seasons yellows symptoms 
appear very late in the season and could be masked by an early NYSV infection, thus 
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making it more likely that the NYSV antiserum was raised from a mixed infection. 

However, it is impossible to investigate the NYSV antiserum further since the virus 

cannot be isolated in an experimental host. These problems with antisera lead us to use 

an RT-PCR technique where single or mixed infections could be qualified. 

RT-PCR of NYSV AND NLSYV 

Since all three samples (6,8 (1996) and 15) which were positive for NYSV and 
NLSYV reacted positively with the universal potyvirus antiserum, and both viruses 

were described as potyviruses in the literature, the use of a universal potyvirus PCR 

primer was appropriate. This primer has been used on known potyviruses (Pappu et 

al., 1993) as previously described in Chapter 3. 

RT-PCR on sample 8 

The universal potyvirus primer proved successful when used on RNA extracted from 

sample 8. The resulting product was cloned, sequenced and designated Black. 8. Since 

sample 8 reacted with both NYSV and NLSYV antisera, it was necessary to establish 

whether the potyvirus primer produced a mixed population of products from two or 

more potyviruses. The transformants resulting from the ligation of the RT-PCR 

product of sample 8 were screened first with the insert from the sequenced clone 
(pNP8.4) and secondly with the original RT-PCR product. Both screenings gave the 

same results, establishing that only one potyvirus was detected in sample 8. The 

narcissus plant from which the material was taken displayed symptoms only late in the 

season and had been identified as NLSYV from pathology alone. It is therefore highly 

unlikely that the sample contained NYSV in a mixed infection since yellow stripe 
symptoms would have been induced early in the season. Therefore, it is probable that 
the sequence Black. 8 represents the C-terminus of the coat protein of NLSYV. A 
BLAST search demonstrated that Black. 8 had good homology to other potyvirus coat 

proteins. 

RT-PCR on Sample 1 
The same RT-PCR experiment was repeated using sample 1, which reacted positively 
with all antisera used. This time the colony screening showed that there were two 
potyviruses present in the RT-PCR product. It also showed that the two clones were 
related at the nucleotide level since some faint hybridisation had occurred between them. 
The first clone (Black. 1) isolated from the screen using the insert from pNP8.4 as a 
probe, was 95 % identical at the nucleotide level to the viral sequence Black. 8. The 
second group of clones, pNP1.34, pNP1.35 and pNP1.47, were isolated from those 
colonies which hybridised only faintly to pNP8.4 but which hybridised well to the total 
RT-PCR product. These clones represented the viral sequence Grey. 1 and this was 
only 68% identical to the viral cDNA sequence Black. 8. 
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This new viral sequence, Grey. 1, was isolated from a naturally infected narcissus 

(sample 1). Sequence data showed that this was not a clone of NLV, therefore this 

newly cloned potyvirus was probably not responsible for the positive reaction to NLV 

antisera. None of the three virus cDNA clones isolated showed any homology with 

NLV. The four samples obtained from HRI (13-16) were not positive for NYSV CIP 

antisera, nor NLV, and likewise, NLV samples did not react to NYSV CP antisera. 
This supports the suggestion, that NLV and NYSV are distinct viruses and that NYSV 

CIP antiserum was raised from NLV cytoplasmic inclusion protein. Mowat et al. came 

to a different conclusion, suggesting that NLV and NYSV were synonymous (Mowat, 

et al., 1991). They concluded that the reported 750 nm particles of NYSV could be 

attributed to NLSYV, since one antiserum to NLSYV contained antibodies to NYSV. 

Sequence data has demonstrated that this is incorrect and there is no such relationship 

between NYSV and NLV. 

The viral sequence Grey. l showed a lower level of identity (68%) to the viral sequence 
Black. 8 (NLSYV) than would be expected of a strain of NLSYV. The results from 

sample 8, suggest that the NYSV antiserum could be contaminated with antibodies to 

NLSYV, since only one potyvirus was detected by RT-PCR, yet both NLSYV and 
NYSV antisera gave positive results. However, the NYSV antiserum, if mixed, should 

still contain antibodies to NYSV, and should not be discounted. It is also a possibility 

that NLSYV and NYSV are closely related viruses and hence would have a close 

serological relationship, causing a cross-reaction. 

Sample 1 is known to contain two potyviruses by RT-PCR and colony screening. The 

sequence Black. 1 was demonstrated to represent a strain of Black-8, which is probably 
NLYSV. The sequence Grey. 1 could therefore represent the C-terminus of the coat 

protein region of a second potyvirus, NYSV. This hypothesis is not supported by 

aetiology, unlike the designation of NLSYV, since it cannot be shown that NYSV is the 

cause of yellow stripe symptoms in this naturally infected plant. At the amino acid level, 

there is a higher degree of identity between NYSV and NLSYV (88%) which could 
offer an alternative explanation to the theory that the serological cross-reaction between 

them occurs as a result of mixed antisera. 

Amino acid sequence alignments 
A BLAST search revealed that all three clones had homology to the potyvirus, TuMV, 

which is closely related to several tulip-infecting viruses (Dekker et al., 1993). Tulip 
top-breaking virus (TTBV) is strain-related to TuMV with only one amino acid 
difference between them, and tulip breaking virus (TBV) was identified as a related but 
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distinct virus. When the available sequence for TuMV, TTBV and TBV is aligned with 

that for the three narcissus viral cDNA sequences (see figure 5.8), the homologies 

between them become apparent. According to Ward et al. (1995), four levels of 

classification can be observed when amino acid sequences are aligned. These are, 

genus, species, sub-species and strain. The narcissus viral sequences Black (NLSYV) 

and Grey (NYSV) have a level of percentage sequence identity to TBV, TTBV and 

TuMV in the order of sub-species by this method of classification. However, it should 

be noted that the region of the coat protein available for analysis is smaller than the core 

coat protein region usually used for this analysis and may be unintentionally weighted 

towards an area of high consensus at the coat protein C-terminus. 

It is interesting that two narcissus viruses should be related to a group of tulip-infecting 

viruses. It has been generally stated that NYSV and NLSYV are restricted to narcissus 
in their host range, and it was surprising to find such closely related viruses in other 
bulb crops. Although both viruses are transmitted by aphids (Brunt, 1971; Mowat et 

al., 1988b), NYSV is reported to spread slowly in Northern Europe (Hawker, 1943) 

because apterous aphids rarely colonise daffodils and migratory alatae are usually 

present for only 4-8 weeks before leaves senesce (Brunt, 1971). Selection pressure on 

these bulbous viruses could therefore be highly restricted to the infected bulb and its 

clones. We might therefore expect to see a degree of variation between the same 

viruses isolated from different clones, as is seen between Black. 1 and Black. 8. It is 

possible that NYSV and NLSYV are strains of TBV and TTBV and that they share a 

common evolutionary origin. Perhaps the taxonomic level of strain and sub-species is 

not applicable to these bulbous-infecting viruses where their gene pools have been 
isolated for many years due to lack of movement between hosts. These viruses, due to 

the use of vegetative propagation of many bulb crops could be sustained by clonal 
transmission at a higher rate than by aphids. Many may have become non-transmissible 
due to the lack of vector selection pressure. This may be indicated by the mutation of 

an aphid transmission motif found near the N-terminus of all aphid transmitted viruses 
(Atreya et al., 1990; 1995), however, sequence data do not extend this far as yet. 
Interestingly, the sequenced isolate of NLV, which has not been tested for aphid 
transmission, has a mutated form of the DAG motif, and is missing another important 
domain associated with transmission (Chapter 4). 

The usefulness of the universal potyvirus primer in this situation where difficulties 

presented by mixed antisera, mixed infections and closely related viruses was 
considerable. It was therefore decided to attempt to design a macluravirus specific 
primer which could be used to isolate new members of the genus (Chapter 6). 
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Future work 
In order to conclusively establish that the viral sequences Black. l and Black. 8 are 

NLSYV and that Grey. 1 is NYSV further analysis must be carried out. Now that 

clones are available, they could be used to probe RNA samples from the range of 
infected narcissi available to confirm the serological results and establish if mixed 
infections are present. RNA dot blots would be more accurate than serological 

screening and could therefore be used to survey naturally infected populations of 

narcissus for a NYSV infection that did not contain NLSYV. Further work with 
infected narcissi was outside the scope of this project as several years would be 

required to obtain manual infections. Work to establish disease aetiology by 

correlating the presence of a virus with symptoms should ultimately fulfil Koch's 

postulates. 

Populations could be rapidly screened by RT-PCR using primers designed specifically 

to differentiate between NYSV and NLYSV in order to gain further information of the 

level of homology between viruses isolated from different clones. More sequence 
information could be used to search for aphid transmission motifs. 

The narcissus samples used to obtain the Grey and Black cDNA clones could be re- 

tested with other universal primers, or conventional double-stranded cDNA clones 

could be made in order to look for further narcissus viruses. There are still other 

narcissus 'poty'-viruses that require investigation, such as narcissus white streak virus 
(NWSV) and narcissus degeneration virus (NDV). This task may be easier now that 

probes and sequence data exist for four narcissus viruses (NMV, NLV, NYSV and 
NLYSV), thus allowing them to be eliminated from mixed infections. 
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Chapter 6 

The design and use of a maclura- and bymovirus specific 
primer 

Introduction 
In Chapter 3, a universal carlavirus primer failed to amplify MacMV or NLV cDNA 

leading to the conventional cloning of both viruses (Chapter 4; Badge et a!., 1997a). In 

order to confirm the proposal that the macluraviruses should form a distinct genus 

within the Potyviridae, more information is required. More macluraviruses need to be 

identified, characterised and sequenced to fully establish the parameters required to 

define the genus. The identification of plant viruses, especially those that have been 

previously unclassified or properly characterised is time consuming. RT-PCR now 

offers a rapid solution and allows sequencing to quickly confirm a positive result with 

more certainty. 

A region specific to the macluraviruses suitable for such a primer has already been 

identified (Chapter 4). As there were no potential macluraviruses available for testing, 

an alternative test was sought. The bymoviruses share this specific region of homology 

with the macluraviruses and therefore a primer could be tested on rice necrosis mosaic 

virus (RNMV) which had not been sequenced and was already classified as a 
bymovirus. 

bvmoviruses The 
The bymoviruses are considered a distinct genus of the Potyviridae (Usugi et al., 1989; 

Barnett, 1992; Murphy et al., 1995) due to their unusual particle morphology and mode 

of transmission. The viruses considered members of the group are: barley yellow 

mosaic virus (BaYMV, the type member), barley mild mosaic virus (BaMMV), wheat 

spindle streak mosaic virus (WSSMV), rice necrosis mosaic virus (RNMV) and oat 

mosaic virus (OMV). They have a narrow host range, restricted to cereals, and are 
transmitted by the soil-borne fungus Polymxa graminis (Inouye & Saito, 1975; Herbert 

& Panizo, 1975; Inouye & Fujii, 1977). All have flexuous filamentous particles with 
two modal lengths of 200-300 nm and 500-600 nm, except OMV for which only one 
particle size has been recorded, 600-750nm (Herbert & Panizo, 1975). All bymoviruses 
have two species of single-stranded positive-sense RNA of 8 kb and 4kb (RNA 1 and 2 

respectively), although those of OMV are larger (Usugi et al., 1989). The bymoviruses 
have a poor serological relationship to the potyviruses. BaYMV, WSSMV, RNMV and 
BaMMV are more closely related to one another than to OMV. 
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The nucleotide sequence of the complete genomes of two bymoviruses have been 

published, BaYMV (Kashiwazaki et al., 1989; 1990a; 1991; Davidson et al., 1991; 

Peerenboom et al., 1992) and BaMMV (Kashiwazaki et al., 1992; Foulds et al., 1993; 

Schlichter et al., 1993; Timpe & Kuhne, 1994; Kashiwazaki, 1996; Meyer & Dessens, 

1996; Peerenboom et al., 1996) and partial sequence data is available for WSSMV 

(Sohn et al., 1994). The polyprotein encoded by BaYMV RNA 1 is similar to the C- 

terminal three-quarters of the polyprotein of potato virus Y (PVY) (Kashiwazaki et al., 

1990a). Homology is low in the coat protein region, but higher in the regions 

representing the cytoplasmic and nuclear inclusion proteins. The polyprotein encoded 

by RNA2 of BaYMV is very different from the N-terminal third of that expressed by 

PVY. This region in the potyviruses contains the helper component protein (HC) 

which has been shown to encode aphid transmissibility. It is therefore not surprising 

that the fungus-transmitted bymoviruses should have such a diverse polyprotein 

expressed by a separate RNA. However, the HC protein also encodes a protease (Oh & 

Carrington, 1989) which centres around two active residues, cysteine and histidine. 

This motif is conserved in the bymovirus RNA2 ORF, suggesting a common origin or 

function. 

Further information about this unusual group of viruses may elucidate more clearly the 

function of RNA 2 and the nature of their narrow host range. It has been suggested that 

the bymoviruses could consitute one of the most ancient forms of plant viruses, 

transmitted by relatively immobile vectors, and that the vast diversity of host range 

shown by potyviruses represents a move towards adaptive radiation in the face of 

greater selection pressure, namely aphid transmission, a highly mobile and effective 

vector (Shukla et al., 1994). 

Deign of a maclura- and bymovirus PCR primer 
In order to provide a rapid method to detect new macluraviruses which could also be 

utilised to provide sequence information, it was decided to design a universal 

macluravirus PCR primer. Such a technique has been proved to be a powerful tool in 

the identification of plant viruses (Rybicki & Hughes, 1990; Langeveld et al., 1991; 

Badge et al., 1996). After close examination of the macluravirus and bymovirus coat 
protein genes, it was decided that this was not a suitable region for the design of a 
universal PCR primer since there is little homology between the bymoviruses in this 
area. Instead, the nuclear inclusion body b (NIb) ORF was utilised to design a primer 
specific to the bymoviruses and that would not cross react to the potyviruses. As 

sequence data in this region was available for only two macluraviruses (Badge et al., 
1997a; Chapter 4), it was decided to compare this region to three members of the 
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bymoviruses, as there is high homology between the macluraviruses and the 

bymoviruses within the NIb. The macluraviruses share a consensus sequence with the 

bymoviruses in the NIb ORF around the NGDD motif (Badge et al., 1997a; Chapter 4), 

the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase binding site (Domier et al., 1987; Dougherty & 

Carrington, 1988), and it was to this region that the primer was designed and named 

after (NGDD primer). 

RNMV 
RNMV has not received the same attention as the barley-infecting bymoviruses. It 

occurs in Japan and India in rice, the only known host, and causes mosaic symptoms 

characterised by spindle shaped yellow flecks and streaks on the lower leaves (Inouye 

& Fujii, 1977). RNMV is closely serologically related to barley yellow mosaic virus 

(BaYMV) and wheat spindle streak mosaic virus (WSSMV) (Usugi & Saito, 1976). It 

was decided to test the NGDD primer on this bymovirus which had not yet been 

sequenced. 

OMV 

OMV is an unusual member of the bymovirus genus, with a larger than normal particle 

and genome size, yet a slightly smaller coat protein (30 kDa). It is generally reported as 

having only one modal length of particle of 600-750 nm, although unpublished reports 

cited by Usugi et al. (1989) suggest that a second modal length of 250-300 nm is 

observed in some cases. Despite the problems associated with the identification of one 

or two particle lengths, it has been established that OMV is encoded by a bi-partite 

genome (Usugi et al., 1989), though each RNA is larger than that normally expected of 

the bymoviruses. OMV is the most distantly related virus of the genus by serology. A 

PCR test would be ideal to use on this bymovirus, however, it was uncertain whether 
infected material was available. 

Aims 
In order to gain sequence information for a fourth bymovirus, RNMV, and to establish 

a rapid PCR test for the identification of macluraviruses and bymoviruses, the NGDD 
PCR primer was utilised. Such a PCR test could be used to identify new 
macluraviruses and bymoviruses. 

Results 

Primer design 
When the amino acid sequences of the NIb protein available for bymoviruses and 
macluraviruses are aligned, a clear consensus around the motif NGDD which is unique 
to these viruses and distinct from the potyviruses (figure 6.1) is apparent. The 
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Figure 6.1: Diagram to show the design of the NGDD PCR primer. Alignment of the 

amino acid sequence around the NGDD motif in the nuclear inclusion body b (NIb) 

ORF shows that there is consensus among the bymoviruses and macluraviruses, but 

variation among the potyviruses, with nucleotide sequences also being conserved in this 

region. The NGDD primer based on its consensus sequence is indicated (Y=Cff, 

B=C/T/G). Three strains of barley mild mosaic virus, BaMMV are presented: Japanese 

isolates, Na I (GenBank: D10949) and Ka I (GenBank: D10947; Kashiwazaki et al., 
1992) and one German (G) isolate (GenBank: X69203; Schlichter et al., 1993), two 

strains of barely yellow mosaic virus, BaYMV: Japanese (J) (GenBank: D01091; 

Kashiwazaki et al., 1990) and German (G) (GenBank: X6975; Peerenboom et al., 
1992) and only one isolate of wheat spindle streak mosaic virus (WSSMV, GenBank 

X73883; Sohn et al., 1994). 

BYMO- & MACLURAVIRUSES FVCNGDDNK 

III****II 

POTYVIRUSES FF V NG DDL L 
YY A I I 
M G C 

I V 

V C N G D D N 

BaM (Kal) TTC G TC T0C AAT GG T GAT GAC AAC 

(Nal) TTC G TC T0C AAC GGC GAC GAC AAC 

(G) TTC GTC T0C AAT GGT GAT GAC AAC 

BaYMV )J) TTT OTT T0C AAT GGC GAT GAC AAC 
(G) TTT GTT TGC AAC GGT GAT GAC AAT 

WSSMV TTT G TC T0C AAT OCT GAC GAC AAC 

MacMV TTT GTG TGT AAT GGT GAT GAC AAC 
NLV TTT GTT TGC AAT GGT GAC GAC AAC 

consensus TTT GTC TCC AAT OCT GAC GAC AAC C C T 
G 

NGDDprimer TTY 0 TB TOY AAY GG T GAY GAC AA 



Figure 6.2: Analysis of RT-PCR reaction using narcissus latent virus (NLV) (known to 

contain the NGDD primer sequence), NGDD and d(T)Not I primers. Lane A, kilobase 

DNA molecular weight marker, (GibCo); lanes 1&2, total plant RNA extracted from 

NLV-infected N. clevelandii (twice as much cDNA used in PCR reaction in lane 2 than 
1); lane 3, healthy N. clevelandii RNA; lane 4, positive control (pNLVdT1 plasmid 
known to contain both NGDD and oligo-d(T)Not I sequences); lane 5, negative control 
(no cDNA in PCR reaction). 
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Figure 6.3: Analysis of RT-PCR reaction using NGDD and oligo-d(T)Not I and; lane 1: 

total plant RNA extracted from RNMV infected rice, lane 2: total plant RNA extracted 
from healthy rice, lane 3: total RNA extracted from BaMMV-Ka I-infected barley, lane 

4: total RNA extracted from BaMMV-Na I-infected barley, lane 5: total RNA extracted 
from BaYMV-II-i -infected barley, lane 6: total RNA extracted from healthy barley, lane 

7: pNLVdT1 positive control, lane 8: negative water control containing all RT-PCR 

components except cDNA. (reactions carried out by Dr Kashiwazaki) 
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Figure 6.4 : Denaturing gel of total plant RNA extracted from: Lanes 1&2, Healthy oat 
sample (twice the amount loaded in lane 2 to lane 1) ; Lanes 3&4, OMV-infected oats 

10'4 



Figure 6.5: Northern blot of RNA extracted from virus particles and probed with EcoRl 

fragment of pRNMV4. Lane 1: RNA marker (GibCo BRL) ; Lane 2: RNMV; Lane 3: 

BaMMV. Size of the fragment is shown relative to the two closest markers. 
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nucleotide sequences are also well conserved and is degenerate at only 5 positions out 

of 24, and was therefore used as a primer for the rapid isolation of the 3' terminus of 

the genome of RNMV. 

RNA and RT-PCR 

Initially the NGDD PCR primer was tested on a virus known to contain the sequence 

from which the primer was derived. Figure 6.2 shows the results of using the NGDD 

primer on first-strand cDNA primed with oligo-d('1)Not I generated from NLV-infected 

total plant RNA (PCR conditions as for Carla-Uni, Chapter 3). A fragment of 

approximately 1.6 kb was generated which agreed with the size estimated by genome 

analysis. A corresponding reaction using healthy N. clevelandii RNA produced no 
fragment. Control reactions using only one or other of the primers, or no cDNA were 

also carried out, which all proved to be negative (results not presented). 

The NGDD PCR primer was then tested on RNA from tissue infected with known 

bymoviruses (figure 6.3; carried out by Dr Kashiwazaki, National Agriculture Research 

Center, Japan). Oligo-d(T)Not I primed first-strand cDNA was generated from two 

isolates of BaMMV and one isolate of BaYMV. RT-PCR using oligo-d(T)Not I and 
NGDD resulted products of the expected size (1.4kb) (figure 6.3). Similarly, a product 

of 1.4kb was obtained using oligo-d(T)Not I-primed first-strand cDNA obtained from 

RNMV-infected sample, and no product was obtained from RT-PCR on healthy rice 

samples. 

A second bymovirus, oat mosaic virus (OMV), which has not yet been sequenced was 

also tested using the NGDD PCR primer. Figure 6.4 shows the total plant RNA 

extracted from healthy and OMV-infected RNA, however, no PCR product was 
obtained despite repeated attempts. 

The RNMV product was cloned. The insert was subsequently confirmed to be of viral 
origin by northern blotting, producing a8 kb band on RNMV RNA only, and not 
reacting with BaMMV RNA or the RNA marker (figure 6.5). 

Sequencing 
Figure 4 represents the sequence obtained from the three independent clones, containing 
the insert of the RT-PCR product, pRNMV4, pRNMV1A29 and pRNMV2A18. These 

clones yielded sequence for the 3' terminal portion of RNMV, a total of 1431 nt were 
sequenced (figure 6.6). Two nucleotide differences were found between the three 
clones. In both cases a consensus of two nucleotides is shown in the sequence 
presented (figure 6.6), and the third alternative base is shown above. The first of these 
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figure . 
6" Nucleotide sequences of pRNMV4 and pRNMV1A29 and pRNMV2A18 

representing the 3' terminal region of RNMV. Where there were nucleotide differences 

between clones, the alternative base is shown above and its translation is shown below 

the line of data. Important motifs are also underlined, namely 'NGDD' which forms the 

core of the primer, 'LQA' as a putative cleavage site and NGTS which is found in other 

members of the Potyviridae family. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
I 

TI+MrrTGcAATC, GMCGACAACAAGTTIGCTATATC =GAATTCTACTGGAAATAZGGC'PGTGACI'PCTCACCG 

FVCNCDDNKFAISPEFYWKYGCDFSP 

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 

II 
TATCTcAGTGAGCTmGTTIGAAGTACGAGTTTGACGAGATCACAGATGACATCTGTC=CCCGTACATGTCACTG 
YLSELGLKYEFDEITDDICLNPYMSL 

160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 
IIIIII11 

ACCA'IGACACCAACTGAGCTPGGAATTGGGTTTAGCCTIGCCCCACAACGCATTGTIGCAATAGTTCAATGGAGTAGG 
TMTPTELGIGFSLAPQRIVAIVQWSR 

240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 
I 

GýGGGGAGT'ITIGCATv^CATACCPTGCAGCAAT'IGCAGCI'IGCATTGAATCCTICAACACGCAACGAC'I'CI'ACATG 
AGGVLHAYLAAIAACIESFN. T QRLYM 

320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 
1II1 

TTGATGAGAACTTATGCACTATATCMATGGACAGGCATAAGCACGAAATAGCGGCGTIGGCGGAGC CAAGGGCATG 
LMRTYALYLMDRHKHEIAALAELKGM 

400 410 420 430 440 450 460 

GAGGCCA'IGFýIIACTCCCAAGTPCCIGGGATATCGCCATCA'IGCATTATGTGGACATGCCAGACTACPATCAGTACGGT 
EAMKLPTSWDIAIMHYVDMPDYYQYG 

470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 
1 

GATATGACAACAGCAAACATPGMTTCT GA. TGACGGGGTI'CCCGACTC'IGAAGACTCAATGACTTATC'ICCAAGCT 
DMTTANIVILDDGVPDSEDSMTYL08 

550 560 570 580 590 600 610 620 
C 

GG7CC000GGATGGAGAAAA GAACCTTCCCAGAACCGGAGATCPGCCCATTATACCCAAAACT 
GPGDGENLAETENPPRTGDLPIIPKT 

630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700 
i 

CAAGCAACATGGAGTC'ICCCAACTATGAAACCAAAAGCTATGGGGTICACCACAAAGATCCCCATTGATC'ICAT= 
QATWSLPTIKPKAIGFTTKIPIDLIA 

710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 
1II1 

CRAG'ITCCAGAGGGATACG'ITGAAACACTC'ICAATCAAGGCGACAACAAGCCAGCATCAGAAATGGGTTCAGGATGTG 
QVPEGYVETLSIKATTSQHQKWVQDV 



790 800 810 820 830 840 850 
T 

AGG*ICAGACCTCGGGATAACAGACGATGACACG'IGGCACAAGGTTATIGCACCCGCATGTATTTPCIfiTGGAGACAAT 
RSDLGITDDDTWHKVIAPACIFFGD jj 

P 

860 870 880 890 900 910 920 930 

GGpp Cp, ZCZGAAGACATGGACGAAGATiAGG ICATIGAGG'IGAAGCGGATTAAATPCAACTCAGGAACTGCCAGCC 

QSEDMDEDQVIEVKSGLNSTQELPA 

940 950 960 970 980 990 1000 1010 

AAACCATTCATACGGCACGCCCGZC, GCAATGCAACACTPAGAAAGATGATGAGGCATTATPCATI*IGAAAC'TAAGCTG 

KPFIRHARRNATLRKIMRHYSFETKL 

1020 1030 1040 1050 1060 1070 1080 1090 
I 

C'1'GT't'CATGAAAATGCGACGCATPCCTCATIGGGC'1GTPAAGCACGGCTGTGIGGAZ'GAAA'I'I'G'TG'ITPGACTTTATG 
LFMKMRRIPHWAVKHGCVDEIVFDFM 

1100 1110 1120 1130 1140 1150 1160 1170 

AT'ICCCGACGCrl CACGTCAAGGCAGGCAGrMAGAAGCPCAAACAAACCAAAATCAGCGCCATTGGTGTIGGCAC'A 
IPDAFTSR0AVEKLKQTKISAIGVGT 

1180 1190 1200 1210 1220 1230 1240 
1 

TCCAACTATATGCTCACATCTCAAACAACCAACITAAGGCGCACCGAAACACGTAGAAGAAACGACTATGATGGGCAT 
SNYMLTSETTNLRRTETRRRNDYDGH 

1250 1260 1270 1280 1290 1300 1310 1320 

GAAGGGCTCATCCATTAGAACTIGCTTCGAACITTAAATAAAGTIGTTCI'ATCGAGATATACZ'CGAGCACCCAGCZTA 
EGLI H" 

1330 1340 1350 1360 1370 1380 1390 1400 
1II1 

AGACTAACCCGAAAAGGG'IGMGG'IGTCTAZCACCAGTCIGATTI'IX, TAA'ICAACCATCGcTGGTTGGTGGCA2GGTT 

1410 1420 1430 

CGCCATGr7rC7 TACACCGGAAGGTG 



two differences at position 587 nt represents no change in amino acid encoded, but the 

second at position 790 nt, the consensus amino acid is leucine (L), and the alternative 

represents no overall change in charge (proline, P). Analysis showed that a large single 

open reading frame (ORF) of 421 aas was present, with a stop codon at position 1264 

nt and hence an untranslated region (UTR) of 167 nt. 

Amino acid sequence analysis 

From the nucleotide sequence the putative amino acid sequence was deduced (figure 

6.6). Figure 6.7 shows an alignment of RNMV sequence obtained and the 

corresponding sequence for the other bymoviruses, barely mild mosaic virus (BaMMV 

: Kashiwazaki et a!., 1992), barley yellow mosaic virus (BaYMV : Kashiwazaki et al., 
1990a), wheat spindle streak mosaic virus (WSSMV : Sohn et a!., 1994) and a typical 

potyvirus, potato virus Y (PVY : Robaglia et al., 1989). All potyviruses are translated 

into a large polyprotein which is then cleaved by a viral encoded protease to form 

mature products. A heptapeptide consensus amino acid sequence required for a 

potyviral cleavage site has been determined by mutational analysis and in vitro 

translation studies (Dougherty & Carrington, 1988). The point of cleavage is between 

glutamine (Q) and serine (S) or glycine (G) in potyviruses but bymoviruses are thought 

to have a consensus cleavage site LQA (Kashiwazaki et al., 1991; Foulds et al., 1993; 

Sohn et a!., 1994) between NIb protein and the coat protein (except for one strain of 
BaMMV, Na I which has the cleavage site LQS (Kashiwazaki et a!., 1992; 
Kashiwazaki, 1996)). RNMV has the motif, LQA at position 240 aas which would 

generate a coat protein of 27.1 kDa. 

Discussion 

The use of a specific PCR primer in a an RT-PCR reaction is a rapid method to obtain 
information about new viruses. The primer NGDD was designed to a sequence unique 
to the macluraviruses and their close relatives, the bymoviruses. This enabled an RT- 

PCR product to be obtained and the 3' terminus of the genome of RNMV to be 

analysed. 

I GDD PCR primer is effective on RNMV 
The NGDD PCR primer was shown to be effective on infected total plant RNA. It 
detected the presence of NLV in N. clevelandii and RNMV in infected rice material. 
The primer failed to be effective on what is now the only member of the group for 

which there is no sequence data, OMV. There are many reasons why this reaction may 
have failed. Firstly, there could be problems with the PCR reaction itself, the annealing 
temperature or concentrations of magnesium chloride could be sub-optimal. Taq or 
reverse-transcriptase inhibitors could be present in the RNA extracted (see future 
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Feure 6.7: CLUSTAL W alignment of the partial ORF of RNMV (GenBank U95205) 

with the bymoviruses sequenced to date, barley mild mosaic virus (BaMMV: GenBank 

D10947), barley yellow mosaic virus strain 11-1 (BaYMV: GenBank D01091),. wheat 

spindle steak mosaic virus (WSSMV: GenBank X73883) and a typical potyvirus, 

potato virus Y (PVY : GenBank A08776). Gaps (-) have been introduced for maximum 

alignment and the program BOXSHADE was used to create boxing. Residues identical 

to RNMV are boxed with a black background, chemically similar residues are boxed in 

grey. 
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'I1e 6,1; Pairwise percent amino acid sequence identities between the core coat 
protein* of RNMV, a typical potyvirus, PVY and three bymoviruses, BaMMV, 

BaYMV and WSSMV. 

BaYMV BaMMV WSSMV pVy 

RNMV 
BaYMV 
BaMMV 
WSSMV 

52.5 57.8 53.2 20.8 
60.3 85.7 21.4 

61.7 21.3 
21.4 

* The core coat protein is equivalent to D2748 to R3o43 in PVY. 



work). The sequence may not be present in the viral genome or be in such a degenerate 

form that binding does not occur, yet OMV could still be a bymovirus. Finally, OMV 

may not belong to the group at all, and therefore may not contain the consensus 

sequence. 

There are some doubts over the characteristics of OMV. It is often reported as having 

only one modal length of particle, c. 650-750 nm, larger than those normally seen 

within the genus. Unpublished reports (cited in Usugi et al., 1989) state that two 

particles are occasionally observed in some experiments, supporting the observation 

that it has a bi-partite RNA genome. Further work is necessary to establish the 

relationship of OMV to the bymoviruses. Although it is transmitted by the same vector, 

has the same genome structure and similar limited cereal host range to the bymoviruses, 

it is perhaps the least characterised member of the genus. 

RNMV shares homology with the bymoviruses 

The sequence data from the C-termini of the predicted large polyprotein encoded by 

RNMV allows confirmation of its classification. Figure 6.7 shows an alignment using 

CLUSTAL W of the deduced amino acid sequences of RNMV, three members of the 

bymovirus genus, BaYMV, BaMMV, WSSMV and a typical potyvirus, potato virus Y 

(PVY). This region represents the C-terminus of the nuclear inclusion body b (NIb) 

protein and the complete coat protein. RNMV contains several important motifs 

conserved within the bymoviruses and potyviruses. The GDD motif conforms, as 

expected by the binding of the primer sequence, to the consensus of the bymoviruses. 

This motif is thought to be the part of the binding site of the viral RNA-dependent RNA 

polymerase encoded by the NIb ORF (Domier et al., 1987). However, it should be 

noted that as this motif is part of the primer, the amplified version will usually be true to 

the primer and not necessarily to the target sequence in the genome A second motif, 
NGTS within the coat protein is also well conserved, though its significance is not 
known. 

Potyviruses use a polyprotein translation method which involves a viral encoded 

protease to generate mature products by proteolytic cleavage. A cleavage site between 

the Nib and coat protein, with residues conserved around glutamine (Q) at the point at 
which cleavage occurs, can be observed in all potyviruses. A group-specific consensus 
cleavage sequence has been suggested V-X-X-Q/[A, S, G or VJ based on sequence 
homology (Shukla et al., 1994). However, of the six published bymovirus sequences, 
five conform to the consensus L-Q/A and one has the sequence L-Q/S at the NIb/coat 

protein cleavage site (Kashiwazaki et al., 1990a; 1992; Kashiwazaki, 1996; Schlichter 

et al., 1993; Peerenboom et al., 1992; Sohn et al., 1994). RNMV conforms to the 
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bymovirus consensus with a putative cleavage site of LQA (538 nt). This would 

generate a coat protein of 27.1 kDa, slightly smaller than the reported 33 kDa from 

SDS-PAGE analysis (Usugi et al., 1989). 

In general, the potyviruses have a very good degree of identity in the coat protein 

ORFs, and this is particularly striking in a defined core region (Shukla et al., 1994). 

Shukla and Ward (1988) have shown that distinct species of the potyvirus genus have 

coat protein core sequence similarities within the range of 38% to 71 % (average 54%). 

Table 6.1 shows that RNMV has a percentage similarity to the other members of the 

bymovirus genus of 52% to 57% in an equivalent to the core coat protein, and should 

therefore be classified as a distinct species of the bymovirus genus. 

To conclude, our results using the NGDD primer have provided useful information 

about RNMV and could be further used to investigate potential macluraviruses or 

bymoviruses, although negative results would clearly require further investigation. 

Future work 
In order to establish whether it is the failure of the NGDD primer to detect OMV in 

infected oats, it will be necessary to test the PCR process. Simultaneous positive 

reactions could be carried out, using primers designed to bind to a well characterised oat 

gene, which would work in healthy and infected tissue. If this reaction also fails, then 
it may be due to Taq or reverse-transcriptase inhibitors present in the extracted RNA. 

Different extraction methods could be tried or the cDNA could be more dilute before use 
in the PCR reaction. If this 'healthy' PCR reaction is successful, then it can be 

assumed that either OMV is not a bymovirus and does not contain the sequence for the 

primer to bind, or that does belong in the group, being an exception to the rule and 

contains a degenerate form of the sequence. 

RS 
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Chapter 7 

Can the replicase genes of MacMV and BaMMV confer 
resistance to macluraviruses in tobacco? 

Introduction 

A survey of older commercial narcissus stocks in 1980 revealed that many were 

infected with one or more viruses (Brunt, 1980) and observations have shown that 

virus free stocks are more productive and vigorous than infected ones (Brunt, 1980; 

Rees, 1966). NLV is thought to be one of the most widespread diseases of commercial 

narcissus crops, occurring alone and in complex with other viruses. The vegetative 

method of propagating bulbs for retail market scales up the problem of testing for 

viruses. Current methods for the production of virus free bulb stocks involve repeated 

testing of an elite foundation stock which are maintained in a protected environment 

(e. g.: gauze houses to protect from aphids). However, the production of resistant 

bulbs from which others could be propagated would be useful to the grower, and may 

possibly reduce testing costs and improve bulb and flower quality and vigour. 

The amino acid identity shared by the macluraviruses and the bymoviruses in the 

nuclear inclusion body b (Nlb) ORF is the highest that the bymoviruses share with any 

member of the Potyviridae. This unusual relationship led us to speculate that the 

macluraviruses may be suitable for use as an experimental model for the engineering of 

resistance to barley yellow mosaic disease, as well as investigating constructs for NLV 

engineered resistance. The bymoviruses have a very limited host range, infecting only 

graminaecious hosts in the field, making them difficult to work with in the laboratory 

and slow to propagate. The macluraviruses however, readily infect some tobacco 

species, which are widely available and have a year round growing season under glass. 

Barley yellow mosaic disease 

This disease causes serious losses in winter barley in Western Europe and Eastern Asia 

(Huth & Adams, 1990; Kashiwazaki et al., 1990a). The agents of the disease, 

BaMMV and BaYMV are often found as a mixed infection. At one time, BaMMV was 
thought to be a strain of BaYMV but they are now recognised as distinct viruses (Huth 
& Adams, 1990). They are both transmitted by the soil-borne Polymyxa graminis by 

the in vivo method (for review see Campbell, 1996). This means that the virions are 
retained within the zoospores of the vector and hence can survive in infected soil for 

many years. Total crop protection is therefore extremely difficult to achieve, and the 
only practical method available is the use of resistant barley cultivars. However, all 
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German resistant winter barley cultivars possess the same resistance gene to BaYMV 

and resistant breaking strains have been reported in several European countries in 1988 

(Adams, 1989; Hariri et at., 1990; Bendiek et al., 1993). Cultivars that are resistant to 

BaYMV can still be susceptible to infection by BaMMV (Kashiwazaki et a!., 1990b). 

New resistance genes have only been identified in "exotic" barley lines and these will 

require considerable time to be transferred to European high yielding cultivars (Bendiek 

et al., 1993). Hence the need to use a genetic engineering strategy to create plants 

resistant to BaYMV and BaMMV. 

Using viral sequences to confer resistance 
In the past few years, virus-derived sequences have been successfully employed to 

engineer transgenic plants resistant to viral infections (Lomonossoff, 1995). This 

method of "pathogen-derived resistance" was first suggested by Sanford and Johnson 

(1985) and to date the main focus of the work has been on coat-protein mediated 

resistance (for review see: Hull & Davies, 1992). This involves the expression in 

transgenic plants of the coat protein genes of plant RNA viruses. However there are 

problems with this form of resistance. In some cases, protection can be overcome at 
high levels of inoculum, or by viral RNA. The possibility of heteroencapsidation, 

where the RNA genome of one virus is encapsidated by the coat protein of another 

virus expressed by the transgenic plant, could lead to the creation of new chimaeric 

viruses. Several strategies have been investigated to overcome these difficulties, such 
as the use of satellite RNA sequences or transformation of plants with defective coat 
protein genes which may still confer resistance. Attention shifted to a different 

mechanism to engender resistance using non-structural pathogen-derived genes, which 
overcomes some of these problems. 

Replicase-mediated resistance 
The use of viral replicase genes has enormous potential because it offers the possibility 
of resistance at an early phase of the viral infection cycle. If a virus cannot replicate, it 

cannot increase in number and colonise the plant. All RNA positive-sense single- 
stranded viruses share homology in their viral replicases (Kamer & Argos, 1984; Poch 

et al., 1989). This conservation of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerases is striking 
around two motifs, the nucleotide triphosphate binding domain, and the 'GDD' motif 
which appears to be essential for polymerase activity (Inokuchi & Harishima, 1987; 
1990; Li & Carrington, 1995). Complete viral replicase genes were found to confer 
resistance which was not overcome by high levels of inoculum or viral RNA 
(Lomonossoff & Davies, 1992) and later, defective replicase genes were also 
successfully used (Anderson et al., 1992). 
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Resistance to potyviruses 

The first potyvirus replicase gene successfully used to confer resistance was from 

potato virus Y (PVY). Audy et al. (1994) transformed tobacco plants with the nuclear 
inclusion b (Nib) gene which contains the GDD sequence. Several lines were found to 

be resistant to infection, but transformation with a NIb sequence deleted for the GDD 

motif did not result in resistance in any of the 30 lines which were tested. Whereas 

resistance was obtained using 3'- or 5'- deleted versions of the NIb gene which still 

contained the GDD motif. 

Attempts have been made to further investigate the necessity of the GDD motif in 

potyvirus replicase-mediated resistance. Tobacco plants transformed with an intact but 

mutated form of the Nib gene from plum pox potyvirus (PPV-R, Rankovic isolate) 

demonstrated some form of protection against PPV infection (Guo & Garcia, 1997). 

An unusual phenotype was observed in a high percentage of plants of two lines 

transformed with a version of the Nib gene that contained the sequence VDD instead of 
GDD. Well-defined patches of dark green tissue emerged on the chlorotic infected 

leaves. These dark green areas, which grew vigorously and gave the appearance of 
bubbling on the leaf surface, were shown to contain lower levels of virus than the 

chlorotic areas. The recovery phenotype is a delayed, very specific, and highly 

resistant phenotype which was induced by the initial infection. The mutation of the 
GDD motif to ADD in a full length replicase construct of potato virus X (PVX) 

transformed into tobacco plants resulted in resistance to several strains of PVX 
(Longstaff et a!., 1993). 

Replicase-mediated resistance to macluraviruses and bymoviruses 

The production of transgenic barley is still at an early stage, and to date there are no 
reports of narcissus transformation, so it was prudent to test viral-derived sequences for 

resistance in tobacco first. BaMMV and BaYMV were so often found as a mixed 
infection that initially it was assumed that BaMMV was only a strain of BaYMV (Huth 
& Adams, 1990). Ideally plants that were resistant to both viruses should be generated. 
Since neither bymovirus infects tobacco, the related macluraviruses were used as a 
model system for the transformation of tobacco plants with full length and truncated 
replicase genes. Bymovirus (BaMMV) and macluravirus (MacMV) sequences were 
used for the transformation and they were challenged with two macluraviruses to test 
for dual resistance. 

im 
The aim of this experiment was to transform tobacco plants with replicase genes from 
MacMV and BaMMV. The BaMMV construct contained the complete NIb replicase 
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gene and the MacMV construct represented a 3'-deleted version of the NIb gene which 

retained the GDD motif. MacMV was used for the deleted version of the Nib gene, 

since sequence data for the complete gene were not available. Three different species of 

tobacco were transformed, Nicotiana tabacum, N. clevelandii and N. benthamiana. 

The transformants were challenged with three different viruses to look for resistance to 

MacMV. NLV or PVY. The two macluraviruses were used to identify dual resistance 

to two related viruses, a necessity for resistance to the barley-infecting bymoviruses 

which usually occur together. 

Results 
rtýniný f the g em, 

MacMV 

A cDNA clone of MacMV RNA, which encodes a transcript of part of the NIb gene 

was generated by RT-PCR (conditions as for Carla-Uni, Chapter 3). Primers (Ml and 

M2.2) were designed to amplify two-thirds of the NIb gene, including the GDD region. 

Since the macluraviruses contain potential cleavage sites between the NIb protein and 

the coat protein, and are thought to be translated as a polyprotein, there is no 

termination or initiation codon for the NIb protein. However, the NIb sequence does 

contain a methionine residue upstream of the GDD motif which was suitable for 

incorporation into the primer sequence as an initiation codon. A termination codon was 

engineered into the second primer (M2.2). Each primer was constructed so that a 

restriction site (BamH I or Kpn I) was created at each end of the amplified fragment 

(figure 7.1). 

RT-PCR on oligo-d(T)Not I-primed first-strand cDNA using the Ml and M2.2 primers 

generated a product of approx. 600bp, as predicted by the nucleotide sequence (figure 

7.2). Control reactions, using each primer alone or both primers and no cDNA 

produced no fragments as expected. The fragment was recovered from agarose gel, 
digested with BamH I and Kpn I and cloned into a Bluescript vector. The insert was 

completely sequenced in both directions using internal primers and was found to be 

identical to the original viral cDNA sequence. 

A binary plasmid (pNIb) was derived by inserting the partial Nib MacMV gene into a 
BamH I /Kpn I digested pROK2 binary plant transformation vector (Baulcome et al., 
1986). Before plant transformation, this construct was transferred to Agrobacterium 

tumefaciens strain LBA4404 by tri"parental mating mediated by an Escherichia coli 
strain containing the RK2013 helper plasmid (Chapter 2: section 5). The transconjugants 

were selected by resistance to kanamycin and rifamycin. They were shown to contain 
the partial NIb MacMV gene by PCR analysis (figure 7.3 a) (Chapter 2: section 1.6.3). 
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Figure 7.1: Diagrammatic representation of the position of the two primers used to 
amplify the partial NIb gene from MacMV by RT-PCR. Primer sequences are shown in 
bold. Primer M1 was designed to include a BwnH I restriction enzyme site (underlined) 

and an initiation codon in frame with the NIb sequence and primer M2.2 contained a 
termination codon and Kpn I restriction enzyme site (underlined). 

BamH I 

CCSSATCCTACGCTOGTACTCATOATCTCATTTTATTACGCATACGCTGTAAAGACGAGGGATTATACGTTTGATAAA 
MISFYYAYAVKTRDYTFDK 

ATCGATGAAAGATTCGTCTTTGTGTGTAATGGTGATGACAACAAATTCGCGGTGTCACCGGAATTCGTTAAGGAGTTT 
IDERFVFVCNGDDNKFAVSPEFVKEF 

GGTGGGTCCTTCACTGACGAGATTGCACAGCTCGGTCTTCATTACGAATTCGATGAGCTCACAACCGACATAACAGCG 
GGSFTDEIAQLGLHYEFDELTTDITA 

AATCCTTACATGAGCTTAACAATGATAGACATAGGAGGGCGCATAGGGTTCCAACTCAATCCCGAACGTATTCTAGGA 
NPYMSLTMIDIGGRIGFQLNPERILG 

ATCGTTCAGTGGATCAAGAAAGGTGGAATIGTGCACGCCGCACAAGCCGCCTTTGCAGCAATGATCGAATCATTCAAT 
IVQWIKKGGIVHAAQAAFAAMIESFN 

GATCCAGACCTGTTTTGTGTGATGCACTCGTATTTGGTGTGGCTGCTTGTAACATACCGAAGTGAACTCGTTTATGCC 
DPDLFCVMHSYLVWLLVTYRSELVYA 

ATGCACAATGATCTGGTGTCAGTGGTTTACATGGACCCATGCCAAGTCTTTGCCTTGCACTACAACGACAGCGAGGAC 
MHNDLVSVVYMDPCQVFALHYNDSED 

GTAAGGGAGTGGTTTGATGAGGACGATGAGTCAAGTGATGACGAAGACGAAGAGCCAACTCAAGTGCTACAOTAGGTA0000 
VREWFDEDDESSDDEDEEPTQVL Q" 

Kpn I 

NPTII 35S promoter 
NOS 
TER 



Figure 7.2: Electrophoresis of RT-PCR products from reaction using primers M1 and 
M2.2 with oligo-d(T)Not I MacMV cDNA. Lane 1: kilobase molecular weight marker ; 
Lane 2: cDNA and primer M1 alone; Lane 3: cDNA and primer M2.2 alone; Lane 4: 

cDNA and primer M1 and M2.2. 
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Figure 7.3 a: Electrophoresis of PCR products from reaction using primers M1 and 
M2.2 with total nucleic acid from Agrobacterium transconjugants with pROK2- 
MacMV. Lane 1: kilobase molecular weight marker ; Lane 2: Agrobacterium nucleic 

acid with primers M1 and M2.2; Lane 3: positive control (pNIb and primers M1 and 
M2.2); Lane 4: negative control (no DNA, both primers). 

Figure 7.3 b: Southern analysis of Agrobacterium total nucleic acid digested in alternate 
lanes with BamH I and Sst I (a) or Hind III and EcoR I (b), probed with whole insert 

from pBMRep6. 
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BaMMV 

The plasmid pBMRep6 was a kind gift from Dr R. Stratford (PBI). This Bluescript- 

derived vector contains a 1.6kb insert, comprising the complete cDNA of the Nib gene 

of BaMMV. This replicase cDNA was produced by RT-PCR using primers designed 

to place an initiation codon at the 5' end of the NIb gene and a termination codon at the 

3' end. The fragment was excised by the enzymes BamH I and Sst I and cloned into 

pROK2. This construct (pBMRep6) was transferred to A. twnefaciens strain LBA4404 

and transconjugants were selected by the same method as for the MacMV construct. 

They were shown to contain the BaMMV NIb gene by Southern analysis (figure 7.3 b). 

Total nucleic acid from several Agrobacterium transconjugants was digested with 

BamH I and Sst I or Hind III and EcoR I, and probed using a the original insert from 

Bluescript plasmid pBMRep6. The BaMMV NIb gene contained two internal EcoR I 

restriction sites and therefore digestion with EcoR I produced three fragments (two lkb 

and one 500bp fragment) which hybridised to the probe. The BanH I and Sst I excised 

the complete insert, a 1.5kb fragment (figure 7.3b). 

Virus inoculations 

Prior to plant transformations, the three tobacco species were assessed for their 

susceptibility to MacMV infection (Chapter 2: section 6.1. ). Figure 7.4 shows a 

western analysis at 14 days post inoculation (dpi) of systemic and inoculated leaf 

material from untransformed N. tabacum (SR1), N. clevelandii and N benthamiana 

inoculated with MacMV. N. tabacum (SR1) did not become systemically infected 

unlike N. clevelandii and N. benthamiana. The same amount of inoculum was used in 

each case and equal amounts of total protein were loaded for western analysis. It can be 

seen that the N. clevelandii was the most heavily infected with MacMV. Proteins of 
two different molecular weight can be seen on the western using the antisera raised to 
MacMV coat protein. The faster migrating protein is that corresponding to MacMV coat 

protein and the slower migrating protein species is a contaminant that is also present in 

healthy tissue (see Chapter 4 for a discussion of the use of this antiserum). 

The inoculum used was from the same source as that used throughout the following 

experiments. Frozen MacMV-infected N. clevelandii leaf material which had been 

confirmed to be systemically infected by western analysis prior to snap freezing in 
liquid nitrogen for long term storage at -80°C. When used as inoculum, a single leaf of 
the frozen material was ground in a pestle and mortar with lml of sterile distilled water. 
A drop of 50µl was used for inoculation of a single leaf. NLV-infected N. clevelandil 

and PVYN-infected N. tabacum material was used in the same manner. 
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Figure 7.4. Western blot of systemic and inoculated leaf tissue from three different 

species of tobacco infected with MacMV, 14 days post inoculation, probed with 

antisera raised to MacMV coat protein. Lane 1: N. tabacum (SR1) systemic leaf; Lane 

2: N. tabacum (SR1) inoculated leaf; Lane 3: N. clevelandii systemic leaf; Lane 4: N. 

clevelandii inoculated leaf; Lane 5: N. benthamiana systemic leaf; Lane 6: N. 

benthamiana inoculated leaf; Lane 7: SDS-7 protein molecular weight marker; Lane 8: 

N. tabacum (SR1) healthy control; Lane 9: N. clevelandii healthy control; Lane 10: N. 

benthamiana healthy control. The larger of the two proteins, present in all samples is a 

contaminant (see Chapter 4). 
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Plant transformations 
Three different tobacco species (N. clevelandii , N. tabacum and N. benthamiana) were 

transformed using the MacMV partial and the BaMMV complete NIb constructs. 

Nicotiana clevelandii 

Nicotiana clevelandii was used for transformation since it was known that both NLV 

and MacMV readily infected this species by mechanical inoculation. However, no 

transformants containing the BaMMV construct were obtained and only two lines of 

transformants containing MacMV constructs were recovered. 

So few lines were obtained from N. clevelandii due to experimental problems with the 

transformation protocol. A very low percentage of shoots were observed on leaf 

excisions. Those that appeared were often damaged during transfer to pots. The 

stunted rosette form of N. clevelandii presented handling problems. Transformed 

shoots were often very small with little or no stalk, so when they were excised and 

transferred to pots, the rosette often disintegrated and individual leaves had to be 

inserted into the medium. This led to the formation of callus rather than roots. Any 

tiny plants which were recovered often flowered quickly and formed poor roots, 
decreasing their rate of survival when transferred to soil. 

Only two lines were obtained from the transformation of the partial NIb MacMV 

construct. Seeds were collected from line 3 and grown on kanamycin selection. These 

selfed progeny were grown on kanamycin selective medium and tested for the presence 

of the MacMV construct by plant PCR. Total DNA extracted from each plant was 
tested in an RT-PCR reaction using the original M1 and M2.2 primers used to create the 
MacMV NIb construct (figure 7.5). An amplified fragment of 600bp was obtained for 

each of the seven seedlings from line 3, confirming the presence of the MacMV NIb 

partial construct in these transformants (only five of the seven plants are shown on 
figure 7.5). 

MacMV N. clevelandii challenged with MacMV 
These seven selfed progeny from line 3 were challenged with MacMV inoculum. 
Systemic and inoculated leaf samples were taken at 0,7 and 14 dpi. Six of the seven 
plants became systemically infected by 14 dpi (figure 7.6) as is shown by western 
analysis of the systemic leaf samples taken at this time point. Only plant 3.3 showed a 
delay in symptoms and the systemic leaf was free from virus at 14 dpi. This result was 
disregarded, since the delay in virus accumulation in only one plant of seven from a 
single line was not thought to be significant. The untransformed inoculated control was 
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Figure 7.5 : PCR analysis of total nucleic acid extracted from transformed plants to 
confirm the presence of an NIb construct. One line (3) of N. clevelandii, second 
generation transformed with partial Nib MacMV construct. PCR using primers M1 and 
M2.2. This was run as part of the gel shown in figure 7.7 and shares the same controls 
which are included on that figure. 
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Figure 7.6: Second generation N. clevelandii transformed line 3 plants (MacMV partial 
NIb construct) 14 days post inoculation with MacMV. Western blot of systemic leaf 

protein samples probed with antisera raised to MacMV coat protein. Lane A: 

untransformed inoculated control; Lane B healthy uninoculated control. Lanes 1 to 7 
individual plants from line 3. 
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systemically infected by 14 dpi, and the healthy untransformed, uninoculated control 

remained virus free. 

Nicotiana tabacum (SRI) 

Given the technical problems encountered with N. clevelandii, a tobacco species known 

to be easily transformed and easily handled was used to improve technique. Nicotiana 

tabacum (SR1) was used as this test species. MacMV and NLV do not systemically 

infect N. rabacum and as an alternative a potyvirus was used for challenging the 

transformants obtained. Using the MacMV construct, 6 lines of primary transformed 

N. tabacum were obtained. Each line was selfed and the seed collected. Progeny from 

the 6 lines containing the MacMV partial NIb construct were grown from seed on 

kanamycin selection. All were tested by PCR for the presence of the construct. Figure 

7.7 shows the results of this plant PCR where all transformants tested produced a 

fragment of the expected size for the NIb construct (600bp) when amplified with the 

primers M1 and M2.2. 

MacMV N. tabacum challenged with PVYN 

Table 7.1 shows the numbers of selfed progeny from each line which were inoculated 

with potato virus Y strain N (PVYN). This virus was chosen since neither BaMMV, 

MacMV or NLV infects N. tabacum systemically and PVYN has some degree of 

sequence homology around the GDD motif of the macluravirus replicase. It is also 

possible that the replicase constructs may interfere with replication of other viruses by 

binding to host factors involved in replication. The construct was designed with the 

intention of producing dual resistance to two related viruses, MacMV and NLV, and 
pVyN was used to look for a more broad spectrum resistance. 

Samples were collected from systemic and inoculated leaves at 0,8,12 and 19 dpi. All 

plants tested became systemically infected by 19dpi. However, there was a slight delay 

in the accumulation of virus in the systemic leaf of several plants. Western analysis of 

systemic leaves at 12 dpi (figure 7.8) demonstrates that in only line 6 were all plants 

systemically infected (3/3). Three lines (2,5 and 8) had only one plant systemically 
infected (1/3,1/4,1/3, respectively) at 12 dpi. The remaining two lines showed only 

one plant with delayed systemic accumulation. It is possible that the leaves were 
infected at a level too low to be detected by western analysis at 12 dpi, since by the next 
sampling day (19 dpi) all plants from every line were systemically infected. Although 

this delay in systemic virus accumulations was noted in all 6 lines to varying degrees, 

no single plant maintained this delay beyond 19 dpi and therefore none were considered 

resistant. 
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Tale 7.1" N. tabacum (SR1) transformed lines containing the partial NIb MacMV 

construct inoculated with PVYN 

MacMV partial NIb 
Line 12 35678 

PVYN 444343 

control 111111 



Figure re 7.7: PCR analysis of total nucleic acid extracted from transformed plants to 

confirm the presence of an NIb construct. Six lines of N. tabacum (SRI), selfed 

progeny from primary transformants containing the partial NIb MacMV construct. PCR 

using primers M1 and M2.2. Each plant line is labelled at top of gel and four plants 
from each line are labelled below. 
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Figure 7.8: N. tabacum selfed progeny of 6 different lines of transformed plants 
(MacMV partial NIb construct) 12 dpi with PVYN. Western blot of systemic leaf 

protein samples probed with antisera raised to PVYN coat protein. Lane A: 

untransformed inoculated control; Lane B healthy uninoculated control. The line 

number is indicated above the lanes which contain samples from individual plants. 
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Attempts were made to transform N. tabacum plants with the BaMMV full length NIb 

construct. However these were unsuccessful due the presence of fungal infection in the 

Agrobacterium transconjugant. When clean Agrobacterium containing the BaMMV 

construct was finally obtained the time limits of the project dictated that this experiment 

could not be repeated. 

Nicotiana bethamiana 

Nicotiana bethamiana transformations using both the full length BaMMV and partial 

MacMV NIb constructs were successful and 8 lines of each construct were obtained. 

Plant PCR was used to demonstrate that all primary transformants tested contained the 

MacMV construct. Two to four plants from each of eight primary transformant lines 

were obtained and tested by PCR using primers designed to sequences within the 

original insert (M1 and M2.2). The expected 600bp fragment was obtained in every 

case (figure 7.9a). Similarly, to test the transformants containing the BaMMV construct 

the primers BAM-ATG and BAM-15 (supplied by Dr R. Stratford, PBI) were used. 

These amplified a 1.2kb fragment (figure 7.9b) from primary transformants, as 

predicted by the nucleotide sequence of pBMRep6. 

MacMV and BaMMV N. benthamiana challenged with NLV and MacMV 

Four primary transformant lines generated from each construct were tested. In general, 

two plants (R. o transformants) in each line were infected with MacMV, two with NLV 

and one was used as an uninoculated control (table 7.2 shows the exact numbers of 

plants used for each line). An untransformed N. benthamiana plant was inoculated as a 

positive control. Systemic and inoculated leaf samples were taken at 0,7,10 and 22 dpi 

and were tested by western analysis using antisera raised to either NLV or MacMV coat 

protein. The experiment was repeated and samples were taken at 7 and 13 dpi. Over the 

two experiments, a total of six lines of each construct were tested. All inoculated plants 
became systemically infected by 22 dpi in the first experiment and 13 dpi in the second. 

Western analysis of the inoculated and systemic leaf samples at 7 dpi for the second 

experiment are shown in figure 7.10. Several individual plants showed virus 
accumulation in the systemic leaf, but not in the inoculated leaf (B1.1, B34.1, B61.1) 

when challenged with NLV or when challenged with MacMV (B34.5). It is more likely 

that this was due poor quality of plant protein samples available for western analysis 
rather than any effect of the construct, since these inoculated leaves suffered heavy 

necrosis. Only two individual plants (M2.1 and B2.3) from different lines show no 
virus accumulation in the systemic or inoculated leaves at 7 dpi (figure 7.10). However, 
it should be noted that samples from both of these plants were analysed in the first two 

wells of the gel, and hence may have not transferred as efficiently as other samples. 
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Table 2" N benthamiana transformed lines containing an NIb construct inoculated 

with MacMV and NLV, showing the number of plants of each line used. Each table 

represents a different experiment carried out at different times. 

MacMV partial Nib BaMMV comp lete NIb 

Line 12 39 1 37 34 61 

MacMV inoculum 22 22 2 22 2 2 
NLV inoculum 22 22 2 21 2 2 

transformed control 11 11 1 11 1. 1 

MacMV partial NIb BaMMV com plete NIb 

Line 29 10 11 1 2 34 61 

MacMV inoculum 11 11 3 4 31 
NLV inoculum 11 22 2 3 31 

control 11 11 1 1 11 



Figure 7.9: PCR analysis of total nucleic acid extracted from transformed plants to 

confirm the presence of an NIb construct. 

a) Individual primary transformants of N. benthamiana containing the partial NIb 

MacMV construct. PCR using primers Ml and M2.2. Lanes are labelled according to 

transformants line number. Lane A: negative control (no DNA, both primers); Lane B: 

positive control (pNIbM, both primers); Lane C: non-transformed control. 
b) Individual primary transformants of N. benthamiana containing the complete NIb 

BaMMV construct. PCR using primers BAM-ATG and BAM-15. Lanes are labelled 

according to transformants line number. Lane A: negative control (no DNA, both 

primers); Lane B: positive control (pBMRep6, both primers); Lane C: non-transformed 

control, both primers. 

RA12367 11 126 12 1A 

BA 122 
BA1239 11 16 18 

cc 25 34 61 BA 
14 2234 61 



Figure 7.10 a): Western blots of primary transformants of N. benthamiana containing 

either MacMV partial NIb or BaMMV complete NIb construct, 7 days post inoculation 

with either MacMV or NLV. a) Systemic and inoculated leaf protein samples probed 

with antisera raised to MacMV coat protein. Part b overleaf. 
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Figure 7.10 b): Western blots of primary transformants of N. benthamiana containing 

either MacMV partial NIb or BaMMV complete Nib construct, 7 days post inoculation 

with either MacMV or NLV. b) Systemic and inoculated leaf protein samples probed 

with antisera raised to NLV coat protein. 
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Table " Summary of results shown in figure 7.10 a, b 

Line 2 

MacMV partial Nlb Infected with Infected with 
construct MacMV at 7d pi NLV at 7d pi 
Line 2 2.1 X 

2.7 � 
Line 9 9.1 

9.2 
9.3 

Line 10 10.1 
10.2 
10.3 

Line 11 11.1 
11.2 � 
11.3 

BaMMV full length NIb Infected with Infected with 
MacMV at 7d pi NLV at 7d pi 

Line 1 1.1 � 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 V/ 

Line 34 

Line 61 

2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
34.1 
34.2 
34.3 
34.4 
34.5 
34.6 
61.1 
61.2 
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The uninoculated controls for each line remained virus free. It should be noted that all 

plants from every line became systemically infected by the end of each experiment. 

Discussion 

Three different types of tobacco plant were transformed by Agrobacterium containing 

two different viral replicase constructs. Agrobacterium transconjugants and either 

primary transformed plants or selfed progeny were successfully tested for the presence 

of the construct by plant PCR or Southern analysis. These transformed lines were 

subject to inoculation with NLV, MacMV or PVYN in order to assess the possibility 

that they may demonstrate single and/or dual resistance. 

No single resistant plant was found in the several screens employed. The screen of N. 

clevelandii transformed using MacMV partial NIb was very limited, using only seven 

selfed progeny from one plant line. The delay in virus accumulation in the systemic leaf 

of one plant is not significant. 

The technical difficulties experienced with N. clevelandii transformation may have been 

additionally hampered by deleterious effects of the constructs used. It is interesting to 

note that other experimenters have reported difficulty in regenerating transformants 

containing deleted and full length versions of the potyvirus Nlb sequence (Audy et al., 
1994). Detrimental effects due to the presence of the NIb gene sequence and its C- 

terminally truncated derivative were observed. These plants grew significantly slower 
than non-transformed tobacco and calli containing the C-terminally truncated NIb 

transgene grew so slowly that they had to be rescued on non-selective medium (Audy et 
al., 1994). It is possible that a similar effect occurred in the presence of the MacMV 
deleted NIb sequence in N. clevelandii. However, controls using empty pROK2 were 
not used, and thus comparisons to transformed plants not containing the NIb sequence 
could not be made. These problems were not experienced with other tobacco species, 
although the possibility remains that the NIb sequence has some effect on N. clevelandii 
that is unique to the species. 

The test species, N. tabacum, transformed with MacMV partial NIb construct yielded 
the most interesting results. At 12 dpi, only one line had all plants systemically infected, 

with the other five lines showing varying degrees of delayed accumulation of virus in 
the systemic leaf. However, since all plants were systemically infected by 19 dpi, none 
can be said to be completely resistant. Day 12 may have represented a window of low 
levels of virus in the systemic leaf beyond the limits of detection by western analysis. 
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The screen using transformed N. benthamiana lines was the largest, but it still failed to 
detect any resistant individuals. Although two individual plants did not contain viral 

coat protein in either inoculated or systemic leaf samples, it is more likely that this was 
due to experimental error rather than resistance. Again, all plants were systemically 
infected by 13 dpi, and the same plants tested in a duplicate experiment became infected 

on a similar time scale (results not presented). 

It is perhaps not surprising that transformation with bymovirus or macluravirus 
replicase sequences did not yield any completely resistant lines in this case. Literature 

reviews show that highly resistant lines obtained by the insertion of non-structural viral 
sequences are rare. In the first experiment to use a defective replicase construct, 18 
independently transformed lines were obtained, and 7 of those showed a resistant 
phenotype (Anderson et al., 1992). Similarly, the first potyviral NIb sequence used to 
confer replicase-mediated resistance generated 13 lines, testing 325 individual plants to 
isolate four highly resistant lines (Audy et al., 1994). The experiments reported here 

used a comparatively small number of lines (6 for each construct) and individual plants 
due to the constraints of time and growth space. The unpredictable insertion of 
transgene constructs into the plant genome causing different positional and copy 
number effects could generate a whole spectrum of variation of temporal and 
quantitative expression in the regenerated plants. Hence, if a larger number of 
transgenic lines were tested, a resistant phenotype may have been observed. 

Another factor in the search for resistant lines, is the level of resistance required. In this 
case, relatively high concentrations of virus inoculum was used as a stringent test for 
resistance. This experiment was to be a model system, and therefore resistance needed 
to be of a high level in order to increase the likelihood of effective transfer to a 
graminaecious host or even eventually to narcissus. In this case, the level of virus 
concentration may have been prohibitively high and resistance may have been observed 
at lower levels of inoculum. Only one concentration was used to look for absolute 
resistance, but as little is known about the amount of bymovirus needed to cause a 
systemic infection in the field, the concentration used should perhaps be re-examined. 

Dual Resistance 
In these experiments, dual resistance to NLV and MacMV was not achieved by the 
presence of a partial Nib MacMV construct, or a complete BaMMV NIb construct. 
Partial resistance to one virus has been achieved by the transformation of tobacco plants 
with the sequences of another related viruses. Audy et al. (1994) generated transgenic 
plants containing the full length PVYO NIb sequence which were highly resistant to 
infection by PVYO. Three plants from each of six lines were inoculated with the 
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tobacco vein necrosis strain, PVYN, and one line showed ELISA readings that were 2 

to 6 times lower that in infected control plants (Audy et al., 1994) suggesting that viral 

replication had been suppressed. However, due to the small number of plants tested, 

the authors suggested that this partial resistance may be more strongly manifested in 

other untested lines. 

PVYO and PVYN are over 90% homologous at the amino acid level in the NIb region 

and only partial dual resistance was achieved. MacMV and NLV are only 76% 

homologous over the part of the NIb used for the MacMV construct, and this lower 

level of conservation may affect the efficacy of dual resistance, but this will depend on 

the mechanism of resistance. If only a few important conserved motifs are involved in 

the mechanism, such as the GDD RNA-dependent RNA polymerase motif, then the 

sequence identity between NLV and MacMV around this motif is 88% (nucleotide) and 

they are identical at the amino acid level. 

Mechanism of replicase-mediated resistance 
The mechanism of replicase-mediated resistance is far from clear. Viruses have a 

relatively simple infection cycle and therefore there are only a few windows of 

opportunity for the resistance mechanism to function. Resistance mechanisms could 

operate at one of two levels, RNA or Protein. There is much conflicting evidence for 

both cases and several models have been suggested. 

There is evidence that the mechanism is protein mediated. Carr et al. (1992) used 
protoplasts in a transient assay system to assess the effect on viral replication of 
transfected constructs, after showing that a TMV 54kDa construct conferred resistance 
to transgenic tobacco. When non-transformed protoplasts were transfected 
simultaneously with a wild-type 54kDa TMV replicase construct and TMV RNA, viral 
replication was reduced. This result was maintained when a construct missing the first 
14 N-terminal amino acids was used. However, when a mutated replicase which was 
prematurely terminated and produced a product only 20% of the full length protein was 
used, viral replication levels were not affected. Similarly, a frameshift mutation causing 
a premature termination in the replicase construct of pea early browning virus (PEBV) 

abolished resistance in transgenic plants (MacFarlane & Davies, 1992). 

It is difficult to determine whether a mutated form of a replicase is essential for 
resistance. Resistance has been achieved with several full length intact replicases, for 
example TMV (Golemboski et al., 1990), PEBV (MacFarlane & Davies, 1992), PVX 
(Braun & Hemenway, 1992) and PVY (Audy et al., 1994). However, it is not certain 
whether the TMV and PEBV replicase genes are actually expressed in vivo as both are 
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read-through components of other larger products that are detected during viral 

replication. Due to the translation strategy of the potyvirus genome, a methionine 

initiation and termination codon need to be artificially added, thus the replicase is not 

truly authentic. Although the PVX full length construct was generated from an 
infectious clone, thereby confirming its authenticity and protecting from the possibility 

of PCR errors or mutations during cloning, a deleted replicase has also been shown to 

confer resistance (Braun & Hemenway, 1992). Other deleted replicases have been 

shown to confer resistance, such as PVY (Audy et a!., 1994) and CMV (Anderson et 

al., 1992). 

It has been suggested that deleted or mutated forms of a viral replicase could confer 

resistance by a "dominant negative mutation" (Herskowitz, 1987). A defective 

replicase would disrupt the function of the normal product, blocking its action or by 

competing for it's active site. This model could also be applied to the TMV and PEBV 

full length replicases if they are considered to be a truncated defective version of the 
183kDa replicase (Carr et a!., 1992). 

An RNA mechanism has been suggested to explain the occurrence of variation in the 
level of resistance conferred by a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase construct from 

plum pox virus (PPV) (Mueller et al., 1995) and the recovery phenotype observed 

when a mutated form (VDD) of the GDD motif is used to transform tobacco (Guo & 
Garcia, 1997). This model involves the use of homology-dependent gene silencing to 
account for the observation that resistance occurred in a transgene dosage-dependent 

manner using an untranslatable replicase construct. An "unidentified genomic feature" 
is proposed to influence a cytoplasmic mechanism that degrades RNA with sequence 
homology to the silencing transgene. 

Conclusions 
Given the uncertainty that surrounds the mechanism of replicase-mediated resistance 
and the normal function of the replicase genes in vivo, it is difficult to predict the 
replicase sequences which will confer resistance. The experiments using a full length 
BaMMV Nib gene and a partial MacMV NIb gene have not generated resistant plants. 
However, only small numbers of plants were tested with a single inoculum dose. Other 
more successful replicase-mediated resistance experiments have employed large screens 
to find only a few resistance lines, and if the screen were expanded it may have been 
more successful. 
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The possibility that dual resistance to MacMV and NLV, or BaMMV and BaYMV could 
be created in one transgenic plant cannot be ruled out, as there is little evidence for or 

against a resistance mechanism which operates on a strict sequence homology basis. 

Future work 
There are obviously many areas which could be further explored on this subject. This 

project only allowed for two constructs to be tested and was limited by lack of success 
in N. clevelandii transformations. Future work should include the improvement of this 
technique, trying different methods and growing mediums, since N. clevelandii is the 
only tobacco species to have reliable symptom expression for NLV and MacMV. The 

screen of transformant lines could be increased. 

Different construct designs could be used, a complete MacMV NIb gene would require 
the further sequencing of the MacMV genome. Mutated forms of the complete NIb 

gene, or 3' as well as 5' deletions could be used. Different levels of virus concentration 
could also be incorporated into the experiment. 

Results from macluraviruses could therefore influence the design of constructs for 
resistance against bymoviruses in barley. 
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Chapter 8 

Discussion 

The central aim of this thesis was to elucidate the taxonomic position of two plant 

viruses, narcissus latent virus (NLV) and Maclura mosaic virus (MacMV) whose 
defined characters did not wholly fit those expected of any existing plant virus taxon. 

The results of traditional techniques to determine coat protein size, particle shape and 

structure, mode of vector transmission, cytology and serology had proved unable to 

satisfactorily classify NLV and MacMV. Therefore, this thesis aimed to use molecular 

tools to gain sufficient information to enable their classification. 

RT-PCR using Carla-Uni 
The first tool employed was RT-PCR. A carlavirus-specific primer was used since 
NLV had originally been classified as a carlavirus. This primer, Carla-Uni, was 
designed to a unique region of homology near the 3'-terminal region of the carlavirus 

genome. Although the presence of cytoplasmic inclusion bodies appeared to preclude 
NLV from the carlavirus genus the test was still performed to confirm. this supposition. 
Interestingly, another suspected carlavirus, that formed brush-like cytoplasmic 
inclusion bodies in infected host cells, cowpea mild mottle virus (CMMV) reacted 
positively to the RT-PCR test using the Carla-Uni primer. Subsequent sequencing 
(Badge eta!., 1996) demonstrated that CMMV contained an 11K ORF and coat protein 
ORF with high homology to those of the carlavirus genus. A second unusual virus, red 
la soda virus, with no serological relationship to known carlaviruses, but all the 
morphological features associated with the genus also reacted positively to the Carla- 
Uni RT-PCR test. Two further viruses which had been classified tentatively as 
carlaviruses on physio-chemical properties alone, AHLV and HMV, were successfully 
amplified using the Carla-Uni RT-PCR test. 

Having observed that two 'suspected' carlaviruses, with features previously anomalous 
to the accepted trends within the genus were amplified by Carla-Uni in RT-PCR, NLV 

and MacMV were subject to this same test. Both failed to amplify a product. 
However, this negative result did not conclusively prove that these viruses were not 
carlaviruses. 

The use of RT PCR for rapid identification of viruses 
Negative RT-PCR results may be obtained for many reasons. Sufficient control 
reactions ensured that these negative results are not due to an intrinsic failure of the 
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experiment. Inhibitors carried through the extraction process may affect the Reverse- 

Transcriptase or the Taq polymerase. The absence of the particular target sequence may 

not necessarily exclude the virus from the genus in question, since this is only a tiny 

proportion of the genome. The speed at which this type of test can be used dictates that 

a set of primers, each specific to different parts of the genome, or to different genera 

can be employed quickly. This is an advantage over conventional means of detecting 

uncharacterised viruses or identifying the presence of known viruses. PCR has a high 

degree of sensitivity, detecting viruses at a concentration 104-fold lower than detectable 

by ELISA (Rybicki & Hughes, 1990). PCR is a rapid technique, and does not require 
lengthy treatments or methods to extract virus from infected tissue, total nucleic acid can 

be extracted quickly and used directly. Only a small amount of starting material is 

required, a considerable advantage when a virus is difficult to propagate in experimental 
hosts or is difficult to purify. PCR primers can be made to different specifications so 

that a general primer could detect all the members of a single genus or family, or they 

can be very specific, detecting only one particular virus. 

One of the main disadvantages of an RT-PCR test is the unreliable nature of a negative 

result. Once experimental error has been ruled out, it cannot be concluded that the virus 
in question does not belong to the specific group tested by the primer. It is inevitable 

that these types of primers cannot be truly universal. If they contain a high level of 
degeneracy, they will be unspecific and yet restrictive sequences are likely to vary at 

some point once the sample size is increased. This is not to deny the usefulness of the 

positive results obtained with this technique (which have the support of later 

confirmation by sequence analysis), but perhaps it should be used with the caveat that a 
negative result is potentially meaningless. 

NLV and MacMV are Macluraviruses 
Following the failure with Uni-Carla, partial 3'-terminal sequence data for NLV and 
MacMV was obtained by more conventional means. This demonstrated conclusively 

that they were not carlaviruses. Although they shared greatest overall sequence identity 

to the bymoviruses, phylogenetic analysis using coat protein sequences showed that 
they were only distantly related to this genus of the Potyviridae. After reviewing coat 
protein sequence data, genome organisation and the supporting morphological and 
biological characteristics, it was concluded that NLV and MacMV should be assigned to 
a new genus, the Macluraviruses. 

What is a Macluravinis ? 
Since this proposal has been made, it is necessary to discuss the particular features and 
characteristics of these two viruses which may define the members of this new taxon. 
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Table 8.1 lists established features of Macluraviruses which could be used for 

comparison to other unassigned viruses. 

The first part of the table lists conventional parameters for assessing a virus taxon, 

listing particle structure, composition and properties (table 8.1, section 1). The size 

range for macluravirus particles, 650-672nm, is smaller than the potyviruses (720- 

770nm). However, while the potyviruses conform to a very small size range, all the 

other genera of the Potyviridae have particle size ranges that differ widely from the 

potyviruses (from 500nm to 900nm). Coat protein sizes predicted from amino acid 

sequence (NLV 32.8 kDa, MacMV 34.1 kDa) have been given alongside the larger 

estimates obtained by SDS-PAGE and western analysis in this thesis (NLV 39.5 kDa, 

MacMV 40kDa). They have genomes of approximately 8 kb of single-stranded RNA 

(table 8. l, section 3) which is smaller than other potyvirids, but yet prove to be an 

underestimate once sequenced. 

Sections 5-8 of table 8.1 show the more recent findings about the macluraviruses. 
NLV and MacMV have a poor serological relationship with potyviruses and do not react 

to the 'universal' potyvirus antiserum (PTY-1; Jordan & Hammond, 1991). They do 

cross-react to one another, and it is possible that this may be a genus feature. Various 

amino acid motifs in the nuclear inclusion body b and the coat protein are highlighted 

(table 8.1, section 6). The motifs ([T/S]GXXXTXXXN[T/S]) and GDD are thought to 
form the core of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Kamer & Argos, 1984; Domier 

et al., 1987) and are present in all potyviruses. The motif PYMSLT appears to be only 
found in bymo- and macluraviruses, and was identified in the sequence of rice necrosis 
mosaic virus (Chapter 6). This could be an important motif to identify new 
macluraviruses, but may not be essential or completely conserved within the genus. 
The cleavage site between the NIb and coat proteins occurs between glutamine and 
methionine and there is a conserved residue (proline) in the NIb five residues away 
from the cleavage point. This cleavage site is different from those of other members of 
the Potyviridae and may represent a new consensus specific to the macluraviruses. The 

motif NGTS has been found in all potyvirus coat proteins, its function is unknown, and 
is not unique to macluraviruses. 

New macluraviruses may be isolated by RT-PCR using the 'NGDD' primer. This test 
should be prescribed with the caveat for negative results discussed earlier. A potential 
macluravirus may have already been identified, cassava brown streak-associated virus 
(CBSaV). CBSaV has the particle morphology of a carlavirus (650-690nm) but has 

only a weak serological relationship with one carlavirus, CMMV (Brunt, 1996; Lennon 

et al., 1986). Both viruses are transmitted by whitefly (Bemisia tabact) and CMMV is 
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known to induce brush-like cytoplasmic inclusion bodies. There are no reports of 

CBSaV host cytology. It was isolated as part of a mixed infection which is thought to 

cause cassava brown streak disease. CBSaV could be tested using the range of specific 

PCR primers employed in this thesis. It has weak associations with a carlavirus that is 

known to amplify with Carla-Uni, is within the correct particle length range and has 

poor serological relationships to the carlaviruses. CBSaV has been reported to occur in 

combination with cassava brown streak potyvirus, however it is unclear whether they 

are distinct viruses which occur in a complex or only one virus is present. It would 

therefore be sensible to test any samples with both the universal potyvirus primer 
(CN48) and the NGDD primer specific to the macluraviruses. 

When looking for further potential macluraviruses to investigate, particle size and lack 

of serological relationship appear to be the most prominent characteristics which 
differentiate such viruses from the carlavirus or potexvirus genera. However, the 

presence of cylindrical cytoplasmic inclusion bodies (CCIs), particularly if the 

macluraviruses can be shown to use a polyprotein translation mechanism, may be of 

equal importance. In cases where these potential macluraviruses may occur naturally as 

part of a mixed infection, careful attention should be paid to the correct assignment of 
CCI induction to a particular virus. This type of confusion has already occurred 
between NYSV and NLV, where in a mixed infection, CCIs were attributed to NYSV 

rather than to NLV because it was believed that NLV was a carlavirus and therefore 

would not be expected to produce CCIs (Chapter 5). It is possible that similar 
confusion has arisen over the identification of CBSaV as part of a complex formed with 
a potyvirus, the CCIs observed could have been incorrectly attributed. 

There are still many features of the macluraviruses that have not been investigated, or 
conclusively established: vector transmission, definite monopartite nature of the 
viruses, complete genome sequence and organisation and confirmation of polyprotein 
protein processing. These must be borne in mind when carefully assessing potential 
macluraviruses. No one feature discussed here is essential to group new viruses with 
the macluraviruses and no single feature should exclude it. 

Evolution and the use of higher taxa 
The differences between the macluraviruses and the other genera of the Potyviridae 

need to be carefully established as they may provide important data to suggest an 
evolutionary history for this large family of viruses. The subject of virus evolution is 
closely linked to their taxonomy; characters defining divisions between viruses may 
also represent their divergence from other groups. As discussed in Chapter 1, 
virologists have long avoided the implication of evolutionary relationships as part of 
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virus taxonomy. The use of coat protein sequence data to construct taxonomic 

relationships at a species and strain level has been called the new 'molecular virus 

systematics' (Rybicki, 1990; Rybicki & Shukla, 1992). This system is based on the 

use of several computer programmes designed to evaluate genetic distance and from 

these calculations construct phylogenetic trees. 

Higher-than-Family Taxa 

There appears to be a general agreement that coat protein sequence data, whether it is 

the complete sequence or the partial data, can be used to construct reliable taxonomic 

relationships between viruses from strains to family level (Barnett, 1991; 1992; Rybicki 

& Shukla, 1992; Koonin & Dolja, 1993). At any level of taxa higher than family, this 

agreement breaks down. Those proponents of three supergroups (classes) and several 

orders of RNA positive-sense viruses (Goldbach & Wellink, 1988; Habili & Symons, 

1989; Koonin & Dolja, 1993; Ward, 1993) have all based their divisions on the use of 

sequence data from non-structural proteins and an observation of the nature of 

'conserved arrays' of some genes. The majority of these divisions are based on the 

homologies between viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase genes which are found in 

all positive-sense RNA viruses, but they also incorporate analyses using helicase, 

methyl-transferase and proteinase sequences. Two objections to this system have been 

raised. Firstly, that viruses are polyphyletic by nature and cannot have an artificial 
hierarchical structure imposed them (Rybicki, 1990) and secondly, that the cassette 

mechanism of gene shuffling observed in virus genomes precludes the use of higher 

taxa (Rybicki & Shukla, 1992). The latter argument stems from the observation that 
dendograms constructed from coat protein sequences do not correlate with dendograms 

constructed from the helicase or RNA-dependent RNA polymerase sequence. Those 

who apply higher taxa based on non-structural sequence data view this as evidence of 

gene shuffling, and not fatal to their argument (Goldbach & Wellink, 1988; Ward, 

1993; Koonin & Dojla, 1993). Just as different characters may be used to create each 
division in a hierarchical scheme, so non-structural sequence data can be used to infer 

relationships above the level of family and coat protein sequences can be used to 
delineate families, genera, species and strains. In general, an order would include 

"viruses with a common theme in gene arrangement of the core replicative genes, but a 
significant variability of the shell [structural genes] organisation" (Koonin & Dolja, 
1993). 

A test of a taxonomic system is to try to fit new viruses into the scheme. Complete 

sequences of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase are not available for either NLV or 
MacMV. However, preliminary analysis of partial NIb sequences, which contain the 
GDD motif essential to viral replication, suggest that these viruses are more closely 
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related to the bymoviruses (57-60%) than they are to other genera within the family (21- 

31%) (Chapter 4, table 4.1b). NLV and MacMV are distinct from the bymoviruses, 

since they are more similar to one another (76.3%) in this region than they are to the 

bymoviruses (57-60%). Following the reasoning behind the delineation of higher taxa, 

this preliminary data supports the allocation of NLV and MacMV to a separate genus. 

The macluraviruses would be placed in the same higher taxa groupings as the 

potyviruses, since they belong to the potyviridae family. According to Koonin & Dolja 

(1993) this would place them in the class Picornavirata and the order Potyvirales. The 

Potyvirales is comprised of two families, the Potyviridae and the Hypoviridae. The 

Hypoviridae are double-stranded RNA viruses which infect fungi (Murphy et a!., 

1995). No true virions are associated with the members of this family whose type 

member is Cryphonectria hypovirus 1-EP713 (CHV 1-EP713) which infects chestnut 

blight fungus, Cryphonectria parasitica. The 10-13 kb dsRNA encodes a polyprotein 

which is autocatalytically processed. Proteinase, polymerase and helicase domains 

have been demonstrated to share sequence identity to the Potyviridae (Koonin et a!., 

1991). However, this association is not made by Ward (1993) where the Potyviridae is 

the only family placed in order 2 of class 1 (otherwise equivalent to the Picornavirata) 

and the Hypoviridae are not included in the classification scheme. 

Evolution of positive-sense RNA viruses 
Evolutionary relationships are necessarily inferred by the creation of higher taxa, 

suggesting a single common ancestor (Koonin & DoIja, 1993). Until relatively recently 

the extent of RNA-RNA recombination in viral populations was not completely realised 

or appreciated. However, it has now been accepted that such events are widespread 

and that homologous recombination may act as a repair mechanism to counter the error 

prone RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (for review see Simon & Bujarski, 1994). 

Sequence data provides further evidence for the many unusual ways that viruses can 
diverge and evolve using RNA recombination. Horizontal transfer of genes between 

viruses (intra- and inter-specific) and from non-homologous host genomes has 

probably occurred through RNA recombination. For example, it has been suggested 

that segmented genomes could have arisen either by the split of one genome or the 

capture of a heterologous RNA segment. These two points are of particular interest 

when considering the position of the macluraviruses in the evolutionary history of the 

potyviruses. The bymoviruses have segmented genomes and it is possible that they 
have acquired a rod-like coat protein domain from the furoviruses (Koonin & Dolja, 
1993; Dessens et al., 1995; Dessens & Meyer, 1996). Furoviruses are transmitted by 

a different soil-borne fungus (Spongospora) to the bymoviruses (Polymyxa), and it 

appears that the area of homology between the two is limited to the domain required for 
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fungal transmission and does not include that specifying the different coat protein 

shape. The bymoviruses have also lost N-terminal domain of HC-Pro, which is 

associated with aphid vector specificity (Thornbury et a!., 1990; Atreya et al., 1992), 

whilst retaining the proteinase domain. 

There is partial sequence data to suggest that MacMV has a homologous genome 

organisation at its 5'-terminus (Chapter 4). The MacMV sequence homologous to the 
bymovirus protein P1 on RNA2 is also homologous to the proteinase of HC-Pro, 

however, MacMV does not encode a protein homologous to the N-terminal domain of 
HC-Pro. Unfortunately the sequence data do not extend far enough to compare with 
the suggested fungal transmission region of the bymovirus protein P2 and the 

equivalent region in the furoviruses. These data could provide an evolutionary link 
between the bymoviruses and the potyviruses and suggest whether the fungal 

transmission region was transferred from the furoviruses. It has yet to be conclusively 

established that the macluraviruses are transmitted by aphids or by some other vector 
but it is tantalising to suggest that the macluraviruses can be occasionally transmitted by 
both aphid and fungal vectors, representing a missing link between the potyviruses and 

the bymoviruses. 

Macluraviruses and vector transmission 
It is not hard to imagine a scenario where macluraviruses could loose an ability to be 

transmitted by an aphid vector. Mutated forms of the DAG motif present in the 
sequenced isolates of MacMV and NLV suggest that these isolates may once have been 

aphid transmitted, although it is unlikely that they could be efficiently transmitted now. 
NLV is known to occur in the field at times which are not necessarily prone to heavy 

aphid infestations (Brunt, 1971). There are no reports on the infestation of Maclura 

pomifera by aphids and it is possible that this vector may have been selected for testing 
due to the relationship of MacMV to the potyviruses. The Maclura tree and narcissus 
bulbs can both be said to be long-lived hosts, since bulbs are often vegetatively 
propagated for many years. Thus the selection pressure for vector transmission may 
have been exceptionally low for both these viruses. Being propagated by other means 
(seed transmission or bulb division) a sub-population deleted for the N-terminal of HC- 
Pro necessary for aphid transmission may have a selective advantage. 

It has been observed that potyviruses encoding a non-functional HC-Pro can be 
complemented by the presence of functional HC-Pro from another potyvirus 
(Thornbury et at., 1985). NLV is often found in complex with other potyviruses and it 
is possible that it is transmitted at a low level by aphids in the presence of functional 
helper component protein from other narcissus potyviruses. 
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It has been suggested that the bymoviruses are the most ancient genera of the potyvirus 

family and that the acquisition of a monopartite genome and the aphid transmission 

domain of HC-Pro lead to the precursor of the modern potyvirus (Shukla et al., 1994). 

If this is so, the first macluraviruses that evolved may represent a link between these 

two states, a monopartite virus, without the complete HC-Pro. It possible that the 

macluraviruses can be transmitted by aphids on an inefficient and infrequent basis. 

Perhaps the highly transmissible potyviruses that can be observed today evolved from 

those ancient macluraviruses by acquiring the aphid transmission domain of HC-Pro 

and undergoing further modifications to the coat protein. Further sequence data from 

the 5'-terminus of MacMV and confirmation of its monopartite structure by northern 

analysis may provide further information to investigate these possibilities. 

It will be informative to compare the genome structure of MacMV with that of the 

bymoviruses and the potyviruses. The bymoviruses have a considerably larger genome 
(approx. 12kb) than the potyviruses when the bipartite segments are added together. It 

is usual to observe streamlining of a genome over time in an environment where 

replication time is a selective factor, and it is possible that the potyviruses represent 

such a case. The macluraviruses have been sized at 8 kb by gel electrophoresis, but this 
is often an under estimate when genomic sequence is established. If the macluraviruses 

represented the evolutionary link between bymo- and potyviruses, then it may be 

expected that they would have an intermediate genome size. 

An alternative theory is that the macluraviruses are the most ancient genera of the 
Potyviridae. They could represent a virus that was transmitted only by vegetative 
propagation or seed transmission. The segmentation of the genome could result in a 
bymovirus-like genome, which then acquired a fungal transmission domain. Such 

evolutionary theories are difficult to prove with viruses since there is not yet an accurate 
way of measuring the molecular clock of RNA genomes. More sequence data may lend 

weight to one theory over another, and the vector transmission studies of the sequenced 
isolates of NLV and MacMV would aid the discussion further. 

The acquisition of a new vector by the potyviruses appears to have led to massive 
adaptive radiation. Potyviruses are the largest and most diverse of all the plant genera, 
whereas the bymoviruses have a very restricted host range. NLV appears to be 
confined to horticultural bulbous hosts and the natural host range of MacMV is 

unknown. Infections may be isolated in a single bulb for many years and therefore 
considerable divergence may occur between isolates. This may make it difficult to 
define new isolates of viruses from these types of host. 
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Delineations between species and strain 
At the other end of the taxonomic scale, the delineation between species and strain 

presents its own problems. There have been arguments over the nature of the 

continuum between one species and the next and in evolutionary terms. It is perhaps 

easier for such a concept to exist in virology than in, say, zoology because there are no 

restrictions of fertility for asexual viruses. However, a practical need to describe 

disease has led to the use of coat protein sequence data to establish that strains share 90- 

99% sequence identity, whereas species share 38-71% (Shukla & Ward, 1988). A 

sub-species taxon has been suggested for the grey area between 72% and 89%. 

However, it is difficult to apply these assumptions on the potyviruses infecting 

Narcissus that were discussed in Chapter 5. 

Two 'new' narcissus-infecting potyviruses were identified by RT-PCR. It was 

suspected, but could not be conclusively proved that they were narcissus yellow stripe 

virus (NYSV) and narcissus late season yellows virus (NLSYV). Both were related to 

one another and to several tulip-infecting viruses. This surprising result raises 

questions as to the nature of this relationship. Tulip top breaking virus (TTBV) is so 

closely related to turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) that is considered a strain, should these 

new narcissus potyviruses be considered strains of TuMV or of the tulip-infecting 
viruses? The percentage amino acid sequence identities observed between the partial 
coat protein sequences of narcissus potyviruses and TuMV, TTBV and tulip breaking 

virus (TBV) fell within the 'grey area' of sub-species (81.5-86.9% identity; figure 
5.8b). Due to the isolating nature of their hosts, it may be reasonable to assume that 
there would be a higher degree of divergence between virus isolates than is normally 
observed between viral strains. This assumption would require the downward revision 
of the cut-off point between strain and sub-species for bulb-infecting viruses. 

When discussing taxonomy at the level of strains and sub-species, it is important to 
bear in mind the practical use of these delineations. The connection between diagnosis 

and theoretical discussions is often a tenuous one, but the important point here is that 
those in the field be made aware that these viruses with different aetiologies may be 

sufficiently similar to cross-react to a single antiserum test. It is possible, for example, 
that NYSV and NLSYV will cross-react (it is impossible to say from the data presented 
in Chapter 5 whether either antisera was raised from a single virus infection). These 

two diseases in particular have a history of confusion. 

Future work 
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Although most aspects of the immediate future work which could be carried out from 

work in this thesis have been detailed at the end of each chapter, there are some over 

arching aims which could be investigated. 

The first is to fully explore the use of genus or family specific RT-PCR primers on new 

and unassigned viruses. The isolation of a third macluravirus would help to establish 

more clearly trends within this new genus and hence its place within the Potyviridae. If 

sequence data are to be used throughout virus taxonomy, then it will be necessary to 

collate as many sequences as possible to make such analyses more robust. 

The second is to completely sequence MacMV. The high degree of identity shown 

between NLV and MacMV makes it unnecessary to completely sequence both viruses, 

and more data is already available for MacMV. The impact that MacMV's genome 

organisation could have on our understanding of the relationship between the 

potyviruses and the bymoviruses is potentially enormous. 

Thirdly, the future work described in Chapter 5 which is necessary to fully characterise 

the two narcissus potyviruses isolated and sequenced, will enable the investigation of 

narcissus yellow stripe disease. The long history of confusion over the complex virus 
infections of narcissus could be decisively concluded. A survey using NLV derived 

nucleic acid probes rather than serological techniques, could lead to the isolation of an 
aphid transmitted strain. 

Finally the work on transgenic resistance to the bymoviruses is of importance to 

commercial barley growers and may continue elsewhere. As genetic engineering seems 
to be one of only a limited number of options for resistance to BaYMV and BaMMV 

other techniques and other constructs could be pursued. Although the work to engineer 

resistance to MacMV or BaMMV was unsuccessful in this thesis, there are still many 

options open to exploration. Transgenic plants may also provide a means to study the 

action of the macluraviruses or bymoviruses in vivo. 

Conclusions 
The use of RT-PCR as a rapid and specific test for unassigned viruses has confirmed 
the classification of ALHV, HMV, CMMV, RLSV and RNMV. Investigation of the 
confused history of narcissus yellow stripe disease has been clarified by the 
amplification of two narcissus-infecting potyvirus (possibly NYSV and NLSYV). 
Transgenic tobacco plants were generated, but no resistant lines were isolated. The 

main aim of the thesis has been achieved, demonstrating that NLV and MacMV are not 
carlaviruses and should be assigned to a new genus, the Macluraviruses within the 
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family Potyviridae. It is hoped that this proposal will be submitted to the ICTV for 

official recognition. 
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Abbreviations 

BSA bovine serum albumin 
DEPC di-ethyl pyrocarbonate 
dGTP etc.. 2' deoxyriboguanosine tri-phosphate 
EDTA ethylenediaminetetra-acetate 
HEPES N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid 
IPTG iso propyl ß-D-thiogalactopyranoside 

LB Luria and Bertani (media: See Appendix I)) 

MgC12 magnesium chloride 
NA nutrient agar (See Appendix I) 
NaCI sodium chloride 
NaOH sodium hydoxide 

NB nutrient broth (See Appendix I) 

MOPS 3 [N-morpholino]propanesulfonic acid (see Appendix I) 
PCR polymerase chain reation 
SDS sodium dodecyl-sulphate 

SDW sterile distilled water 
SSC salt, sodium, citrate 
TAE tris, acetate, EDTA 

TBE tris, borate, EDTA 
TEMED N, N, N', N'-tetramethylenediamine 

Tris tris[hydroxymethyl]aminomethane 
X-GAL 5-bromo-4-cholor-3-indoyl ß-D-galactopyranoside 
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Appendix I 

Solutions 

Media 
LB broth and agar 
Luria & Bertani Media: 

Per Litre: Mix 

Bacto-tryptone log 
Bacto-Yeast Extract 5g 
NaCl log 

Add the above solids to 950ml distilled water and dissolve by shaking. Adjust pH to 
7.0 (with approx. 0.2m1 5N NaOH) and bring final volume to 1000ml with water 
Sterilise by autoclaving for 20 min at 15lb/sq in on the liquid cycle. For plates, add 15g 

agar. 
Nutrient Broth and agar are made according to the manufacturers instructions. 

Blue white colour selection 
IPTG 100mM: 0.023g in 10m1 SDW 
X-GAL 20mg/ml : add 5m1 of N, N-dimethylformamide to a 100mg bottle of X- 

GAL 
Aliquot and store at -200C, protect X-GAL from light in a dark bottle or tubes wrapped 
in foil. 
To a 400ml bottle of LA, add 800µl of X-GAL stock and 480µ1 of IPTG stock. 

Plant transformation media 
MSO: for 11, mix 1x MSO salts and 3% (w/v) sucrose. 

MSD 4x2: for 11, mix MSO as above and add : 
Naphthalene acetic acid (NAA) O. lmg/1 
6-Benzylaminopurine (6-BAP) 1.0 mg/1(stock solution dissolve in HCl) 

Hybridisation solutions 
Denhardts solution 
10OX stock can be kept in aliquots at -20°C. 

2% Ficoll 
2% polyvinyl pyrrolidone 
2% BSA 
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Oligo Labelling Buffer 
Use a stock solution of BSA 10mg/ml 

Mix A, B and C in the ratio 2: 5: 3 

A 
2M Tris HC1 pH8 625µl 

5M MgC12 2Sµ1 

SDW 3S0µ1 

2-ßmercaptoethanol 18µl 
100mM dATP 5µ1 

100mM dGTP 5µI 

100mM dTTP 5µl 

All dNTPS in stock solution of 3mM Tris, 0.2mM EDTA pH 7.0 

B: 2M HEPES pH6.6 

C: hexadeoxyribonucleotides (Pharmacia) 

resuspend at 900D units/ml in 3mM Tris HCI, 0.2mM EDTA pH7.0 

sc 

20X stock solution: 
1.5M tri-sodium citrate 
3M NaCl 

RNA solutions 
MOPS buffer 
A 1OX stock solution is prepared. 

Final conc. I Mix 

MOPS I 200mM 1 10.47g 

sodium acetate 50mM 1.03g 
EDTA 10mM 0.93g 

Make up to 250m1 with distilled water and adjust pH to 7.0 with glacial acetic acid. 
Store at 40C for a maximum of 1 month. 

Borate Buffer 

Used for viral preparations: 
0.5M borate buffer pH 7.8 (0.5 M Boric Acid, 0.125M Tetraborate) 

0.2% ascorbic acid 
0.2% Na2SO3 
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Appendix II 
Suppliers 

ABI sequence Navigator BioRad Laboratories Ltd. 

Perlin Elmer BioRad House 

Applied Biosystems division Maylands Avenue 

850 Lincoln Centre RR Hemel Hempstead 

Foster City CA 94404-1128 Hertfordshire 

USA HP24BA 

Adgen Diagnostic systems Gene Jockey I& II 
Watson Peat Building Distributed by: 

Ayr Biosoft 

Scotland KA6 5HW 49, Bateman Street 
Cambridge 

Adgia Inc. CB2 I LR 

30380 Country Road 6 
Elkhart IN 46514 GibCo BRL 
USA Life Technologies Ltd. 

3 Fountain Drive 

Advanced Biotechnologies Ltd. Inchinnnan Business Park 
Unit 7 Mole Business Park Paisley 
Randalls Road PA4 9RF 
Leatherhead 
Surrey KT22 7BA Invitrogen Corporation 

3985 B Sorrento Valley Blvd. 
Amersham International Plc San Diego CA 92121 

Amersham Place USA 
Little Chalfont 
Buckinghamshire Perkin Elmer Corporation 
HP7 9NA 761 Main Avenue 

Norwalk CT 06859-0012 
Bio 101 Inc. USA 
P. O. Box 2284 

La Jolla CA 92038-2284 Phar macia Biotech 
USA I lead Office 

Uppsala, Sweden 
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Promega Corporation 
2800 Woods Hollow Road 

Madison WI 53711-5399 

USA 

Sigma 
Chemical Company 

P. O. Box 14508 

St Louis MO 63178 
USA 

Stratagene Cloning Systems 

11011 North Torrey Pines Road 
La Jolla CA 92037 

USA 

USB and 3M 
Distributed by: 
Fisher Scientific UK 

Bishop Meadow Road 
Loughborough Leicestershire 
LE115RG 
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